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Abstract!!This!is!an!exploratory!case!study!describing!the!context!and!content!of!young!children’s!technology!activities.!The!study!approach!is!based!on!ethnographic!techniques!so!as!to!explore! children’s! learning! experiences! of! technology! use! at! home! and! school.! It!combines! research!perspectives! from! the! fields!of! early!years! learning!and! the!use!of!technology! at! home! and! in! the! classroom.! ! The! study! draws! on! Dewey’s! theory! of!growth!and!the!continuity!of!experience!as!an!analytical!framework,!also!incorporating!literature! from! early! childhood! learning! theories! and! research! about! children’s!technology!use.!The!study!shows! that! technology!use! is!a! constructive!and! integrated!part!of!family!interactions!at!home,!while!at!school!the!teachers!use!technology!mostly!for!curriculum!continuity.!!The!data!was!based!on!62!hours!of!observations,!of!two!children!from!one!family!in!the!home! setting! and! their! respective! classrooms.! It! indicates! that! both! of! the! teachers!focused! on! the! achievement! of! specific! curriculum! targets! and!mostly! provided! taskLoriented!activities!and!interaction.!As!a!result!their!vision!of!children’s!technology!use!and!learning!at!school!seemed!to!be!fragmented.!They!missed!the!totality!of!children’s!learning! experiences! with! technology! and! the! potential! to! build! on! their! learning!through!understanding!the!continuity!of!their!learning!experiences.!!At! home! the! parents! appeared! to! have! broader! goals! and! values! for! their! children’s!learning.! ! Children! along! with! their! parents! used! technology! in! relation! to! other!experiences! in! order! to! cover! broader! needs! of! development! and! learning.! This!provided!a!continuity!of!experiences!in!the!home!setting!where!the!intentions!or!goals!of! the! experience!were! either! set! by! the! child! or! shared!between! the! child! and!other!family!members.!!
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Introduction!!This! research! is! a! case! study,! which! explores! children’s! learning! experiences! of!technology! use! at! home! and! school.! It! describes! the! context! of! young! children’s!technology! activities! and! it! combines! research! perspectives! from! the! fields! of! early!years!learning!and!use!of!technology!at!home!and!classroom.!!
1.1 !!!!Background!In! the! few! last! years! we! all! have! witnessed! dramatic! changes! in! societies! and! our!everyday! lived! experiences! as! a! result! of! the! emergence! and! integration! of! new!technologies! (Yelland,! 2014;! 2011).! Internet,! social! media! and! portable! devices! have!transformed!the!way!we!connect!to!friends!and!family.!The!impact!of!this!technological!blossoming!has!also!influenced!the!lives!of!young!children.!As!Marsh,!et!al!(2005)!stated,!young!children!are!“! immersed!in!practices!related!to!popular!culture,!media!and!new!technologies!from!birth”!(p.5).!This!enables!them!to!use!a!number!of!different!kinds!of!technology!in!their!everyday!life,!such!as:!mobile!devices;!DVD!players;!television!with!interactive! features,! technological! toys! and! digital! cameras! (Vanderwater! et! al! 2007;!Marsh,!2006).!The!features!of!technological!devices!enable!children!to!engage!physically!and!intellectually!with!them!in!different!ways!and!offer!them!the!chance!to!develop!new!skills! (Dede,! 2007)! and! perspectives.! As!many! authors! report,! young! children! do! not!passively!respond!to!technology;!instead!they!are!capable!of!actively!interacting!with!it,!initiating! and! guiding! activities! (Plowman&! McPake,! 2013;! Yelland! 2014),! solving!problems!collaboratively!(Higgins,!Mercier,!Burd!&!Joyce!Gibbons,!2012)!and!integrate!portable! devices! (i.e.! iPads)! and! certain! applications! (i.e.! YouTube)! into! their! play!(Edwards,! 2013;! Plowman,! Stephen!&!McPake,! 2010b).! Several! authors! (Marsh! et! al.,!2005;!Stephen!&!Plowman,!2014)!report!that!parents!experience!confusion!and!stress!about! allowing! their! children! to! use! technology.! Parents! are!worried! that! technology!can! have! a! negative! effect! on! their! children’s! social! and! emotional! development! and!
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they! are! concerned! that! specific! technological! features! can! deter! children’s! cognitive!development!and!wellLbeing.!
Although! the! early! years! education! curriculum! places! technology! in! the! centre! of!children’s!play,! young! children!use!more!digital! resources! and!are!more! immersed! in!technology!at!home!rather!than!in!the!classroom.!Therefore!it!is!argued!that!there!is!a!“digitalLdisconnect”!(Gronn,!Scott,!Edwards!&!Henderson,!2013;!Levin!&!Arafeh,!2002)!between!home!and!school.!Practitioners!can!recognize!the!importance!of!technology!in!young!children’s!lives!and!have! positive! attitudes! in! using! tablet! computers! for! their! lessons! (Formby,! 2014;!Yelland!2014);!however!lack!of!confidence,!uncertainty!of!how!to!integrate!technology!in! their! lessons,! lack! of! equipment! and! finances! stop! them! using! technology! in! their!classroom.! Although! technology! can! create! a! new! educational! model,! it! has! not! yet!contributed!to!the!change!of!the!traditional!curriculum!(Dede,!1995;!Yelland,!2005)!and!it!has!been!used!as!an!“addLon”!to!the!regular!curriculum!for!completing!the!same!tasks!faster!or!differently,! instead!of!providing!new!ways!of! learning!and! teaching! (Parette,!Quesenberry!&!Blum,!2010).!!Most!of!the!research!to!date!about!young!children!and!technology!focuses!on!computer!use!in!classroom!settings!and!is!mostly!related!to!teaching!practices!from!the!teacher’s!perspective.! The! majority! of! research! conducted! since! 2005! is! exploratory! and!describes! the! potential! of! technology! use! in! either! formal! or! informal! learning!environments,!such!as!home!and!school.!For!example,!in!the!project!“Entering"e*society:"
Young" children’s" development" of" e*literacy”! (McPake,! Plowman! &! Stephen,! 2013;!Plowman,! Stevenson,! McPake! &! Adey,! 2011;! Plowman,! McPake! &! Stephen,! 2010a;!Plowman,! Stephen! &! McPake,! 2010c;! McPake,! Plowman! &! Stephen,! 2008;! Stephen,!McPake,!Plowman!&!Berch!Heyman,!2008a)!the!researchers!focused!on!identifying!the!factors,!which!support,!impede!or!shape!young!children’s!developing!digital!literacy!and!compared! the! digital! divide! between! the! children! who! had! extensive! access! to!technology! to! those!who!did!not.! !Also,! in! the!project!of! “Interplay:"Play,"Learning"and"
ICT" in" Pre*school" Education”! (Plowman! et! al.,! 2010c;! Stephen! &! Plowman,! 2008b;!Plowman!&!Stephen,!2007;!Plowman!&!Stephen,!2006;!Plowman!&!Stephen,!2005)!they!explored! children’s! interactions!with! technology! at! school! and! identified! the! types! of!
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support!provided! to!children.!The!studies!of! the!project! “Young"children"learning"with"
toys"and" technology"at"home”! (Plowman! et! al.,! 2011;! Plowman,! Stevenson,! Stephen!&!McPake,!2012c;!McPake,!Plowman!&!Stephen,!2013;!Stephen,!Stevenson!&!Adey,!2013)!focused! on! children’s! technology! use! and! experiences! at! home.! These! studies! have!mainly!explored!children’s!technology!use!in!one!setting;!either!at!home!or!school,!and,!as!yet,!the!results!of!systematic!empirical!studies!focusing!on!children’s!experiences!of!technology!across!home!and!school!are!not!available.!As! an! Early! Years! teacher! my! vision! is! to! provide! young! children! with! a! positive!learning!environment,!where!each!child!as!an!individual!can!achieve!the!best!for!him!or!herself.! !To!me,! it! is!particularly! important! to!offer! children! the!opportunity! to! shape!their! learning! experience! by! encouraging! them! to! investigate! topics,! find! solutions,!make!decisions! collaboratively,! gather! information!and!make!observations.! I! consider!my!role!as!a!teacher!to!guide!and!help!children!acquire!all!those!skills!that!are!necessary!for! their! better! understanding! of! the! world.! Technology,! as! a! tool,! can! provide! both!young!children!and!teachers!unique!opportunities!for!selfLreflection,!collaboration!and!connection!between!the!children’s!different!learning!environments!and!settings.!It!can!provide! unique! opportunities! for! learning! and! it! can! change! the! way! we! think! of!learning!and!pedagogy.!!During! my! undergraduate! degree,! I! was! not! given! the! opportunity! to! integrate! new!technologies! into! my! teaching;! thus! my! experience! with! using! technology! as! an!educational! tool!before!moving! in!the!UK!was! limited.!As!part!of!my!Master!degree!at!Durham! University,! I! was! introduced! to! the! SynergyNet! multiLtouch! tables.! This!highlighted!the!potential!of!technology!and!how!it!can!change!the!way!we!think!about!education.!This!visit!was!the!motivation!and!drive!of!this!research.!!
"
Definitions"Much!has!been!written!about!the!nature!of!technology!and!a!wide!variety!of!definitions!have! been! proposed! in! the! literature.! These! depend! on! the! different! underlying!approaches,! given! the!way! the!word! “technology”! has! various! dimensions! (Hansen!&!Froelich,!1994).!It!is!significant!that!some!authors!(Punie,!Zinnbauer,!&!Cabrera,!2006)!refer! to! communication! in! the! singular,! highlighting! the! focus! on! human! interaction,!
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while! some! others! prefer! to! use! the! plural,! covering! the! broad! spectrum! of! data!communications! and! the!means!of! interaction!or! the! technology.!According! to!British!Educational!Communications!and!Technology!(2001),!Information!and!Communications!Technologies! (ICTs)! refer! not! only! to!desktop! computers,! but! also! to! activity! centers,!musical! keyboards,! tape! recorders! (now!digital! recorders),! programmable! and! radioLcontrolled! toys! as! well! as! everyday! items! such! as! remote! controls,! telephones,! fax!machines,! television! and! computer.! This! study! uses! Plowman,!McPake! and! Stephen’s!(2010b,!pg.!15)!definition!of!technology:!“electronic!objects!that!are!found!in!homes!and!educational! settings”,!where! the!child!actively!uses!and! interacts!with! the! technology,!instead!of!passively!receiving!a!response!(i.e.!watching!video,!TV).!!
1.2 !!!!!!Research!Aims!This!study!aims!to!explore!children’s!experiences!of!technology!use!at!home!and!school!and! to! investigate! the! continuity! of! those! experiences! in! and! across! the! two! settings.!The!research!questions!that!this!study!answers!are:!! i) What!are!children’s!experiences!at!home!and!school?!ii) Which!factors!make!children!more!immersed!in!technology!at!home!than!in!the!classroom?!!This!was!an!exploratory!case!study!that!employed!ethnographic!techniques!in!order!to!answer! the! key! research! question! that! was! asked,! “What" is" children’s" experience" of"
technology"use"at"home"and"school?”.! In! order! to! answer! the! research!questions,! I! use!Dewey’s!theory!of!experience.!(Dewey,!1938;!1956;!1999).!The!research!drew!literature!from! early! childhood! learning! theories! and! children’s! technology! use! at! home! and!school.!!In!the!process!of!describing!and!commenting!on!children’s!technology!use,!a!multiLlevel!strategy!will!be!employed! in!order!to!analyse!the!connections!between!macroL,!mesoL!and!microLlevels!of!learning!as!experience!and!use!of!technology!(Hall!&!Higgins,!2002).!In!this!thesis!I!view!learning!and!teaching!as!interLrelated!cultural!and!social!processes.!!In! that! sense,! the! act! of! learning! and! teaching,! as! interactive! processes! can! be! only!
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understood! at! the! microLlevel! by! making! associations! and! claims! that! extend! to! the!mesoL!and!macroL! level!of! learning!and!teaching! in!terms!of!the!setting!and!the!wider!culture.!!Therefore,!the!data!describing!children’s!experiences!of!technology!use!will!be!discussed!based!on!a!microL,!mesoL,!and!macroLlevel!analysis.!This!multiLlevel!analysis!emerged!from!the!systematic!review!presented!in!Chapter!2.!!
Table!1:!School!level!analysis!!
Context! Visionaries! Actors! Scope! Assessment!Body!MacroLLevel:!Society! Government,!Social!Structures! DfE,!QCD! Curriculum! Ofsted,!STA!MesoLLevel:!School! School’s!Leadership,!! Senior!Teachers,!Governors! School’s!Priorities,!Curriculum! Head!teacher!MicroLLevel:!Classroom! Teacher! Teacher,!Child! School’s!Targets,!Curriculum!Targets! Teacher!!In!the!process!of!describing!and!commenting!on!children’s!and!parent’s!technology!use,!this! multiLlevel! strategy! will! be! employed! as! part! of! a! familyLcentred! analysis.! The!relationships!between!microL,!mesoL!and!macroLlevels!of!the!familyLcentred!analysis!are!different!from!the!ones!created!in!the!multiLlevelLanalysis!of!learning!and!teaching.!The!following!table!describes!the!characteristics!of!each!level.!!
Table!2:!Home!level!analysis!!
Context! Members! Characteristics!MacroLLevel:!Society! LCulture,!L!Social!Structures! L!Political!trends/issues,!L!Cultural!trends,!L!Social!trends.!MesoLLevel:!Community! L!School,!L!Extended!Family,!L!Work!Environment,!L!Neighbourhood!
L!School!communication,!L!School!parent!community,!L!Community!trends,!L!Extended!family!communication,!L!Community!support.!MicroLLevel:!Family! L!Family!as!a!system,!L! Family! members! as!!!individuals! L!Family!roles,!L!Family!rules,!L!Family!communication!practices,!L!Individual!characteristics.!!
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2.1!!!!!!!!!!!Introduction!!This! chapter! aims! to! set! the! theoretical!background! that! informs! this! study.!As! it! has!been! stated! in! the! Introduction,! the! aim! of! this! research! is! to! explore! children’s!experience!of!technology!use!at!home!and!school.!!The! first! part! of! the! chapter! provides! a! broad! historical! overview! of! some! learning!theories!representing!the!philosophical!era!starting!with!Plato!and!Aristotle!and!moving!to!Descartes,!Locke,!Rousseau!and!Dewey.!The!overview!moves!on!to!the!psychological!era!of!the!learning!theories!and!explores!the!ideas!of!Piaget!and!Vygotsky.!The!second!part! of! the! chapter! discusses! Dewey’s! theory! of! experience! and! establishes! it! as! the!analytical!framework!for!this!study.!!
2.2!!!Learning!Theories!and!experience:!A!Historical!Overview!Debates!in!Western!thought!on!how!people!learn!date!back!at! least!2000!years!ago!to!ancient! Greece,! where! Plato! (469L399! B.C)! and! Aristotle! (384L322! B.C)! posed! the!question:!“Is!truth!and!knowledge!to!be!found!within!us!or!is!it!to!be!found!outside!of!ourselves! by! using! our! senses?”! (Hammond,! Austin,! Orcutt! &! Rosso,! 2001).! Plato!(rationalist)! believed! that! the! knowledge! is! to! be! found! by! selfLreflection,! while!Aristotle!(empiricist)!considered!senses!to!be!essential!to!find!knowledge!of!the!world!outside!of!him.!Between!500!BC!and!1500!A.D!the!Romans!emphasised!the!practical!role!of! education! in! society,! introducing! the! idea!of! vocational! education.! Education!had! a!strong!connection!to!the!Roman!Catholic!Church!during!this!period!of!time!and!priests!played!the!role!of!teachers!passing!knowledge!to!students.!In!Renaissance!times!(14thL17th! century)! the! idea!of!nonLreligiousLbased!education,!where! learning! is! associated!with! experiences,! was! born.! Descartes! (1596L1650! A.C),! and! Locke! (1632L1704! A.C)!developed! Plato’s! and! Aristotle’s! ideas! of! education.! While! Descartes! reintroduced!
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Plato’s! concept! of! education! and! supported! the! concept! that! ideas! existed! prior! to!experiences,!Locke!revived!Aristotle’s!concept!that!children!are!like!tabula"rasa"(blank!paper),!which!get!shaped!or!written!on!by!experiences.!“Let!us!then!suppose!the!mind!to!be,!as!we!say,!white!paper,!void!of!all!characters,!without!any!ideas:!How!comes!it!to!be!furnished?!Whence!comes!it!by!that!vast!store!which!the!busy!and!boundless!fancy!of!man!has!painted!on!it!with!an!almost!endless!variety?!Whence!has!it!all!the!materials!of!reason!and!knowledge?!To!this!I!answer,!in!one!word,!from!experience.!In!that!all!our!knowledge!is!founded;!and!from!that!it!ultimately!derives!itself.!Our!observation!employed!either,!about!external!sensible!objects,!or!about!the!internal!operations!of!our!minds!perceived!and!reflected!on!by!ourselves,!is!that!which!supplies!our!understandings!with!all!the!materials!of!thinking.!These!two!are!the!fountains!of!knowledge,!from!whence!all!the!ideas!we!have,!or!can!naturally!have,!do!spring.”!(Locke,!!An"essay"concerning"human"understanding)."!Rousseau!(1712L1778)!was!the!first!philosopher!to!introduce!the!idea!of!childLcentred!education.!Similarly! to!Locke,!he!believed!that! the!child! learns!through!experiences! in!their! lives.! John! Dewey! (1859L1952),! one! of! the! most! influential! educational!philosophers,! developed! a! theory! of! experience,! which! established! the! basis! for!experiential! learning! theory.! Dewey! believed! that! learning! and! experience! are!inseparable! and! he! described! interaction! and! continuity! as! the! main! principles! of!educational!experiences.!!In!the!Nineteenth!and!early!Twentieth!century!the!idea!of!psychologicalLbased!learning!blossomed.! ! Piaget! (1896L1980)!was! the! first! to! systematically!map!out! learning! as! a!developmental!cognitive!process.!He!distinguished!learning!from!development;!since!he!claimed! that! learning! is! a! consequence! of! development! and! experience.! Similar! to!Dewey,!Piaget!(Piaget,!1955;!Piaget!&!Inhelder,!1969;!Piaget,!Gruber!&!Vonaeche,!1977;!Piaget! &! Rosin,! 1978)! accepted! that! individuals! learn! by! building! on! previous!experiences!and!supported! it!with!his! theory!of!schema!building.!He!recognised!three!different! types! of! learning! experience;! physical,! logicalLmathematical! and! social.!Physical! experience! refers! to! the! understanding! of! the! physical! world,! i.e.! e.! how!physical!objects!and!materials!behave!as!a!result!of!their!characteristics!and!attributes.!LogicalLmathematical! experience! involves! the! construction! of! knowledge! about!relationships! between! objects! and! finally,! social! experience! which! can! only! be!transmitted! socially,! such! as! customs.! Piaget! (1955,! 1969,! 1977)! particularly!
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highlighted!the!importance!of!selfLregulation,!since!he!claimed!that!without!it!children!could!not! construct! knowledge.!After! observing! young! children!he!mapped! children’s!developmental!stages:!i)!sensorimotor!(birth!to!about!2!years),!preoperational!(roughly!ages!2!–!7),!concrete!operations!(encompassing!about!ages!7L!14)!and!formal!operations!(beginning!around!ages!11!–!15!and!extending!into!adulthood).!During! the!same!period!of! time!Vygotsky! (1896!–!1934)!paralleled!Piaget’s! theory!by!focusing! on! children’s! socialLcultural! activity! and! learning.! ! He! believed! that! learning!occurs!because!of!the!interactions!with!the!individual’s!environment!and!culture!and!he!highlighted! the! role! of! language! in! learning! and! development.! He! introduced! and!established!the!idea!of!a!zone!of!proximal!development!(ZPD),!as!“the!distance!between!the!actual!developmental!level!as!determined!by!independent!problem!solving!and!the!level! of! potential! development! as! determined! through! problem! solving! under! adult!guidance,!or!in!collaboration!with!more!capable!peers”!(Vygotsky,!1978,!p86).!The!zone!of!proximal!development!highlights!the!role!of!helpLseeking!and!collaborative!learning!(scaffolding)!(Wood,!Bruner!&!Ross,!1976)!from!adults!or!experienced!peers.!!
2.3 !!!!John!Dewey!and!the!role!of!experience!Dewey’s!philosophy!of! education! is! considered! a! landmark! in! the! field! of! educational!constructivism.!In!his!books!Democracy"and"education"(1916/1966)!and!Experience"and"
education"(1938/1963)!he!developed!theories!about!experience!that!greatly!influenced!informal/formal!and!experiential!learning!theories,!as!well!as!learning!theorists!such!as!Piaget!(1896!L!1980)!and!Vygotsky!(1896!L1934)!(Glassman,!2001).!Dewey!considered!experiences!to!be!vital!components!of!education!and!suggested!that!the!general!concept!of!education!is! linked!to!children’s! life!experiences.!This!principle!set!the!basis!for!an!analysis!of!experience!in!formal!and!informal!education.!There!has!been! an! onLgoing! debate! about! definitions! of! informal! learning.! Most! authors! (e.g.!Colley! &! Hodkinson,! 2002;! Overwien,! 2000;! Schugurensky,! 2000;! Werquin,! 2010)!define! informal! learning!by!defining!what! it! is!not."Formal! learning! is! connected!with!school,! curriculum! and! assessment,! whereas! informal! learning!mainly! includes! three!different! sources:! learning! from! family!members,! learning! in! informal! environments,!such! as:! zoos,! museums,! galleries,! theatres,! etc.,! and! learning! through! media,! like!
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television,!Internet,!etc.!(Downes,!2010;!Grant!2009,!Leney!&!Ponton,!2007).!However,!when! referring! to! early! years! education! it! is! difficult! to! make! a! clear! distinction!between!formal!and!informal!education.!Although!in!early!childhood!schooling!there!is!a! curriculum,! the! teachers! follow! a! holistic! teaching! approach! that! portrays! learning!experiences!as!a!continuous!process!between!home!and!school.!Although!the!theories!of!informal/formal!education!share!Dewey’s!views!on!experience!and!education,!they!tend!to!ignore!or!omit!the!importance!of!the!continuity!of!experiences,!which!also!suggests!the!continuity!between!all!children’s!environments.!!General! theories!of! learning!were!also! influenced!by!Dewey’s! theory.!Vygotsky!(1978;!1962)!believed! that! knowledge! is! socially! constructed! and! children! learn! as!part! of! a!social!environment.!While!Piaget!described!children’s!learning!through!schemata!within!the!individual!child,!Vygotsky!(1986)!believed!that!learning!happens!as!a!result!of!social!interactions!and!culture.!He!developed!the!theory!of!Zone!Proximal!Development,!which!is!formed!by!the!difference!between!what!the!child!can!do!without!assistance!and!what!the!child!can!achieve!with! the!assistance!of!a!more!knowledgeable!peer!or!adult.!The!ZPD! highlights! the! relationship! between! children’s! helpLseeking! and! learning! and!argues! that! children! learn!when! they! collaborate!with!more! knowledgeable! peers! or!adults.! ! Vygotsky! primarily! focused! on! the! role! of! children’s! social! interaction! in! the!change! of! prior! knowledge! (Roscelle,! 1997)! and! the! transmission! of! skills! and!knowledge!from!more!experienced!to!less!experienced!learner.!!In!contrast!to!Vygotsky,!Piaget!focused!on!the!individual!child!as!an!active!learner!and!constructor!of! their!own!understanding.!Similarly! to!Dewey,!he!believed! that!children!build! their! knowledge! on! previous! experiences! and! he! described! this! transformative!process!with!the!development!of!schemata.!Piaget!categorized!children’s!development!into! four! stages:! sensiLmotor,! preoperational,! concrete! operational,! and! formal!operational,!delineating!a!hierarchy!of!complexity!and!abstraction.!Piaget!explains!that!the!change!of!children’s!prior!knowledge!happens!because!of!the!process!of!assimilation!and!accommodation.! !During!assimilation,! children! integrate! information! into!existing!schemata! and! during! accommodation! a! new! schema! or! understanding! is! created! in!response!to!conflict.!!
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3.1!!!!Introduction!Chapter!Two!established!the!broad!theoretical!framework!of!this!study.!This!chapter!is!divided!into!two!parts;!the!first!part!discusses!the!experience!of!learning!in!the!recent!national! curriculum! in! England,!while! the! second! part! describes! the! research! field! of!early!childhood!and!technology!by!summarizing!the!research!on!young!children’s!use!of!technology!inside!and!outside!school.!!
3.2!!!National!Curriculum!in!England!The! previous! chapter! discussed! the! relationship! between! experience! and! learning.! It!focused!on!Dewey’s!theory!of!experience!and!set!the!analytical!framework!of!the!study.!!This! chapter! provides! a! more! detailed! understanding! of! how! learning! experience,!teaching! practices! and! use! of! technology! are! framed! and! applied! in! practice! in! early!years!and!primary!level!education.!In!particular!it!examines!the!language!used!in!official!government!documents!to!describe!learning!experience,!teaching!and!technology.!In!order!to!get!an!overall!perspective!of!the!curriculum,!the!frequency!of!terms!related!to! learning! experience,! teaching! practices! and! technology! have! been! quantitatively!analyzed.! The! frequencies! of! the! words! can! be! related! to! the! consistency! of! the!underlying!messages!in!the!text!on!teaching!and!learning!methods.!!All! early! years! providers! are! required! to! follow!Early! Years! Foundation! Stage! (EYFS)!curriculum,! according! to!which,! the! characteristics! of! effective! teaching! and! learning,!are:!• playing!and!exploring,!• active!learning,!and!• creating!and!thinking!critically!!EYFS!sets! six!areas!of! learning!and!development,! three!prime!and! three!specific.! !The!
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prime!areas!of!learning!include:!• communication!and!language,!• physical!development,!and!• personal,!social!and!emotional!development.!!And!the!speciﬁc!areas!of!learning!include:!• literacy!• mathematics!• understanding!the!world,!and!• expressive!arts!and!design.!!The! primary! curriculum! has! two! Key! Stages;! Key! Stage! 1! includes! Year! Group! 1L2!(children! aged!between!5! and!7)! and!Key! Stage!2! includes!Year!Groups!3L6,! children!aged! between! 7! and! 11).! The! curriculum! is! structured! around! the! 'core! subjects'! of!English,!mathematics!and!science,!and!the!'foundation!subjects'!of!art!and!design,!design!and! technology,! geography,! history,! computing,! music! and! physical! education.! All!primary! schools! are! required! to! teach! religious! education,! the! syllabus! for! which! is!determined! by! the! local! authority.! They! are! encouraged,! but! not! obliged,! to! deliver!appropriate!personal,!social!and!health!education!(PSHE)!and!citizenship!lessons.!!According! to! the!National! Curriculum,! primary! schools! have! to! help! children!develop!Key!and!Thinking!skills.!Key!skills!include:!• communication,!• application!of!number,!• information!technology,!• working!with!others,!• improving!own!learning!and!performance!and,!• problemLsolving!skills.!!Thinking!skills!are!related!to:!• covering!informationLprocessing,!• reasoning,!enquiry,!• creative!thinking!and,!
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• evaluation!skills.!!Finally!the!primary!curriculum!includes!five!crossLcurricular!elements:!• Creativity,!• ICT,!• Education!for!sustainable!development,!• Literacy!across!the!curriculum!and,!• Numeracy!across!the!curriculum.!At! the! end! of! Key! Stage! 1,! in! Year! Group! Two,! the! teacher! in! reading,! writing! and!mathematics!assesses!children.!!The!Introduction!provided!a!brief!historical!background!of!the!National!Curriculum!and!a!description!of!the!current!EYFS!and!Year!Two!frameworks.!!The!following!paragraphs!will! describe! the! document! analysis! of! official! documents! in! both! early! years! and!primary!settings.!!
3.2.1!!!!!!!!Curriculum!documents!quantitative!content!analysis!Documents! (DfE,! 2000b,! 2000b,! 2000c,! 2000d,! 2012a,! 2012b,! 2012c,! 2012c,! 2013a,!2013b,!2013d,!2012e,!2013f)!published!from!five!organizations;!Office!for!Standards!in!Education!(Ofsted),!Standards!and!Testing!Agency!(STA),!Qualifications!and!Curriculum!Authority! (QCA)! and! Department! of! Education! (DfE)! have! been! analyzed! aiming! at!recognizing! the!differences!between!EYFS!and!Key!Stage!One! in! the! language!used! in!government! documents! that! describes! learning! experience,! teaching! practices! and!technology.!!In!total!23!official!documents!have!been!reviewed!(Table!3),!two!of!those,!the!“National"
Curriculum" in" England:" Key" stages" 1" and" 2" framework" document”! and! the! “National"




Early!Years!Foundation!Stage! Primary!School:!Key!Stage!1!Department! of! Education,! (2012).! Early" Years"""""""
Foundation" Stage" Profile" Attainment" by" Pupil""
Characteristics! Department! of! Education,! (2000).! Mathematics"programmes"of"study:"key"stages"1"and"2!Department! of! Education,! (2013.)! Foundation" Stage"
Results"in"England:"2012/13! Department! of! Education,! (2000).! Science"programmes"of"study:"key"stages"1"and"2!Department! of! Education,! (2013)." More" great"
childcare:"Raising"quality"and"giving"parents"more"
choice! Department! of! Education,! (2000).! English"programmes"of"study:"key"stages"1"and"2!Department! of! Education,! (2013).! Consultation" on"
Teachers"Standards,"Early"Years! Department! of! Education,! (2000).! Design" and"technology"programmes"of"study!Department! of! Education,! (2012).! Parents’" Guide" to"
the"Early"Years"Foundation"Stage"Framework! Department! of! Education,! (2013).! The" national"curriculum" in" England:" Key" stages" 1" and" 2"framework"document!Department! of! Education,! (2012).! Development"
Matters"in"the"Early"Years"Foundation"Stage! Department! of! Education,! (2013).! The" National"Curriculum"in"England:"Framework"document"for"consultation!Department! of! Education,! (2012)." Statutory"
Framework"for"the"Early"Years"Foundation"Stage! Department! of! Education,! (2013).! Phonics"Screening" Check" and" National" Curriculum"Assessments" at" Key" Stage" 1" in" England,!2012/13!Department! of! Education,! (2013).! Early" years"
outcomes:! A" non*statutory" guide" for" practitioners"
and"inspectors! Department! of! Education,! (2009).! Independent"Review" of" the" Primary" Curriculum:" Final"Report!Department! of! Education,! (2013)! Early" Years"
Foundation"Stage"Profile"2013"return! Department! of! Education,! ().! Reform" of" the"National"Curriculum"in"England!Department!of!Education,! (2012)!A"Know"How"Guide:"
The"EYFS"progress"check"at"age"two! Department!of!Education,!(2013).!Key"Stage"1"to"Key"Stage"2"Progress"Measures!Department! of! Education,! (2012).! Early" Years"
Foundation" Stage" (EYFS):" Learning" and"
Development"Consultation"Report! Qualifications! and! Curriculum! Development!Agency,! (2010).! The" National" Curriculum"Primary"handbook!Qualifications! and! Curriculum! Development! Agency,!(2000).! Curriculum" guidance" for" the" foundation"
stage! Standards! and! Testing! Agency,! (2012).!Assessment" and" reporting" arrangements:" Key"Stage"1!Standards! and! Testing! Agency,! (2012).! Assessment"
and" reporting" Arrangements" Early" Years"
Foundation"Stage! Standards! and! Testing! Agency,! (2012).!Assessment"framework"for"the"development"of"the"Year"1"phonics"screening"check!Standards! and! Testing! Agency,! (2013).! Early" Years"
Foundation"Stage"Profile"Handbook! Office!for!Standards!in!Education,!(2013).!School"inspection"handbook!Office! for! Standards! in! Education,! (2013).! The"
framework" for" the" regulation" and" inspection" of"
provision"on"the"Early"Years"Register! Office! for! Standards! in! Education,! (2012).!Subsidiary" guidance:" Supporting" the"inspection" of" maintained" schools" and"academies!Office! for! Standards! in! Education,! (2012).! Are" you"
ready"for"your"inspection?:"A"guide"to"inspections"of"





































Category! 2:! Teaching! practices! in! EYFS! and! Key! Stage! One! official!
documents!
The! most! frequent! words! that! describe! teaching! practices! in! the! EYFS! curriculum!documents! are! “provi*”! (M=! 0.47! SD=1.33),! “progress”! (M=0.31! SD=0.37),! “report”!(M=0.20! SD=0.30),! and! “assess”! (M=! 0.11! SD=0.29),! while! in! Key! Stage! 1! official!publications,! the! words! “progress”! (M=! 0.86! SD=1.09),! “level”! (M=! 0.60! SD=0.88),!“expected”!(M=!0.59!SD=0.68),!“assess”!(M=!0.36!SD=0.63)!and!“test”!(M=!0.35!SD=0.60)!have!the!larger!number!of!occurrences.!Furthermore,! the! statistical! analysis! showed! a! significant! difference! between! two!groups! in!the!frequency!of!the!words:!“test”!and!“provide”!(both!have,!p=0.032<0.05).!Although!only! the!above!words!were! found! to!have!a! statistical! significant!difference,!looking!at!the!means!for!both!groups,!there!is!a!noticeable!difference!in!the!means!for!“progress”!with!M=!0.37!for!EYFS!and!M=!1.09!for!Key!Stage!1,!“expected”!with!M=!0.12!for!EYFS!and!M=!0.68!for!Key!Stage!1!and!finally,!“level”!with!M=!0.18!for!EYFS!and!M=!0.33!for!Key!Stage!1.!!
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3.2.2!!!!!!!Experience!and!National!Curriculum!in!England!!The!statistical!content!analysis!showed!a!significant!difference!in!the!frequency!of!use!of!several!words!that!indicate!the!character!and!aim!at!each!educational!level.!Words!that!are!related!to!learning!experience!from!the!perspective!of!the!child,!such!as!experience,!discover,!and!explore,!had!low!frequency!for!both!educational!age!groups.!EYFS! curriculum!documents!put! an! emphasis! on! children’s! holistic! development.! The!focus! is!on!the!child! itself!and!the!educational!aims!are!about!the!child!and!her!or!his!development!through!understanding!the!world.!EYFS!teachers!are!expected!to!support!and! encourage! a! rather! informal! type! of! learning! experience,! by! creating! different!experiential! incidents! and! opportunities! in! the! classroom.! They! give! children! the!opportunity!to!choose!their!own!learning!experience;!by!helping!them!judge!themselves!for!their!learning!activities.!This!way,!according!to!EYFS!curriculum!principles,!the!child!develops! an! understanding! of! the! world! and! develops! socially! through! positive!relationships.!Although!both!Key!Stage!One!and!EYFS!put!a!focus!on!the!child!itself,!the!“child”!in!Key!Stage!One! is!changing! in!terms!of!schooling! identity!and! is!becoming!a!“pupil”.! In!Key!Stage!One,!achieving!and!acquiring!skills!and!knowledge!seems!to!be!important,!since!a!pattern! of! words! related! to! a! more! structured! learning! environment! as! well! as!assessment,!such!as,!achieve,!score,!test,!report!and!progress!can!be!observed.!This!can!
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be! explained! by! looking! at! the! structure! of! the! Key! Stage! One! curriculum,! which! is!subjectLbased!and!is!developed!around!English,!Mathematics!and!Science.!At!the!end!of!Key! Stage! One,! their! teacher! formally! tests! children! in! the! above! core! subjects.! The!results!are! taken! into!account! for! the!Ofsted! inspection!and!play!a!crucial!role! for! the!assessment!of!the!teacher,!the!head!teacher!and!the!school!governors.!!Teachers!in!both!age! groups! are! expected! to! have! and! apply! what! TPACK! (Koehler! &! Mishra,! 2009)!framework! defines! as! “technological" pedagogical" content" knowledge”," which! is! a!combination!of!teacher’s!technological!skills!and!knowledge,!content!knowledge!of!each!subject! and! pedagogical! knowledge.! TPACK! as! a! framework! describes! teacher’s!activities!with!technology.!!Technology!has!a!different!definition!for!the!EYFS!and!Key!Stage!1!groups.!On!the!one!hand! technology! in! EYFS! settings! is! mainly! considered! to! be! computer! technology,!which! indicates! a! narrow! definition! of! technology! that! is! only! related! to! desktop!computers.!On!the!other!hand,!in!Key!Stage!One!the!groupings!of!digital!and!computer!technology!seem!to!have!the!equivalent!value.!!According!to!Dewey,!meaningfulness!and!continuity! of! experiences,! as! has! been! mentioned! above,! are! the! characteristics! that!describe!the!quality!of!experiences.!The!document!analysis!showed!that!the!curriculum!proposes! activities! and! experiences! in! a! way! that! encourages! teachers! to! achieve!continuity!between!core!subjects,!such!as!literacy,!maths!and!science.! !Furthermore,! it!seems! that! the! focus! of! experience! of! technology! use! is!mostly! related! to! curriculum!subjects!and!specific!objective;!this!makes!it!difficult!to!draw!on!or!relate!to!children’s!immediate!meaningful!experiences,!particularly!in!relation!to!the!idea!of!continuity!and!quality.!Taking! the! above! conclusion! into! account! it! can! be! assumed! that! technology! in! Key!Stage!One!is!a!teacherLinitiated!learning!experience!and!children!have!to!use!technology!for!learning!and!practising!the!core!subjects!and!have!to!demonstrate!certain!skills!by!the!end!of! the!academic!year.!However,! technology!use,!as!part!of!early!years!holistic!form! of! learning,! experience! is! to! be! encouraged! by! teachers,! but! also! includes!opportunities!for!being!a!children’sLinitiated!activity.!!
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This! section! focused! on! the! analysis! and! discussion! the! curriculum! of! Early! Years!Foundation!Stage!and!Key!StageLYear!Two!age!groups.!It!provided!a!perspective!on!the!macroLlevel!context!of!learning!and!teaching,!as!it!is!described!in!the!official!curriculum!documents.! The! next! section! describes! a! systematic! review! of! the! research! into!technology!use!in!early!childhood!that!has!been!conducted!the!last!twenty!years,!aiming!at! situating! the! current! study! in! the! field! and! synthesizing! the! findings! and! the!methodologies!used!from!previous!work.!!!
3.3! ! ! ! ! ! Systematic! review! of! children’s! technology! use! at! home! and!
school!
3.3.1!!!!!!Introduction!This!chapter!provides!a!systematic!review!of!peerLreviewed!articles!within!the!research!field! of! technology! use! in! early! childhood.! Studies! of! children’s! use! of! technology!suggest! that! they!use!a!number!of!different!kinds!of! technology! in! their!everyday! life,!such!as:!mobile!devices,!DVD!players,!television!with!interactive!features,!technological!toys,!and!digital!cameras!(Plowman!2010;!Marsh,!2006);!however!it!is!often!argued!that!there! is! a! “digitalLdisconnect”! (Levin! &! Arafeh,! 2002)! between! home! and! school.!Although! the! early! years! education! curriculum! places! technology! in! the! centre! of!children’s!play,! it! is!reported!(Plowman!et!al.,!2010a;!Stephen!et!al.,!2008)!that!young!children! use! more! digital! resources! and! are! more! immersed! in! technology! at! home!rather! than! at! classroom.! ! The! features! of! technological! devices! make! children!intellectually!engage!with!them!in!different!ways!and!offer!them!the!chance!to!develop!new!skills!(Dede,!2007).!Although!technology!can!create!a!new!educational!model,!it!has!not! yet! contributed! to! the! change! of! the! traditional! curriculum! (Dede,! 1995;! Yelland,!2005)!and!it!has!been!used!as!an!“addLon”!to!the!regular!curriculum!for!completing!the!same!tasks!faster,!instead!of!providing!new!ways!of!learning!and!teaching.!!There! are! a! number! of! reviews! (Aubrey! &! Dahl,! 2008;! Yelland,! 2005;! Clements! &!Samara,! 2002;! Clements,! 1993)! summarizing! the! research! findings! in! the! area! of!children’s!use!of!technology;!however!none!of!them!has!employed!a!critical!perspective!or! has! been! conducted! in! a! systematic! way.! ! Parette! et! al.! (2010)! recognize! that!
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Database'Search'According!to!the!stages!of!a!systematic!review!(Torgerson,!2003)!I!first!established!the!focus!of!the!review!and!determined!the!inclusion!and!exclusion!criteria.!Then!keywords,!titles! and! abstracts! were! searched! in! the! following! major! bibliographic! databases! of!articles! published! between! 1993! and! 2013.! ! The! Education! Resources! Information!Center!(ERIC),!PsycINFO,! the!Social!Sciences!Citation!Index,! the!Science!Citation!Index!Expanded,! the! Conference! Proceedings! Citation! IndexLSocial! Science! &! Humanities,!Conference!Proceedings!Citation!IndexLScience!(CPCILS),!British!Education!Index,!!Jstor,!Google! Scholar! and! Sage! Journals! Online.! Additionally,! major! journals! in! the! field! of!education,!early!education!and!technology!have!been!manually!searched.!The!following!Boolean!string!search!was!used:!((young!OR!early)!AND!child*!AND!(technolog*!OR!ICT!OR! digital))! and! the! following! freeLtext! keywords! when! appropriate:! +early! +young!+child!+children!+childhood!+!"early!years"!+digital!+technology!+ICT!+computer.!!The!final!steps!were!to!screen!all!the!titles!and!abstracts!according!to!the!inclusion!criteria,!and!assess!the!remaining!articles!after!full!text!review.!!In!total!3369!titles!and!abstracts!were!identified!for!further!assessment!from!both!database!and!hand!searches!and!174!studies! have! been! fullLtext! reviewed.! In! total,! 29! articles! were! included! for! further!analysis! in! the! review.! The! procedure! of! the! literature! search! is! described! in! detail!
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below! (Table! 7).! The! remaining! studies! have! not! been! rated! for! their! quality,! as!recommended! by! Torgerson! (2003)! since! the! focus! of! this! review! is! to! identify! and!summarize,! not! to! assess! the! quality! of! the! methodology! or! findings! of! the! articles!researching!children’s!use!of!technology."
"
Study'Selection'Criteria'The!selection!process!was!based!on!the!following!criteria:!
• The! selected! articles! were! empirical! studies! published! in! peerLreviewed!educational!journals!between!1993!and!2013;!































This!part!of!the!chapter!summarizes!the!findings!of!the!studies.!The!17!included!articles!were! categorized! based! on! their!main! focus! into! childrenLfocused,! adultLfocused! and!those!that!analysed!technology!use!itself.!Both!qualitative!and!qualitative!studies!in!the!literature! sample! aimed! to! exploring! children’s! use! of! technology! and! to! generate!theory.! Most! frequent! research! foci! were:! children’s! interactions! with! technology,!children’s! interactions! with! adults! or! peers! around! technology! and! the! relationships!between! different! variables! of! children’s! technology! use;! such! as! SES,! access,! gender,!teacher’s!impact!on!children’s!technology!use.!None!of!the!articles!dealt!with!learning!in!terms! of! experiencing.! Further,! none! of! the! articles! focused! on! the! relevance! and! the!continuum!of!children’s!technology!use!between!home!and!school!environments.!The!articles!had!diverse!theoretical!frameworks.!The!majority!situated!their!data!in!the!general! context! of! children’s! use! of! technology,! intending! to! understand! the! bigger!picture!of!changing!use!of!technology!by!children!in!contemporary!society.!Although!a!number!of! them!aimed! to!connect! technology!use!with!children’s! learning,!only!a! few!considered!theories!of!learning!explicitly,!particularly!in!terms!of!the!data!analysis!and!discussion.! !Several!studies!were!based!on!Vygotsky!scaffolding!learning!theory,!while!others!summarized!relevant!previous!research!literature.!!Among! the! childLfocused! studies! only! one! (Hyun,! 2005)! used! the! theoretical!background!explicitly! to! inform!the!data!analysis.!The!majority!of! the!articles! focused!on! children’s! interaction! with! or! around! technology,! however! the! interpretation! of!interaction!was!different! for! each! research.! Each! study! focused!on!different! aspect! of!interaction!with!only! two!of! them!clearly!defining! it! in! terms!of! the!data!analysis!and!discussion.!More!particularly,!five!studies!(McPake,!Plowman!&!Stephen,!2013;!Arnott,!2013;! Luckin,! 2003;! Huyn,! 2005)! that! mentioned! Vygotsky! and! scaffolding,! or!development! and! socioLcultural! theory,! were! mainly! focused! on! the! interactions!between!children!or!adults!when!using!ICT!in!the!classroom!or!home,!highlighting!the!adult!involvement,!children’s!help!seeking!behaviour,!social!positioning!and!pair!or!peer!
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Children’s'interaction'with/around'technology'at'home'or'school'!The!majority! of! the! childrenLrelated! studies! focused! on! children’s! interaction! i)! with!peers,! ii)!with! the! computer! and! iii)!with! adults.! The! findings! suggest! that! children’s!collaboration! mostly! includes! the! computer! management,! such! as! taking! turns! and!management!of!the!mouse!or!the!device!(Plowman!et!al,!2010;!Hyun,!2005).!However!
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Luckin,! Connoly,! Plowman! and!Airey! (2003)! found! that!when! children!mastered! in! a!skill! they!felt!comfortable! into!demonstrating!a!more!structured!form!of!collaboration!by! offering! advice! to! their! peers.! In! the! same! study,! children! preferred! seeking! help!from! the! adults! than! the! technology,! while! feedback! given! by! adults! was! more!welcomed! than! feedback! from! technology.! The! researchers! claimed! that! ineffective!feedback!or!appraise!and! flattery! from!the! technology!were!not!welcomed.!One!study!showed! that! the! way! children! socially! position! themselves! in! relation! to! their! peers!differs!from!the!technological!position!they!hold!(Arnott,!2013).!Support!given!at!home!seems!to!differ!form!the!support!given!at!school.!In!the!project!




Adult'instruction'and'curriculum'implementation'The! adultLfocused! studies! were! related! to! adult! instruction! and! curriculum!implementation.! The! results! show! there! is! a! lack! of! focused! interactions! and!instructions!between! the! teacher!and! the!children!during! technology!use! (Grieshaber,!2010),! while! children’s! lack! of! focused! interactions! has! a! significant! effect! on! their!involvement!into!technology!use!(Howard,!Miles!&!ReesLDavies,!2012).!The!two!adultLfocused!studies!(Project:!Young"children"learning"with"Toys;!Project:!Entering"e*society)!that! studied! technology! use! at! home! showed! that! most! technology! use! at! home! is!
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through!and!about!ICT.!!Children!at!home!acquire!operational!technology!skills;!they!are!extending! their! knowledge! of! the! world,! while! they! are! developing! independence!confidence! gained! from! accomplishment! and! learning! to! follow! instructions,! cultural!awareness.! Parents! believe! that! ICT! can! create! learning! opportunities! and! they!contribute! to! their! learning!by! supporting! their! children’s! trialLerror!behavior!and!by!demonstrating!them!how!to!use!technology.!!
Macro]Level:!Variables!of!technology!use!
Access!and!usage!A!selection!of!the!articles!dealt!with!children’s!access!to!computers!at!home!and!school.!The! findings! suggest! that! socioLeconomic! status! plays! a! role! in! computer! availability;!however! availability! of! technology! does! not! necessary! lead! to! children’s! technology!access!and!children’s!technology!use.!For!example,!Judge!et!al!(2006)!reported!that!the!availability! of! computers! from!kindergarten! to! third! grade!was! the! same! for! low!and!high!poverty!families;!however!children!in!lowLpoverty!schools!had!significantly!more!access! to! home! computers! over! the! first! 4! years! of! school! than! did! children! in! highLpoverty!schools.!Further,!Zevenbergen!and!Logan!(2010)!after!surveyed!150!parents!of!4L5!year!old!children,!she!found!that!95%!of!the!sample!had!access!to!computers.!They!reported!a!high!score!of!computer!use!in!early!childhood!settings,!where!children!made!frequent!usage!of!computerLgames!and!drawing!tools.!Almost!one!third!of!the!children!made!use!of! the! Internet,!while! their!parents! reported! that!boys!were!more! frequent!users!of!the!computer!in!all!areas!except!for!printing.!
!
Type'and'amount'of'usage'
"Research! that! focused! on! children’s! type! and! amount! of! usage! indicates! that! young!children! spend! considerably!more! time!using! technology!at!home! than!at! school.!The!most!preferred!type!of!usage!for!both!settings!is!the!Internet.!For!example!in!the!study!of!Gronn!et!al.!(2013)!children!spent!double!hours!using!technology!at!home!than!they!did!at!school.!In!the!same!study!the!only!common!technology!that!used!at!both!settings!was! Internet.! In! the! study! of!McKenney! and! Voogt! (2010)! regardless! of! gender,! age,!
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socioLeconomic!status!and!ethic!group,!playing!games!was!the!most!preferred!computer!activity!at!both!home!and!school.!Additionally,! they! found! that! searching! the! Internet!was!the!second!most!frequently!reported!activity!for!out!of!school!computer!use,!while!4LyearLold! children! play! games! in! school! more! often! than! their! older! peers! (7!year!olds).!! In! the! same! vein,! Landerholm! (1994)! drew! research! on! children’s! use! of!computers!and!found!no!difference!in!computer!use!between!gender!and!age.!
"
3.3.4! ! ! !Children’s!use!of! technology!at!home!and!school:!Overview'of'
the'methodologies'!!
3.3.4.1!!!!!!Brief!description!of!the!studies!
Methodological!approaches!are!classified!as!qualitative,!quantitative!or!mixed!methods.!Eight! of! the! studies,! just! under! half,! included! in! this! review! adopted! qualitative!approaches!and!used!ethnographic!techniques!for!collecting!data,!such!as!observation,!informal! interviews,! and! research! diaries,! with! the! researcher! being! actively! or!passively! involved! in!the!data!collection!either!by! leading!activities!and! interviews,!or!by! being! part! of! children’s! context.! Although! the! majority! of! the! researchers!participated! in! the! data! collection,! only! Hyun! (2005)! discussed! the! role! of! the!researcher! in! the! context! investigated.! Four! studies! employed! only! quantitative!approaches,!using!questionnaires!and!surveys!as!data!collection!methods,!with!the!most!frequent! focus! on! exploring! relationships! among! variables! such! as:! children’s! use! of!technology,! gender,! age,! and! socioLeconomic! status! (SES).! These! studies! aimed! at!generating! hypotheses! and! theory,! rather! than! testing! or! applying! ideas.! For! further!details!about!the!included!studies,!see!Appendix!A.!Finally,! five! projects! included! in! this! review! used! mixed! methods,! aiming! at! getting!children’s! perspectives! of! their! use! of! technology! and! combined! qualitative! with!quantitative! data! to! provide! a! more! complete! picture.! Three! studies! (Gronn,! Scott,!Edwards,!&!Henderson,!2013;!Howard,!Miles,!&!ReesLDavies,!2012;!Hyun,!2005;!O'Hara,!2011)! followed! concurrent! procedures! to! collect! qualitative! and! quantitative! data!simultaneously,!while! the!remaining!two!used!a!progressive!design!and! first!collected!
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quantitative!data!and!then!qualitative.!More!particularly,!Plowman!and!her!colleagues!in!“Entering"e*society:"Young"children’s"development"of"e*literacy”!project!(McPake!et!al.,!2013)! surveyed! 365! parents! and! 14! were! selected! for! further! case! studies,! while!O’Hara,! collected! quantitative! data! from! questionnaires,! which! then! combined! them!with! 4! case! studies.! ! The! majority! of! the! studies! (n=10)! only! focused! on! computer!technology,!while!the!rest!(n=7)!used!a!broader!definition!of!technology,!by!including!all!different!types!of!digital!devices!and!equipment.!
!
3.3.4.2!!!!!!Sample!
The!eight!studies!that!used!a!qualitative!approach!mainly!employed!purposive!sampling!strategies,!with!the!exception!of!Smith!(2002)!who!used!convenience!sampling,!and!all!aim!at!creating!rich!cases.!There!was!considerable!variation!in!the!criteria!and!focus!of!the! study! samples.! Arnott! (2013)! and! Spink,! Danby,!Mallan! and! Butler! (2010)! based!their! sampling!exclusively!on!children’s!age!and! it!appears! that! the!children!were! the!main!focus,!while!O’Hara’s!(2008)!aimed!to!identify!classrooms!that!were!classified!as!typical! cases.!Plowman!et!al.! (2010)! in! “Interplay:"Play,"Learning"and"ICT"in"Pre*school"




"The! four! quantitative! studies! varied! in! their! sampling! criteria! and! purposes.! Half! of!them!specified!aims;!while!the!other!half!used!the!same!criteria!as!qualitative!projects.!Judge! et! al.! (2006)! included! a! nationally! representative! sample,!while!McKenney! and!Voogt!(2010)!used!an!equal!distribution!of!schools!with!low!and!middle!SES.!Both!of!the!studies! aimed! at! including! representative! sample,! in! comparison! to! Zevenbergen! and!Logan!(2008),!who!focused!on!children!as!cases!and!sampled!them!based!exclusively!on!their! age.! Similarly,! Landerholm! (1994)! used! age! and! computer! availability! in! the!classroom!as!sampling!criteria.!!!
3.3.4.3!!!!!!!Research!Context!








Observations,!fieldnotes!and!interviews!were!mostly!used!for!data!collection.!While!the!majority!of!the!qualitative!and!mixed!methods!studies!included!in!this!review!aimed!at!getting! children’s! perspectives! of! their! use! of! technology,! three! studies! (Smith,! 2001;!Spink!et!al.,!2010,!Howard!et!al.,!2012)!collected!their!data!by!basing!their!observations!exclusively!on!video!recordings,!without!getting!children’s!perspective.!!!The!qualitative!studies!mainly!used! thematic!analyses! identifying! categories!and!aiming!at!producing!an! overview!of! the!main! themes! arising.!However,! five! out! of! the! eight! cases! did! not!provide!details!about!the!analysis!approach!or!procedure;!instead!they!referred!to!the!use! of! supplementary! qualitative! programs,! such! as! NVivo.! Only! three! cases!(Griesbacher,!2010;!Luckin!et!al,!2003;!Arnott,!2013)!described! the!coding!process! in!detail!and!gave!examples!of!the!coding!scheme.!The! mixed! methods! and! quantitative! projects! mainly! combined! questionnaires! or!checklists!with!interviews!or!observations!either!to!get!participants’!point!of!view!or!to!generate!a!more!general!picture.!Gronn!et!al! (2013)!used!qualitative!and!quantitative!data,! in! order! to! get! children’s! perspectives! of! the!meaning! of! their! learning! through!technology,! while! Howard! et! al! (2012)! combined! children’s! engagement! with!technology! and! its! playfulness.! In!Hyun’s! (2005)! study! the! qualitative! data! facilitated!the! quantitative! data! interpret! the! development! of! children’s! use! of! technology.! The!quantitative! studies,! as! expected,! used! statistical! analysis! of! means! and! standards!deviations,!while!the!majority!of!mixed!methods!projects!(n=4)!combined!thematic!with!statistical!analysis,!with!one!using!content!analysis.!
!
3.3.5!!!!!!!Strengths!and!limitations!of!this!review!Several! strengths! and! limitations! can! be! identified! in! this! review.! Firstly,! a! search! in!seven!major! educational! databases! and! four! leading! academic! journals! in! the! field! of!education,!early!childhood!and!technology!was!conducted,!excluding!empirical!studies!that!did!not!present!a!clear!methodology.!However,!a!limitation!is!that!the!review!only!included!peerLreviewed!articles!and!was!not!extended!to!the!“grey!literature”!or!books.!
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Secondly,!this!review!covered!a!variety!of!children’s!use!of!technology,!however!based!on!our!definition;!we!might!have!not!seen!the!methods!used!for!studying!other!type!of!technology! such! as,!watching! television! or! videos.! Furthermore,! the! emphasis! of! this!review!was!children’s!use!of! technology! in!natural!environments!and! thus!we!did!not!consider!studies!that!were!conducted!in!laboratories!or!other!controlled!contexts,!as!we!consider!ecological!validity!and!natural!behaviour!particularly!important.!!
3.4!!!!!!!!!Summary!The! review! presented! a! categorisation! and! map! of! the! research! findings! and! the!methodology! in! the! area! of! children’s! use! of! technology! in! naturalistic! settings.! The!synthesis! of! empirical! research! aimed! to! summarize! the! internal! coherence! of! the!studies,! in! terms! of! theory! and!methods,! and! the! nature! of! the! field! in! terms! of! how!these!studies!about!young!children’s!use!of!technology!relate!to!each!other!(See!Table!8).!Both! qualitative! and! qualitative! studies! in! the! literature! sample! aimed! to! exploring!children’s!use!of!technology!and!to!generate!theory.!!The!majority!situated!their!data!in!the!general!context!of!children’s!use!of!technology,!intending!to!understand!the!bigger!picture!of!changing!use!of!technology!by!children!in!contemporary!society.!Although!a!number!of! them!aimed! to!connect! technology!use!with!children’s! learning,!only!a! few!considered!theories!of!learning!explicitly,!particularly!in!terms!of!the!data!analysis!and!discussion.! ! It! is! therefore! difficult! to! relate! such! studies! to! each! other,! except! at! a!general! level! in! terms! of! our! understanding! of! the! role! of! technology! in! children’s!learning.!It!therefore!difficult!to!use!the!empirical!studies!we!identified!to!build!on!their!findings! to! develop! an! integrated! picture! about! young! children’s! learning! and!technology.!This!is!both!in!relation!to!specific!theories!of!learning,!but!also!in!terms!of!the!underpinning!conceptions!of!technology!across!contemporary!society.!!Sampling!criteria!were!very!different!between!qualitative!and!quantitative,!as!would!be!expected.!The!majority!of!the!quantitative!studies!used!social!economic!status!(SES)!as!the!main!sampling!criterion,! in! contrast! to! the!majority!of! the!qualitative! studies! that!included! either! families! with! high! SES,! or! highLranked! schools.! This! again! makes! it!
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Category! 1:! Micro! Level:! Children’s!!
Interactions! with! Computer/Technology!(Cases:!1,5,9,14,16,17)!(See!Appendix!B)!!L! Children’s! social! interactions/collaborative!!!!!behaviours!with!peers!or!adults!around/with!technology!in!classroom,!L! Children’s! interaction! with! technology! and!adults!involvement!in/out!of!classroom.!!
Category! 2:! Meso]Level:! Adult’s!
perspectives! and! technology!
implementation! (Cases:! 2,4,12,13,15)! (See!Appendix!B!)!LTeacher/Parent! instruction/feedback! on!technological!activities!LTeacher/Parent! attitude! towards! children’s!technology!use!!
Category! 3:! Macro]Level:! Variables! of!











4.1!!!!!!!!!Introduction!This!chapter!presents!the!methods!adopted!for!the!data!collection!and!analysis.!It!gives!information! about! the! contexts! and! the! participants! of! the! study! and! describes! the!personal!positioning.!!
4.2!!!!!!!!!Methodological!approach!of!the!current!study!In!the!previous!chapter,!the!analysis!of!the!systematic!review!showed!that!the!majority!of!the!studies!that!focused!on!young!children’s!use!of!technology!at!home!or!school!used!ethnographic!techniques,!such!as!fieldwork!and!observations;!however!a!large!number!of!researches!in!our!sample!did!not!discuss!or!make!explicit!the!role!of!researcher!and!did!not!give!background!information!about!the!research!settings.!!Since! this! study! focused! on! children’s! technology! use! at! home! and! school,! using! an!ethnographic!case!study!was!best!suited!for!the!research,!which!is! located!in!both!the!case!study!as!well!as!ethnographic!literature.!Although!ethnography!and!case!study!are!closely! connected,! they! have! significant! differences.! For! the! purpose! of! the!methodological!discussion,! it! is!essential! to!explore!both!ethnographic!and!case!study!literature,! as! well! as! to! examine! the! characteristics! that! make! this! research! an!ethnographic!case!study.!Given!the!fact!that!the!discussion!of!defining!ethnography!and!case! study! is! broad! I! will! look! at! the! nature! of! both! research! designs! through! the!principles!of!this!study.!!
The!origin!of! ethnography! is! traced!back! to!19th! century! in! the! field!of! anthropology,!when! anthropologists! related! their! research! questions! regarding! race,! language,!religion! and! culture.! Jeffry! and! Troman! (2004)! claim! that! ethnographers! seek! to!understand! the! culture! of! the! setting! and! attempt! to! become! “natives”.! The! goal! of!
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ethnography! is! as!Malinowski! (1922,! p.! 25)! describes,! “to! grasp! the! natives! point! of!view”;! rather! than! studying! people,! ethnography! means! “learning! from! people”.!Defining! ethnography! has! been! challenging,! since! it! has! a! diverse! meaning! and! it! is!associated! and! frequently! equated! with! qualitative! research,! non/participant!observation,!case!study,!openLended!interviews,!and!personal!constructs!(Hammersley,!1998;!Delamont,!1992).!Some!researchers!refer!to!ethnography!as!the!application!of!a!group! of! qualitative! methods,! such! as! non/participant! observation,! interviews,!(Hammersley!&!Atkinson,1995)!while!others!describe!it!as!a!journey!(Delamont!,1992)!or!an!art!(Wolcott,!1995).!!!
This!study!is!using!ethnographic!data!collection!techniques!in!order!to!get!detailed!data!for! the! children’s! learning! in! two! settings.! Its!main! ethnographic! characteristic! is! the!detailed! description! of! the! attributes! of! each! environment! and! the! immersion! of! the!researcher!in!the!field.!Through!the!use!of!ethnographic!techniques,!such!as!participant!observation! and! ethnographic! interviews,! the! aim!was! to! observe! and! document! the!real,!natural!settings!where!children!interacted!with!their!peers!and!adults!when!using!technology.! Recognizing! that! the! interpretive! nature! of! ethnography! makes! it!impossible!for!the!researcher!to!avoid!letting!her!personal!interpretation!influence!the!data!analysis!(Wolcott,!1994),!the!role!of!researcher!in!the!field!(school!and!home)!has!been!taken!into!account!during!the!data!analysis,!and!the!way!she!positioned!herself!in!the!field!is!discussed!in!depth!later!in!the!chapter.!!
Similarly!to!ethnography,!case!study!cannot!be!described!by!a!single!definition.!Rather,!it!can!be!described!by!its!various!characteristics!(Yin,!2007;!Bassey,!1999).!Case!studies!can!use!both!qualitative!and!quantitative!research!approaches,!depending!on!what!the!research!questions!are!and!what!the!case!is!defined!as!(Eisenhardt,!1989).!Despite!the!common! assumption! that! case! studies! only! use! ethnographic! techniques,! such! as!participant!observations!and!interviews!for!data!collection,!they!can!use!evidence!from!various!methods! and! they! can! either! rely! only! on! qualitative! or! quantitative! data,! as!well!as!use!of!combination!of!both!(Yin,!1981a;!1981b).!Case!study!is!a!research!strategy!that! gives! the! researcher! the!opportunity! to! explore!or! examine!a!phenomenon! in! its!natural!setting;!taking!the!context!into!account.!Stake!(1995)!describes!the!case!study!as!“the!study!of!the!particularity!and!complexity!of!a!single!case,!coming!to!understand!its!activity!within!important!circumstances”.!!
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Although!ethnography!and! case! study! research! can! share! similar! characteristics,! they!cannot!substitute!each!other!(Yin,!2007)!and!it!is!a!misconception!to!assume!that!case!studies!only!use!ethnographic!techniques!for!data!collection!(Yin,!1981).!!!
Various! definitions! have! been! given! for! “case”.! According! to! Yin! (2007)! case! is" “a!spatially!delimited!phenomenon!(a!unit)!observed!at!a!single!point!in!time!or!over!some!period! of! time.”" In! that! sense! case! can! be! an! organization,! a! specific! phenomenon,! a!single! example! or! a! single! observation.! However! Gerring! (2004)! gave! a! different!definition,!which!describes!case!as!“an!intensive!study!of!a!single!unit!for!the!purpose!of!understanding! a! larger! class! of! (similar)! units”.! This! definition! implies! the! need! of! a!typical!case!that!can!represent!a!larger!population.!!!
For!the!purpose!of!this!research,!Yin’s!(2007)!definition!of!case!will!be!used!since!this!study!analysed!children’s!experiences!at!home!and!school,! through!two!cases! that!are!neither!representative!nor!typical;!rather!they!are!unique!in!time.!Each!child!connotes!a!case.! Hammersley! (1985)! as! cited! in! Scott! &! Usher,! 1996! pg.! 151)! argues! that! the!researcher,! by! choosing! selected! cases! to! document! a! phenomenon! should! be!concerned! with! the! idea! of! representation! and! should! choose! ! “typical! cases,! which!represent! a! larger! whole”.! The! notion! of! the! “typical”! case! is! related! to! the!generalization! of! the! knowledge! generated! from! the! data! analysis,! which! has! been!argued!to!be!the!purpose!of!scientific!research.!
Using! an! ethnographic! case! study! design! allowed! the! exploration! of! children’s!technology! use! over! time! in! their! natural! environments;! providing! a! deeper!understanding! of! the! environmental! factors! influencing! children’s! technology! use! at!home! and! school,! capturing! the! way! children! were! using! technology! in! their! daily!activities!and!understanding!how!the!two!settings!construct!their!learning!experiences.!Through!the!use!of!ethnographic!techniques!the!aim!was!to!observe!and!document!the!real,!natural!settings!where!children!interacted!with!their!peers!and!adults!when!using!technology,! in!order! to! reach!a!better!understanding!of! their!motivations,! behaviours!and! reality! of! the! ecologies.! Through! the! case! study! strategy! I! could! focus! my! data!analysis! around! my! two! cases! and! describe! their! technology! use! in! their! natural!settings.!!
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Although!it!has!been!argued!that!in!scientific!research!the!results!should!be!transferable!and!applicable!to!a!large!population!(King,!Keohane!&!Verba,!1994)!and!that!empirical!research! should! clearly! state! the! operational! specification! of! hypotheses! and! the!selection!of!research!design!that!allowed!these!hypotheses!to!be!tested!(Greeno!1998),!this!research!does!not!generate!statistical!representative!data!nor!does!it!aim!to!control!the! variables! that! could! make! the! cases! typical.! The! current! research! takes! an!interpretative!stance!and!views!children’s! learning!experience!as! the!construct!of! two!complex!social!settings,!created!by!human!interactions,!daily!routines,!preconceptions,!and!other!aspects!of!social!and!cultural!interaction.!!
At!this!point,!I!would!like!to!discuss!the!evolution!of!the!research!design!and!the!way!it!developed!over!time.!In!the!beginning!of!the!data!collection,!two!families!were!included!in!the!study.!I!collected!data!for!both!families!for!the!period!of!two!months,!however!the!second! family! was! relocated;! thus! the! data! collection! had! to! be! interrupted! and! the!design!of!the!case!study!had!to!be!changed.!I!recognise!that!the!loss!of!participants!can!have! an! impact! on! the! internal! validity! of! a! study! (LeCopte!&!Goetz,! 1982);! however!considering!that!this!study!did!not!seek!to!generalize,! test!or!find!relationships!across!variables,! the! loss! of! the! second! family! did! not! influence! the! results! of! the! study!(Fraenke!&!Wallen,!1999).!As!the!data!collected!from!the!second!family!was!over!such!a!short!time,!I!decided!not!to!use!them!for!the!study.!The!loss!of!the!second!family!gave!me! the!opportunity! to! spend!more! time!with! the! remaining! family,! and! collect! richer!data! whilst! gaining! a! valuable! experience! in! developing!my! observational! skills! as! a!researcher.! !The! loss!of! the!second! family!changed! the! focus!of! the!cases;! rather! than!focusing!on!a!contrast!between!families,!the!focus!changed!to!highlight!the!differences!between!the!brothers!and!between!the!classes!at!school! !(micro!level)!rather!than!the!families!and!the!schools!(meso!level).!!






4.3.1!!!!!!!!Home!environment!Chary!and!Denise!moved!from!Greece!to!England!about!20!years!ago!and!currently!they!both!work!at!the!same!university.!During!the!study!the!family!lived!in!a!nonLurban!area.!Their!house!was!full!of!a!range!of!books!including!children’s!and!parenting!books.!One!of!the!reasons!why!they!decided!to!buy!this!house!was!the!separate!room!with!a!glass!ceiling,! which! they! turned! into! a! playroom! for! the! children! full! of! toys,! children’s!drawing! and! a! piano.! Although! it! is! difficult! to! describe! a! typical! day! of! the! family,! I!would!like!to!give!some!snapshots!of!their!weekly!family!lives.!Chary!drives!the!children!to! school! in! the!mornings! and!Denise!picks!up! them!up! at! 3:30.! !As! soon! as! they! get!home!from!school,!children!have!a!snack!while!Denise!prepares!the!dinner.!During!that!time! children! can! choose! what! they! want! to! play! with.! ! There! are! no! particular!restrictions! and! rules! when! they! play.! Usually! Chary! comes! back! from!work! around!6:00!pm!and!they!all!have!dinner!together.!After!dinner!Chary!plays!with!the!children!and!between!8:00L8:30!the!family!prepares!the!children!to!go!to!bed.!Twice!a!week,!on!Tuesdays! and!Thursdays,! the! children!participate! in! swimming,! gymnastic! and! tennis!classes!and!Denise!usually!picks!the!children!up!from!their!activities.!
"
Participants:!Allan!and!Yiannis!This! research! explored! children’s! experience! of! technology! use! at! home! and! school;!thus!the!selection!of!the!cases!was!made!based!on!children’s!age!groups!and!school!site.!Allan!and!Yiannis!have!been!born!and!raised!in!England;!however!they!are!able!to!speak!Greek! fluently! with! their! parents! and! other! family! members.! They! both! have! been!attending!the!same!school!since!the!age!of!four.!!Allan!is!considered!to!be!by!his!teacher!a!high!achiever!at!maths!and!medium!at!literacy.!Both!his!previous!and!his!current!teacher!regard!him!a!social,!easyLgoing!child.!Yiannis!
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4.3.2!!!!!!!!School!Environment!School!culture! is!considered! to!be!an! important!concept! in!education!and! it!describes!the!way!a!school! is!shaped!by!its!history,!people!and!context!(Preedy,!Glatter,!&!Wise,!2003).!It!is!what!Hargreaves!(2003)!defined!as!the!reality!of!the!people!involved!into!a!social!organization.!Since!ethnography! is! related! to!cultural!meaning!making,! I!aim! to!present! the! culture! of! the! school! by! describing! the! school’s! physical! environment,!norms,!leadership,!teachers!and!the!relationship!within!the!school.!!
4.3.2.1!!!!!!School’s!Physical!Environment!The!school!is!a!very!small!Roman!Catholic!Voluntary!Aided!village!school!built!in!1795,!located!in!a!remote!area.!Its!nonLurban!location!make!it!not!easily!accessible!by!public!transportation! and! the! students! come! from! different! areas! of! the! county! have! to! be!dropped! off! by! their! parents.! Trees! surround! it! and! it! has! two! separated! outdoor!spaces;!one!exclusively!for!the!reception!children!and!one!for!all!the!age!groups.!
!During!my! data! collection! the! school! had! in! total,! seven! teachers;! one! for! each! year!group,!two!SEN!support!teachers!and!two!classroom!assistants,!while!155!pupils!aged!




!Walking!into!the!school!felt!like!walking!into!a!structured!and!welcoming!setting.!Both!children! and! adults! kept! the! level! of! their! voices! low! and! showed! respect! and!consideration!for!each!other.!When!children!arrived!at!school!had!to!hang!their!coat!on!the!cloakroom!area,!which!was!always!very!tidy,!outside!each!classroom,!and!could!put!on!their!indoor!shoes.!
!
4.3.2.2!!!!!!!Communication!within!the!School!and!Parents!Involvement!
The! school’s! rules! and! traditions! showed! that! both! its! culture! and! philosophy! had! a!strong! religious! character.! Children! held! an! antiLbullying! committee!whose!members!were! responsible! to! deal! with! bullying! behaviours! in! conjunction! with! the! staff;! the!corridor’s! walls! were! almost! fully! covered! by! students’! ethical! messages,! and!occasionally! bible! passages.! According! to! the! school’s! prospectus! moral! values! and!respect! for! others! was! in! the! heart! of! its! policy,! establishing! this! way! the! school’s!character.!
A" particular" aspect" of" Roman" Catholic" Voluntary" Aided" schools" is" their"
commitment" to" the" spiritual" care" and" development" of" their" pupils." In" the"
development" of" a" school" as" a" faith" community" there" is" a" particular" concern" to"
develop"the"whole"person"within"the"framework"of"the"Church's"teaching."
"The! literature! highlights! that! faith! schools! generally! share! this! characteristic,! while!research! (Gutman!&! Feinstein,! 2008)! shows! that! their! students! on! average! have! less!likelihood!in!peer!victimization.!!To!grasp!the!school’s!philosophy,!at! the!beginning!of!my!research,! I!asked!permission!from! the! head! teacher! to! be! present! at! the! staff’s! weekly! meetings! and! Assemblies.!
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During!this!time!I!assured!the!head!teacher!that!I!was!not!collecting!any!data,!thus!I!did!not!keep!any!observational!notes!and!did!not!use!the!audio!record.!The!staff!meetings!were! held! on! Mondays! and! the! Assemblies! on! Mondays! and! Fridays.! During! those!gatherings! the! head! teacher! was! discussing! the! weekly! plan! with! the! staff,! such! as!school!plays,!fundraising,!parents!meetings,!school!rules!that!have!to!be!reminded!to!the!students!etc.,!and!at!the!end!she!was!praying!with!the!rest!of!staff.!The!environment!was!always! very! informal! with! the! teachers! making! jokes! and! sharing! stories! from! their!weekends.! It! seemed! that! parents! were! actively! involved! into! school’s! life! by!volunteering! for!school! trips,!helping! in!charity!events.!They!were!always!welcome!to!attend!the!Assemblies!and!encouraged!to!participate!to!other!school’s!activities,!such!as!school’s! talks! and! seminars,! educational! visits,! informal! coffee! and! tea! gatherings.! It!seemed! that! the! head! teacher! communicated! the! school’s! values! to! the!whole! school!community!and!made!students’!high!achievements!of!work!and!behaviour,!everyone’s!shared!responsibility.!
The! school’s! small! size! in! combination! with! the! frequent! social! events! for! staff! and!parents,! created! a! familyLfriendly! environment.!The! informal! gatherings!organized!by!the! head! teacher! gave! everyone! the! chance! to! get! actively! involved! in! school’s! life.!Children!and!staff!had!numerous!opportunities!to!get!to!know!each!other!and,!as!it!has!been! highlighted! by! research! (Bennett,! 1996)! in! small! schools,! the! staff! have! the!opportunity! to! develop! a! friendly! environment.! It! has! to! be! noted! that! school’s!leadership!changed!two!years!before!my!data!collection!and!according!to!the!teachers!and! parents;! this! had! a! serious! impact! on! the! school’s! structure.! It! seems! that! the!previous!head!teacher!believed!in!a!more!formal!didactic!educational!environment.!This!can!be!also!supported!by!the!school’s!Ofsted!report,!which!states:!







!Helen! was! the! reception! class! teacher.! She! was! one! of! the! youngest! teachers! in! the!school.! After! completing! her! bachelor! studies! in! primary! education! with! qualified!teaching!status,!she!started!her!job!as!a!primary!teacher!in!this!school.! !At!the!time!of!the!study!she!had!been!teaching!for!five!years,!the!first!three!years!she!taught!Year!One!and!Year!Four!and!she!the!last!three!years!she!is!only!teaching!the!reception!year!group.!
!
Figure!2:!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!Classroom!
!The!hallway!led!to!the!reception!class,!which!was!fairly!separated!from!the!rest!of!the!year! group! classes! by! being! located! on! the! school’s! rear! side,! next! to! the! back! door.!!Outside! the! reception! class!was! the! cloakroom! area,!where! the! children! had! to! hang!
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their!coats!and!leave!their!bags!and!boots.! !Opposite!the!reception!class!were!the!staff!room!and!stairs! leading! to! the!school’s! storage.!On! the! right! side!of! the!class!was! the!“craft!corner”,!where!children!could!play!with!sand,!snow,!mud,!leafs,!colours!etc.!Helen!changed! that! corner! every! day! by! providing! new! colours,! recycling!materials,! glitter,!and!stickers!that!children!could!use!to!make!their!crafts.!Next!to!the!craft!corner!were!two!big!tables!with!two!laptops.!Usually,!Helen!left!her!notes!and!digital!camera!on!the!tables.!On!the!left!of!the!door!was!the!“storage!area”,!where!the!children!left!the!crafts!and! paintings! that! wanted! to! take! home.! Behind! that! area! were! two! tables,! where!children! could! find!different! kinds! of! paper,! shapes,! letters,! pencils! and!pens.!Usually!Helen!left!material,!relevant!to!the!topic!she!was!teaching,!on!those!tables.!Next!to!this!area!was! the! “temporary! corner”,!where! children! could!play! roleLplaying! games.!This!space! was! usually! changing! every! two! weeks,! depending! on! children’s! interests.!Opposite!the!“temporary!corner”!was!the!“literacy!corner”,!where!children!could!sit!on!big!pillows!and!choose!the!books!they!wanted!to!read!from!the!library.!The!whiteboard!was!in!the!middle!of!the!room,!between!the!craft!and!the!literacy!corner.!In!front!of!the!whiteboard!was! an! area! where! children! could! sit! to! look! at! Helen,! who!was! usually!sitting!on!one!of!the!classrooms’!chairs.!!At! the!time!of! the!study!20!children!attended!the!reception!class,!9!girls!and!11!boys.!Although! the! school! has! children! from!different! ethnic! and! cultural! backgrounds,! the!reception! class! was! quite! homogenous! and! only! two! children! were! coming! from!different!backgrounds.!Within!the!classroom!of!twentyLtwo!students,!two!students!were!nonLBritish,!while!all!of!them!were!white.!Religiously,!the!classroom!had!more!diversity,!and!while!most!of!the!class!was!either!Church!of!England!or!Catholic,!one!student!was!Orthodox!and!several!students!whose!families!claimed!no!religion.!
!
Year!Two:!Teacher!and!Classroom!
!John!has!a!degree!in!marketing!and!he!has!been!teaching!for!the!last!fifteen!years!at!the!same!school.!Before!becoming!a!teacher!he!worked!in!sales!marketing!for!five!years.!He!changed! career! in!1998!and! since! then!has!been! teaching! in! this! school.!He! taught! in!Africa!for!a!term!as!part!of!an!exchange!program!in!2011.!
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!The!Year!2!class!was!located!next!to!the!reception!and!had!24!children!in!total,!11!boys!and!13!girls.!Three!children! in!class!were!coming! from!different! cultural!and!ethnical!backgrounds.!On!the!left!side!of!the!classroom!was!the!whiteboard.!Children!could!sit!on!the!floor,!in!front!of!the!whiteboard,!in!order!to!engage!with!John,!who!was!sitting!in!an!adult! office! chair.! On! the! right! side! of! the! class! were! three! blocks! of! tables.! John!separated! the! children! based! on! their! academic! performance;! high,! average! and! low!academic!performance,!on!each!subject.!Pictures!of!children’s!projects,!numbers,!shapes!and!words!covered!the!walls.!!!
4.4 !!!!!!Doing!Research!with!Children:!Relationship!with!Participants!
and!Personal!Positioning!
4.4.1!!!!!!!Personal!Positioning!Keeping!in!mind!that!my!personal!positioning!affects!the!process!of!data!collection,!this!section!aims!to!present!the!conflicts!I!faced!during!the!data!collection.!As!an!adult!with!social! experiences,! I! recognise! that!my!preconceptions,!personal!history!and!personal!educational!philosophy!and!values!can!influence!every!aspect!of!this!research,!such!as:!the!way!I!conceptualize!this!research,!the!topics!I!am!interested!in!and!the!questions!I!am! focusing! on! throughout! the! data! analysis.! I! acknowledge! the! fact! that! it! is!realistically!impossible!to!fully!understand!the!others!around!me!(Hinterberger,!2007);!however!I!recognise!that!I!can!make!sense!of!the!events!based!on!my!several!personal!social! identities! (Wright,! 2003).! At! first,! when! I! started! this! research,! I! was! a! PhD!student! and! an! early! years! teacher,! trained! to! teach! children! aged! 3L7! years.! Both! of!those! identities! proved! to! be,! as!mentioned! before,! challenging! for! the! conduction! of!this!ethnographic!study.!!While!scholars!refer!to!the!“researcher!role”!in!the!field,!Davies!and!Harré!(1990,!p.!43)!considered!the!concept!of!the!“role”!socially!“static”,!which!connotes!fixed!positions.!!As!an! alternative! they! suggested! the! term! “positioning”! that! implies! the! constant!negotiation! of! relationships! and! responsibilities.! Throughout! the! data! collection! I!struggled! finding! a! balance! between:! being! a! teacher! and! becoming! a! researcher.!
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Although!“positioning”!seemed!to!be!in!agreement!with!this!ethnographic!study,!I!found!it!useful!to!analyse!how!I!represented!myself!in!both!research!sites!through!the!several!identities!I!held!simultaneously!and!my!onLgoing!negotiation!of!my!role!and!position.!As!an! adult! in! the! school! I! was! holding! the! identity! of! a! primary! teacher,! a! volunteer!teaching! assistant,! an! ethnographer! and! occasionally! a! PhD! student,!while!my! “fixed”!role!in!both!settings!(families!and!school)!was!to!be!an!ethnographer,!who!was!always!trying! to! collect! as! much! data! as! possible,! taking! the! ethical! procedures! and! the!research!questions!into!consideration!and!negotiating!at!the!same!time!the!position!in!the!field.!Thus!describing!myself!in!the!research!sites!solely!as!an!observerLparticipant!or!a!participantLobserver!did!not!help!me!defining!my!picture!in!the!settings.!Over!time,!when!parents!and!school!staff!became!more!open! to!me!by!chatting!about! their! lives,!stories! and! everyday! experiences,! they! made! me! more! an! insider,! rather! than! an!outsider!of!the!settings.!At!this!point,!it!has!to!be!noted!that!during!such!times,!I!did!not!take! any! notes,! considering! it! as! not! appropriate;! however! I! was! audio! recording!everything!and!I!only!transcribed!the!parts!relevant!to!the!study.!!This!informal!chatting!helped!me! to!not!only!balance!but!also!recognise!and! finalise! the! two! identities! I!had!during! my! data! collection:! a! data! collector! and! an! interacting! adult.! As! soon! as! the!children! started! using! technology,! I! was! a! researcher! documenting! what! they! were!doing!and!at!the!end!of!the!observations!I!was!a!person!interacting!socially!with!all!the!participants.!!
4.4.2!!!!!!!!Relationship!with!Children!In!accordance!to!Mandell!(1988),!I!had!a!basic!principle!concerning!my!position!in!both!settings:! the! adoption! of! the! "least! adultLparticipating! role".! During! her! fieldwork,!Mandell! tried! to! completely! refuse! her! authoritative! adult! role,! by! acting! as! a! child.!Although!I!recognize!that!not!having!any!power!position!suggests!an!untypical!adult,!I!believe! that! an! adult! is! not! able! to! completely! refuse! an! authoritative! role.!One! thing!that!turned!out!to!be!important!during!the!early!stages!of!the!study!was!participating!in!children’s! play.! The! younger! children! in! the! reception! class! viewed! me! more! as! a!playmate;!rather!than!an!adult!figure.!That!had!both!advantages!and!disadvantages.!On!the!one!hand,! by!not! taking! any! leadership! role,! children,! in! a!way,! accepted!me!as! a!nonLauthoritative!adult! in!the!setting.!This! is!something!quite!common!when!studying!
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childhood!in!ethnographic!studies.!Children!can!accept!the!ethnographer!as!a!part!of!the!setting;!nevertheless! they!do!not! forget!her/his!presence! (Törrönen,!2006).!However,!on! the! other! hand,! when! I! was! playing! with! children,! I! often! gave! instructions! and!demonstrations,! which! comprised! a! teacher! role.! Thus,! I! decided! to! keep! a! distance!from!children!and!try!to!become!as!nonLparticipative!as!possible,!keeping!at!the!same!time!the!“at!least!adult!role”.!When!children!wanted!to!refer!to!any!adult!present,!they!were! expected! to! use! “Miss/Mister”;! however! I! wanted! to! differentiate! myself.!!Therefore,!I!asked!Helen!and!John!to!remind!children!that!I!was!just!“Georgia”!and!not!“Miss”.!!
4.4.3!!!!!!!!Relationship!with!Teachers!Before! starting! the! research! in! school! I! discussed,! separately,! with! the! two! teachers,!Helen!and!John!(pseudonyms),!the!role!I!would!take!up!during!the!course!of!the!study.!The! two! teachers! approached!my! research! role! in!different!ways;!Helen! accepted! the!fact!that!I!would!avoid!any!kind!of!authoritative!“teacherly”!role,!while!John!dealt!with!me! as! a! volunteer! teaching! assistant.! Helen! asked! about!my! role! almost! immediately!during!our!first!meeting.! I!repeated!the! idea!of! the!"leastLadultLparticipating”!role!and!explained! to! her! that! I! would! try! to! integrate! with! the! children,! and! do! my! best! to!understand!their!learning!with!technology.!During!our!first!encounter,!Helen!expressed!concerns!whether!or!not!she!was!assessed.!In!ethnographic!research!literature!the!fear!of!being!assessed!is!quite!common!for!those!being!observed.!Bryman!(2008)!highlights!the!participants’!worry!and!suspicion!of!being!secretly!evaluated!by!the!researcher.!This!is! connected!with! the! researcher’s! power! position.! I! had! to! explain! to! Helen! several!times!that!she!was!not!the!object!of!my!study!and!I!was!only!recording!her!interactions!with!the!participants.!Helen!has!been!working!as!a!teacher!only!for!the!last!five!years.!Her!relatively!early!career!status!might!have!been!another!factor!for!her!experiencing!worry!when!she!was!observed.!As!I!mentioned!above!my!position!in!the!two!classrooms!was! different.! John!was! giving!me! responsibilities! in! the! classroom,! such! as:! reading!texts!with!children!and!writing!comments!in!their!literacy!books,!doing!math!activities!with! the! children,!writing! and! printing! literacy! activities.!When! I! first! negotiated!my!entry!at!the!school!site,!I!was!fully!aware!of!the!fact!that!the!staff!were!not!sure!of!my!intentions.!!At!first,!I!was!uncertain!of!what!my!role!would!be!but!I!knew!that!it!would!change! over! time.! Although! I!wanted! to! focus! on! the! observations,! I!wanted! to! build!
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good!relationships!with!participants!at!the!same!time.!Thus,!I!positioned!myself!as!being!willing!to!help!both!teachers!with!any!class!activity,!encouraging!this!way!my!volunteer!teaching!assistant!role!in!John’s!class.!I!explained!to!John!that!I!would!happily!help!him!and!any!other! teacher! at! the! school!with! the!only! condition! that!when! children!were!using! technology! during! the! ICT! lessons,! I! would! be! totally! undistracted.! John!understood!my!role!as!a!researcher!in!his!classroom!and!respected!the!time!when!I!was!collecting!data.!The!adults!present!in!school!behave!as!instructors,!or!demonstrators!or!disciplinarians.!As! a! researcher! I! found! it! possible! to! resist! those! roles,! as! an! adult! I! found! totally!impossible!completely!to!refuse!them!(Epstein,!1998).!!However,!my!role!in!school!was!totally!different!in!comparison!to!the!typical!present!adult.!My!position!did!not!fit!any!of!the!normal!adult!roles!at!the!school.!!Although!I!was!formally!considered!as!a!volunteer!by!John,!I!did!not!do!much!in!the!way!of!volunteering,!especially!when!I!was!observing!the!reception!class.!Throughout!this!research!the!development!of!my!research!role!and!identity!was! an! onLgoing! procedure.! ! I!was! fully! aware! that!my! teaching! background!could!influence!my!research!stance.!Being!a!teacher!and!having!completed!placements!in!schools!for!three!years!made!me!think!and!act!as!a!teacher!during!the!first!stages!of!the!ethnography.!I!was!able!to!understand!the!shared!language!in!the!classroom!and!I!was!familiar!with!interacting!with!children,!therefore!I!had!difficulties!not!to!participate!in!the!class!activities!and!not!to!give!help!when!I!was!asked!to.!!As!a!researcher,!I!just!had!to!look,!which!made!me!feel!very!uncomfortable.!Although!I!started! the! ethnography! being! very! optimistic! and! comfortable! with! this! type! of!research,! I!was!quite!surprised!at! the!strong!emotions!of!embarrassment,!which! I! felt!when!children!wanted!me! to!behave! like!a! teacher.!After!my! third!observation! in! the!field!I!realized!that!I!became!very!distressed!in!particular!kinds!of!situations.!Sometimes!children! used! me! as! an! authority! even! though! I! did! not! intervene.! Especially! in! the!context!of!the!reception!classroom,!which!I!was!more!familiar!with,!I!almost!forgot!that!I! was! a! researcher! and! I! was! looking! at! situations! more! like! a! teacher.! Clearly,! my!personal!challenge!as!an!ethnographer!was!to!forget!my!teacher’s!evaluative!gaze.!After!the!first!week!of!observation!I!was!fully!aware!that!my!position!was!influenced!by!my!teaching!history.!Several!scholars!(Epstein!1998,!Delamont!&!Atkinson!1995)!point!out!
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the!temptation!to!fall!into!the!familiar!and!comfortable!role!of!the!teacher!when!doing!research!at!a!classroom!and!the!challenge!to!“fight”!this!“familiarity”.!However!there!are!examples! like! (Lappalainen,! 2002)! which! being! a! teacher! herself,! helped! her! to! use!familiarity! as! a! facilitator! for! their! ethnographies! to! conduct! focused! and! selective!observation.! Bearing! those! examples! in!mind,! I! decided! to! keep! a! diary,!where! I!was!writing! my! thoughts! and! reflections! after! the! observations.! Sometimes! I! was! filling!pages!writing!my!feelings!and!selfLcriticism!and!sometimes!I!was!restrained!to!one!or!two! sentences.! The! diary! helped! me! to! keep! a! balance! between! my! two! identities,!teacherLresearcher!and!to!reflect!on!all!those!incidents!that!made!me!feel!distressed!or!where! there! was! tension! in! my! role.! My! previous! experience! as! a! teacher! also!influenced!the!way!I!analysed!the!data,!since!I!found!myself!analysing!the!data!based!on!my!own!educational!philosophy!and!values.!However,!the!diary!helped!me!to!follow!the!ethical!agreement!I!had!with!all!the!participants,!including!the!teachers!and!considering!the!way!my!participants!have!being!portrayed!in!the!analysis.!
!
Language!with!Yiannis:!Greek/English!
'In!the!early!stages!of!the!study!Yiannis!seemed!irritated!when!I!talked!to!him!in!English!at!school.!As!it!has!been!noted,!I!chose!to!first!visit!the!children’s!houses!and!then!their!classrooms,! so! that! they! did! not! see! me! as! a! school,! authoritative! figure.! Therefore,!Yiannis!was!aware!that!I!could!communicate!in!Greek!and!when!I!visited!his!classroom!he!was!only!responding!in!Greek.!This!issue!was!resolved!after!discussing!with!Yiannis’s!teacher!and!parents.!While!Helen,!Yiannis’s!teacher,!advised!me!to!consult!the!parents!for! this! issue,! as! she! thought! that! the! decision! should! be! made! by! them,! Denise!encouraged! me! to! speak! with! Yiannis! in! Greek! and! she! considered! this! as! a! great!opportunity!for!Yiannis!to!understand!that!the!Greek!language!was!more!than!a!“home!language”.! Moreover,! she! suggested! speaking! in! English! when! other! children! were!around!Yiannis,!and!speaking!in!Greek!when!he!was!on!his!own.!!
4.4.4!!!!!!!!Relationship!with!Parents!My!researcher! identity! in! the! family! settings!was! less! complicated.! I!was! treated!as! a!friend! visiting! the! family! to! have! a! cup! of! tea! and! a! chat.!My! conversations!with! the!
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parents!were!always!very! informal!and! relaxed!and!my!visits! lasted!usually!about!90!minutes.! ! As! it! was!mentioned! above,! the! family! had! a! different! spoken! language! at!home!and!school;!thus!bearing!that!in!mind,!as!a!researcher!I!had!to!keep!both!school!and!home!settings!as!natural!as!possible!and!I!had!to!swap!my!language!during!the!data!collection.!More!particularly,!when!I!was!visiting!them!I!was!speaking!in!Greek,!while!at!school!I!was!speaking!in!English.!My! relationship! with! the! two! parents! was! different.! While! on! the! one! hand,! my!relationship!with!Chary!was!restricted!in!practical!terms,!particularly! in!terms!of!how!often!I!saw!him.!On!the!other!hand,!I!developed!a!more!personal!connection!with!Denise.!I!saw!Denise!as!a!caring!mother!who!was!constantly!trying!to!understand!her!children’s!needs.! She! recognizes! several! identities! of! herself! and! she! separates! the! identity! of!being! an! individual! and! from!her! being! a!mother.!Denise,! as! a! complex! social! human!being,!holds!several!identities.!During!my!fieldwork!I!engaged!with!Denise!as!a!mother,!a!wife,!a!researcher,!a!teacher,!a!supervisor,!a!friend,!a!daughter,!a!woman!and!finally!a!Greek!person! living! in!England.!As! a! researcher! I! saw!Denise! as! a!mother! and! a!wife!however!as!an!individual,!I!saw!all!Denise’s!complexity!and!how!each!of!her!identities!were! related! to! each! other.! I! could! relate! several! identities! of! myself! to! the! ones! of!Denise.! I! related! myself! as! a! Greek! woman! who! has! a! similar! background! and!expectations;! as! a! future!mother,!who! identified!all! the!qualities! that!make!Denise!an!admirable!mother;!and!finally!as!a!Greek!person!living!in!the!North!East,!who!could!find!herself! exposed! into! similar! social! and! cultural! tendencies.! Developing! a! close!relationship!with! the! family,!gave!me! the!opportunity! to! immerse!myself! in! the!home!setting! and! therefore! to!be! able! to! generate! rich!understanding!of! children’s! learning!experiences.!!!
4.5 !!!!!!!!Consent!Forms!from!School!and!Family!Prior! to! the!conduction!of! fieldwork! this!study!was!granted!ethical!approval! from!the!School! of! Education! Ethical! Committee! at! the! University! of! Durham.! As! this! research!was!conducted!in!two!closed!settings!a!number!of!ethical!issues!at!the!conceptual!stage!of! this! study! have! been! raised,! which! I! have! endeavoured! to! address,! by! asking!permission!from!everyone!involved.!
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and!procedure,!as!well!as!the!reasons!why!I!was!recording!them.!Recognizing!that!it!was!not! clear! to! them! where! their! participation! to! the! study! began! and! where! it! ended!(Miller!&!Bell,!2012),!I!chose!to!make!children’s!consent!an!onLgoing!procedure.!Thus I!showed!my!observational! notes! to! them!when! I!was! asked! to! and! the! voice! recorder!was!always!in!a!visible!place.!!This!way,!I!sought!to!minimise!my!adult!power!position,!but!also!aimed!to!treat!the!children,!as!Alderson!(2001,!p.!2)!refers!to!“the!objects!of!the!research!and!not!the!subjects”.!Before!visiting!the!school,!I!chose!to!visit!the!children’s!houses!first,!so!that!the!children!did!not!feel!that!they!were!assessed!when!I!was!asking!them!questions.!This!way!I!sought!to!ensure!that!the!children!did!not!see!me!as!a!school,!or!an!authoritative!figure.!!





4.6.1!!!!Observation!I!began!observing!children’s!activities!with! technology!at!school!and!home! in!October!2012!and!through!the!rest!of!the!school!year,!until!May!2013.!During!this!period!I!spent!62!hours!in!both!school!and!home!once!or!twice!a!week.!The!time!mode!of!the!nature!of!my!ethnographic!practise!was!“selective!intermittent”!(Jeffrey!&!Troman,!2004),!which!means! that! I! employed!a! flexible! approach! to! the! frequency!of!my!visits.! I! visited! the!Year! Two! class! only! on! Thursdays,! when! they! had! ICT! lessons! and! on! Mondays! or!Thursdays! in!the!reception!class.! I!was!visiting!the!Year!Two!class!every!first!week!of!the!month!and!the!reception!class!every!last!week!of!the!month.!This!way!I!had!the!time!not!only!to!transcribe!and!make!notes!for!potential!questions!before!my!next!visits,!but!also!to!reflect!and!interpret!the!data.!During!my!first!visits!I!documented!children’s!activities!in!a!narrative!way,!which!have!been! developed! over! time! (See! Table! 10).! More! particularly,! during! the! first! five!observations! I!was! not! timing! the! activities! taking! place! at! school! and! home.! Then,! I!created! three! columns! representing! time,! observational! notesLwhat! happens! for! each!participants! and! commentsLwhat! else! can! I! see/feel.! The!process! of! dividing! the! field!notes!was!adopted!after!and!including!the!session!29.11.2012.!!
Table!10:!Field!Notes!Template!
Time! Observational!Notes! Comments!! Allan! Yiannis! !! !!Glaser!and!Strauss’!(2009)!concept!of!“theoretical"sensitivity”!influenced!the!way!I!was!keeping!my!fieldLnotes,!since!I!tried!to!be!open!to!all!the!children’s!activities!and!not!to!only!document!certain!events,!based!on!my!own!expectations.!Nevertheless,!no!matter!how!hard!I!tried!to!be!as!open!and!subjective!as!possible,! in!a!classroom!or!a!house!it!was! almost! impossible! to! keep! notes! about! everything! happening! around! me.! Thus,!following!Schatzman!and!Strauss’!(1973)!recording!method,!I!was!expanding!my!notes,!which!usually!were!consisted!of!incomplete!phrases!and!words.!I!was!copying!them!on!
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my! laptop,! straight! after!my! visits.! This!way! I!made! sure! that!my! field! notes,! “would!stand!the!test!of!time”!(Schatzman!&!Strauss,!1973,!p.!98).!!After! copying! and! expanding! my! observational! notes! the! next! step! was! to! add! after!observational! notes! (AON),! transcripts! and! memos.! My! after! observational! notes!included!dates!and!were!intentionally!separated!from!the!narrative!field!notes!by!being!smaller,!different!fonts.!Their!purpose!was!to!record!anything!that!I!could!not!recorded!in!my!field!notes.!Methodological!Notes!(MN);!methodological!judgments!and!issues!and!my!theoretical!senseLmaking!(TN)!by!jointing!past!memos!or!making!sense!of!the!data.!
"
Observational"Notes"The!Observational!Notes!included!the!facts!and!the!details!of!what!happens!at!the!site,!while! the! Comments! included! my! personal! responses! to! the! facts! using! an! insider!language!and!questions!about!people!or!behaviours!at!the!site!for!future!investigation.!!Jottings! are! the! brief! words! or! phrases! written! down! while! at! the! fieldsite! or! in! a!situation!about!which!more!complete!notes!will!be!written!later.!Usually!recorded!in!a!small!notebook,!jottings!are!intended!to!help!remember!things!we!want!to!include!when!we!write!the!fullLfledged!notes!(Davidson,!2004).!While!not!all!research!situations!were!appropriate!for!keeping!jottings!all!the!time,!they!did!help!to!write!notes!afterwards.!
"
After"Observational"Notes"They!included!a!description!of!everything!I!could!remember!about!the!occasion!and!it!was!primarily! focused!on! the! things! I! observed!and!wrote! as! jottings! and! incomplete!phrases!during!the!data!collection.!In!my!AON!I!also!tried!to!include!general!information!about!the!field.!
!
Memos:"Theoretical*Sense"Making"and"Methodological"Notes"Those!notes!included!a!description!of!how!the!data!might!answer!the!guiding!questions!and!what! are! the! potential! connections! and! themes! arisen.! Theoretical! sense!making!notes! contributed! to! make! the! observations! focused,! since! they! contributed! to! ask!question!about!the!data.!!
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Methodological!notes!were!a!personal!reflection!as!a!researcher!in!the!field.!They!were!combined! with! the! comments! I! made! during! the! data! collection! and! supported! the!understanding!the!development!of!my!relationship!with!the!participants!as!well!as!my!personal!positioning.!The!combination!of!the!methodological!notes!with!the!comments!section!contributed!to!the!separation!of!my!personal!reflections!from!the!data.!
!
4.6.2!!!!!!!!Ethnographic!Interviews!Doing!observation!gives!the!researcher!the!opportunity!to!be!engaged!in!informal!chats!with! the!participants,!which!are!a!rich!data!source.!Hammersley!and!Atkinson!(2007)!note! that! participant! observation! is! difficult! to! be! separated! from! the! informal!qualitative!interviews,!since!it!includes!interaction!with!the!participants.!!Listening!and!observing! the!participants!gave!me! the!opportunity! to!get!more! closely!engaged!with!them!and!resulted!in!numerous!ethnographic!informal!interviews.!The!purpose!of!those!interviews,! which! were! recorded,! transcribed! and! combined! with! my! notes,! was! to!discover!the!participants’!standpoint,!and!get!more!information!and!details!about!some!points!in!my!notes.!Following!Spradley’s!(1979)!guidelines!for!ethnographic!interviews,!the! discussions! I! had! in! the! field!with! the! participants!were! informal;! however! I! had!guiding! questions! and! a! purpose! based! on! my! notes.! Ethnographic! interviews! are!described!by!Spradley!(1979,!p.!465)!as!“speech"events”!that!entail!“features"of"friendly"






Photographs!in!this!study!were!used!as!documentary!as!well!as!actual!secondary!data.!Using!photographs!as!data!is!commonly!used!in!educational!case!studies.!They!are!used!to! capture! social! circumstances! and! are! considered! as! a! form! of! reliable! evidence!(Collier,! 1986).! ! Photographs! in! this! study! helped!me! not! only! to! enrich! the! primary!data,! which! included! fieldnotes! and! interviews,! but! also! acted! as! a! data! collection!method!for!observing!the!changes!in!the!settings!(Prosser,!1992).!During!the!thematic!analysis,! when! I! combined! the! data! in! order! to! create! themes! and! categories,! they!helped!me! to! recognize! changes! in! the! children’s! environments;! therefore! particular!pictures!were!used!and!analysed!as!data.!!




4.7.1!!!!!Transcribing!and!Translating!from!Greek!to!English!Transcriptions! are! like! pictures;! they! represent,! explain,! and! capture! a! setting.! The!literature!about!transcribing!offers!diverse!definition!of!the!act!of!transcribing!and!the!transcriptions.! From! the! perspective! of! anthropology,! the! process! of! transcribing! is!perceived! as! a! cultural! practice,! while! the! transcripts! are! viewed! as! artefacts! that!possess!“temporal*historical"dimensions”!(Duranti,!2007,!p.!302).!From!a!sociolinguistic!point!of!view,!transcriptions!are!a!political!act!(Green,!Franquiz,!&!Dixon,1997).!In!the!case!of!this!study,!I!was!collecting!and!transcribing!data!in!both!my!native!and!second!language.!As!this!study!has!an!ethnographic!approach!and!the!data!collection!is!mainly!based!on!observations! and! interviews;! the! translation!of! the! interview! transcripts,! as!well!as,!the!field!notes!from!one!language!to!another!seemed!as!a!particularly!complex!and! crucial! process.! Slembrouck! (2007,! p.825)! also! acknowledges! “the! question! of!translationLof/inLtranscription! can! be! expected! to! become! even! more! central! to!discourse!and!social!science!research”.!I!recognise!that!it!is!impossible!to!transfer!the!exact!cultural!meaning!of!some!phrases!from! the! one! language! to! another,! by! translating! the! transcripts.! I! acknowledge! the!concern! of! misinterpretation! raised! by! linguistics! (Vigouroux,! 2007).! ! The! research!questions!of!the!current!study!are!related!to!the!learning!experiences!of!technology!use!and! the! precise! translation!might! have! provided! information,!which!would!make! the!transcript!“difficult!to!read!and!might!obscure!the!research!purpose”!(Davidson,!2009).!As!Ochs!(1979,!p.44)!argues!“A!more!useful!transcript!is!a!more!selective!one”!(p.!44).!However,! I! recognize! that! by! translating! the! transcripts!might!make! the! participants!lose!their!voices!(Vigouroux,!2007);!thus!I!translated!the!transcripts!word!by!word!from!Greek!to!English!and!then!in!brackets!I!wrote!the!meaning!in!English!(see!Appendix!F).!!
4.7.2!!!!Data!Analysis!Qualitative! analysis! tends! to! be! inductive.! The! researcher! identifies! important!categories! in! the! data,! through! a! progress! of! discovery,! since! there! are! no! refined!
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Activity]!Steps! Activity]Analysis!!Y! exits! the! literacy! section!game! by! clicking! on! the!maths! section! on! the! left!side!of! the! screen.!He!picks!the!Adventure!Sequences.!Game! says:! “Jump" to" the"
next"odd"number”"!
Y:" “What" do" I" have" to" do"
here?”"
Ch:" “I" don’t" know," maybe"
click" this" to" see" what" will"
happen”"
!
Step! 1:! Y! exits! the! literacy!section!game.!
Step! 2:! He! picks! the!Adventure!Sequences.!
Step!3:!Game!says:!“Jump"to"
the"next"odd"number”"
Step! 4:! Y:" “What" do" I" have"
to"do"here?”"





Step' 1A4:! Yiannis! does!not!know!how!to!play!the!game! and! is! asking! for!Chary’!help.!
'
Step'5:!Chary!admits!that!he! does! not! know! and!suggests,! “clicking! and!trying”.!!!The! purpose! of! breaking! down! the! activities! into! steps! was! to! understand! in! depth!children’s!activities!with!technology!and!infer!their!learning!experiences.!In!accordance!to! Dewey’s! theory,! the! selection! of! steps! instead! of! stages! indicates! a! notion! of!continuity!of!the!activity.!!
4.7.3!!!!!!!!Data!presentation!I! recognize! that! establishing! authenticity! of! the! data! collection! and!most! importantly!the!data!analysis!is!essential!for!qualitative!studies!(Delamont,!2013);!therefore!I!chose!to!make!my!data!available!and!include!all!examples!in!the!data!analysis!that!described!categories! and! themes.! During! the! analysis,! when! I! describe! and! interpret! the! data! I!separate! myself! from! being! a! researcher,! in! order! to! maintain! an! objective! stance.!However,!whereas!involvement!was!more!personal!I!used!“I”."By!consciously!taking!the!standpoint!of!the!researcher"I!employ!one!of!the!strategies!that!Delamont,!Atkinson!and!Pugsley!(2010)!suggested!for!fighting"familiarity.!During!the!analysis!I!chose!to!give!details!and!discuss!how!the!development!of!research!position! could! potentially! have! influenced! the! data! collection.! After! presenting! the!relevant!data!I!provided!brief!descriptions,!evaluations!and!commentaries.!!
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5.1!!!!!!!!!!Introduction!This!chapter!describes!the!way!technology!was!used!in!the!home!environment.!It!is!an!introduction!to!the!family!setting!and!provides!information!about!the!role!of!technology!at!home.!In!the!process!of!describing!and!commenting!on!children’s!and!parent’s!technology!use,!a!multiLlevel! strategy!will! be! employed!as!part!of! a! familyLcentred! level! analysis.!The!macroLlevel! includes!the!social!and!cultural!trends;!the!mesoLlevel! involves!the!school!and!the!extended!family!i.e.!grandparents,!aunt!and!uncle;!finally!the!microLlevel!of!the!familyLcentred! analysis! includes! the! family! as! unit! and! the! family! members! as!individuals.! The! relationships! between! microL,! mesoL! and! macroLlevel! of! the! familyLcentred!analysis!are!different!from!the!ones!created!in!the!levelLanalysis!of!learning!and!teaching,! which! have! been! discussed! in! the! previous! chapter.! The! following! table!describes!the!characteristics!of!each!level.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!Table!12:!Levels!of!family]centred!analysis!
!
Context! Members! Characteristics!MacroLLevel:!Society! LCulture,!L!Social!Structures! L!Political!trends/issues,!L!Cultural!trends,!L!Social!trends.!MesoLLevel:!Community! L!School,!L!Extended!Family,!L!Work!Environment,!L!Neighbourhood!
L!School!communication,!L!School!parent!community,!L!Community!trends,!LExtended!family!communication,!L!Community!support.!MicroLLevel:!Family! L!Family!as!a!system,!L!Family!members!as!!!individuals! L!Family!roles,!L!Family!rules,!L!Family!communication!practices,!L!Individual!characteristics.!!As! it! has! been! discussed! in! the! methodology! chapter,! in! order! to! be! as! precise! as!possible,! the! transcriptions! and! interviews! from! the! home! fieldwork! have! been!
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− Greek!and!British!TV!channel!boxes,!connected!to!laptops!(watch!streaming)!The! iPads! and! iPhones,! which! were! stored! in! the! shelves! above! the! TV,! were!available!to!children!at!any!time.!The!following!graph!shows!children’s!ownership!of!the!technological!devices!at!home.!!
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!The! following! examples! highlight! how! children! used! technology! for! their! personal!enjoyment.!!
Date:!28!/!01!/!2013!
Fieldnotes!As! soon! as!we! get! in! the! house! Allan! gets! his! iPhone! (dad’s! present! for! Christmas.)!Unlocks!it!and!chooses!the!literacy!application;!ABC.!Allan!goes!to!the!kitchen!with!his!mum.! Then,! Y.! chooses! to! play! “a! guy! walking! on! mountainsL! game”.! He! moves! the!iPhone! leftLrightLupLdownLupside!down!to!move! the!player.!Taps! to!go!back.!Exits!by!mistake.!He!flicks!through!the!menu,!finds!the!literacy!application!ABC!and!taps!on!it.!He!flicks!through;!moves!his!finger!up!and!down!to!find!what!he!wants!to!practice.!
Date:!04!/!12!/!2012!
!





Both!children!use!technology!for!their!personal!enjoyment.!Allan!is!playing!the!literacy!game!till!he!gets!three!stars,!which!gives!him!the!satisfaction!he!wants!and!moves!on!to!spend!time!with!his!mother.!Yiannis,!then!is!playing!with!the!iPad,!where!he!is!moving!the! player! in! the!mountains.!When! he! gets! the! enjoyment! of! this! game,! he! exits! and!selects! the!ABC! literacy! application.!The! second!example! is! similar!with! the! first! one.!Allan! is! playing! a! game! on! the! iPad! until! he! is! satisfied! with! the! result! and! then! he!chooses! another! game.! The! child! is! interested! in! seeking! for! a! reward.! He! wants! to!achieve!the!highest!result!possible!(to!get!three!stars).!!It! is! important! that! in! both! examples,! the! children! are! initiating! and! guiding! the!activities.!Children!are!choosing!when!to!move!on!to!the!next!activities!and!they!define!the!results!they!want!to!achieve!by!playing!the!games.!!It!is!noticeable!that!both!children!are!particularly!motivated!to!play!with!the!literacy!application!(ABC)!and!they!both!aim!either!to!become!better,!by!getting!more!stars,!or!by!being!able!to!pass!to!the!next!level.!Children’s!motivation!might!have!been!enhanced!by!their!parents,!which!could!indicate!that!supporting!literacy!is!a!high!priority!for!them.!!It!has!to!be!noted!that!the!two!children!face!different!restrictions!in!technology!use.!On!the!one!hand!Allan!owns!an! iPad!and!he! is!allowed!to!use! it!at!any!time,!while!on!the!other! hand,! as! it! is! shown! in! the! above! examples,! Yiannis! is! not! allowed! to! use! any!digital!device!without!his!parent’s!support.!
!






Fieldnotes!with!Transcription! Fieldnotes!]!Steps! Analysis!!Ch!is!telling!Y!to!come!back!and!he!is! showing!him!Greek!words!with!their! pictures! on! a! Word! file.! Ch!told! me! that! they! created! a! file!together!and!Y!is!typing!the!words.!!Y! is! trying! to! read! the!words.!Y! is!reading!the!words.!!Allan! is! reading! his! book,! but! at!the!same!time!he! is! looking!at! the!screen.!!Ch! is! choosing! the! word!“μαχητής”,!“fighter”!and!says!“let’s!Google!the!word!to!see!what!it!will!give! us”.! Ch! clicks! on! Google!pictures.!!Y! is! choosing! a! picture! and! clicks!on!it.!!Y! is! typing! letters! to! write! the!word.! D! is! asking,! “Where! does!this! sound! come! from?”.! Y! is!pointing!at!the!laptop!screen.!!They! all! are! back! on! BBC! site!Bitesize.!
!
Step! 1:! Ch! is! telling! Y!to!come!back!and!he!is!showing! him! Greek!words! with! their!pictures! on! a! Word!file.!
Step! 2:! they!created!a!file! together! and! Y! is!typing!the!words.!
Step! 3:! Y! is! reading!the!words.!
Step!4:!Ch!is!choosing!the! word! “μαχητής”,!“fighter”!and!says!“let’s!Google!the!word!to!see!what!it!will!give!us”.!
Step! 5:! Ch! clicks! on!Google!pictures.!
Step!6:!Y!is!choosing!a!picture!and!clicks!on!it.!
Step! 7:! Y! is! typing!letters! to! write! the!words.!
Step! 8:! D! is! asking,!“Where! does! this!sound!come!from?”!
Step!9:!Y!is!pointing!at!the!laptop!screen.!
Step! 10:! They! all! are!back! on! BBC! site!Bitesize.!
!
Initiation:"Adult!!
Objective:!Write! Greek! words! on!Word!document!!!
Steps:'
Step! 1+2:! The! father!asks! Yiannis! to! write!words!on!the!document!they! have! created!together.!!
Step! 3+4:! His! father!writes! the! word!“fighter”! in! Greek! and!Yiannis!is!reading!it.!!
Step! 5:! His! father!suggests! to! Google! the!word!and!he!Google’s!it.!!
Step!6:!Yiannis!chooses!the!picture.!
Step! 7:! Yiannis! types!the!word!“fighter”!




The!father,!Chary,! initiated!this!activity,!however!it! is!hard!to!conclude!whether!it! is!a!child!or!an!adultLled!activity.!When!Yiannis!did!not!want!to!play!with!an!application!in!the! laptop,! Chary! immediately! turned! the! application! off! and! opened! the! Microsoft!Office!file,!where!they!were!writing!Greek!words.!Either!Chary!or!Yiannis!are!choosing!Greek! words,! then! they! Google! them.! Yiannis! chooses! a! picture! and! finally! Chary! is!helping!Yiannis!to!write!the!words!in!Greek.!!This!activity!highlights!the!constructive!role!of!technology!in!the!family!culture.!Chary!is!using!technology!for!strengthening!and!maintaining!Yiannis’!Greek!identity;!while!at!the!same! he! is! reinforcing! his! emotional! bond! with! him.! Technology! in! this! example! is!directly! connected! to! the! child’s! previous! and! future! experiences,! since! every! week!Yiannis!and!Chary!find!new!words!to!type!in!Greek.!
!
Activity:!Play!“River!Rhyming”!literacy!application!on!iPad!with!father!
Fieldnotes!with!Transcription! Steps! Analysis!!Y!sits!with!Ch.!on!the!couch!and!they! are! playing! “River!Rhyming”! on! BBC! Bitesize!website.!






C:" “Come" on" Full," F*U*LL."Which"
word"rhymes"with"it?"F*U*L*L”."





Step!1:!Y!sits!with!Ch.!on!the!couch! and! they! are! playing!“River!Rhyming”!
!
Step! 2:! Ch:" “What" rhymes"
with"Way…WA*Y?”"
!
Step! 3:! Y! picks! the! right!answer."




Step! 5:! Y:" “I" do" everything"
correctly”"
C:" “You" are" star," you" are" a"
star”"
Step!6:!C:"“Come"on"Full,"F*U*
LL." Which" word" rhymes" with"
it?"F*U*L*L”."
!









Step! 1:! Yiannis! is!playing! with! “River!Rhyming”,! with!Chary.!!
Step! 2+6+:! Chary!guides! him! by!pronouncing! the!words.!!
Step!
3+4+5+7+8+10+11
:!When!Yiannis!picks!the! right! answer;!Chary! appraises! him!physically! and!verbally.!!





Ch:" “(inaudible)." What" do" you"






"Ch! is! yawning.! Y! exits! the!literacy!section!game!by!clicking!on!the!maths!section!on!the!left!side!of!the!screen.!
Step! 10:! Y.! picks! right!answer.!!
Step!11:! “Ch:"Bravo"my"star.”"Ch!kisses!him.!




Step! 13:! Ch:" “(inaudible)."





Step!15:!The!game!is!finished!and! Y! wants! to! choose! the!easy!level"
!





Step! 13:! Chary!responds! and! he! is!physically! and!verbally! appraising!him.!!
Step:! Chary!encourages! Yiannis!to! play! the! harder!level.!!




Figure!5:!Snapshot!of!"River!Rhyming"!literacy!application!!The! above! activity! was! initiated! by! Yiannis’! father.! Chary! repeated! the! question,! in!order!to!emphasize!the!pronunciation!of!WAY.!When!Yiannis!picked!the!right!answer,!he! sought! for! his! father! positive! feedback! by! reminding! him! how! many! correct! to!answers!he! could! find.!Chary!was! continuously!providing!him!with!both!physical! and!
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verbal!positive!feedback.!!His!father!kept!repeating!that!Yiannis!is!a!star!and!encouraged!him!to!play!the!same!game!again.!It!is!important!that!every!time!Yiannis!was!indecisive!of!which!answer!was!the!correct!one,!Chary!chose!to!guide!him!and!encourage!him!to!make!his!decision,!instead!of!telling!him!the!answer.!When!the!game!ended,!Chary!suggested!that!Yiannis!plays!the!medium!level,!however!Yiannis!preferred!the!easy!level.!!This!example!demonstrates!how!technology!can!reflect!some!of!the!family!values,!such!as! challenge! and! achievement.! ! In! addition,! it! shows! that! Yiannis’! experience! of!technology!at!home!is!centred!on!his!interests!and!preferences.!!
Activity:!Play!Mathematical!Sequences!on!iPad!
Fieldnotes!with!Transcription! Fieldnotes!]!Steps! Analysis!!Y! exits! the! literacy! section! game! by!clicking! on! the!maths! section! on! the!left! side! of! the! screen.! He! picks! the!Adventure!Sequences.!Game! says:! “Jump" to" the" next" odd"
number”"!
Y:"“What"do"I"have"to"do"here?”"
Ch:" “I" don’t" know,"maybe" click" this" to"










Step! 2:! He! picks! the!Adventure!Sequences.!




Step! 5:! Ch:" “I" don’t" know,"
maybe" click" this" to" see"
what"will"happen”"
Step! 6:!Yiannis! clicks! and!the! Programme! says:!“Ooops,!I!don’t!think!that’s!right”.!
Step!7:!Y:"“I"don’t"think"so”."
Step! 8:!Ch! is! laughing.!Ch!is!telling!him!what!Y!has!to!press.!
Step! 9:! Y! clicks! on! the!number! 4.! Programme!says!again:!“Ooops,! I!don’t!think!that’s!right”.!
Step! 10:! Y! and! Ch! are!laughing!together!loudly.!







Step' 5:! Chary! admits!that!he!does!not!know!and!suggests,!“clicking!and!trying”.!
Step' 6+7:! Yiannis!follows! Chary’! advice,!but!it!is!not!correct.!
Step' 8:! Chary!responds! by! laughing!and! suggests! another!answer.!
Step'9:!Yiannis!follows!Chary’!advice,!but! it! is!not!correct.!














Ch:"“9"is"an"odd"number.”"!Y.! presses! 9.! Programme! says:! “You!completed! the! medium! level.! Want!another!challenge?”!!
Ch:" “Y," do" you" want" us" to" do" the"
challenge?”"
Ch:" “Do" you" want" you" to" do" the"







Step! 14:! Ch:" “Ah," so" it’s"
sequences." You" have" to"
have"odd"number."Now"this"
one," let’s" see" what" the"
correct"one"is,"let’s"see"5”."
Step!15:!Y!clicks!on!5.!












you" to" do" the" challenge?"
Hey," look" let’s" do" this"
challenge.”"
Step!23:!Y!starts!“crying”.!
Step! 24:! Ch:" “Ok," ok" let’s"
write"a"word.”!
Step' 11+12:! Chary!suggests! Yiannis!what!to!choose.!
Step' 13+14+15:!Chary! finds! out! the!purpose! of! the! game,!explains! it! to! Yiannis!and! tells! him! which!answer!to!choose.!
Step' 16:! Chary! asks!him! to! find! the! next!answer.!
Step' 17:! Yiannis! does!not! know! the! answer!and!he!verbally!says!to!Chary!that!he!wants!to!exit!the!game.!
Step' 18:! Chary!encourages! him! to!continue.!
Step' 19+20+21:!Yiannis! guesses! the!answer!and!Chary!tells!him! the! correct!answer.!
Step' 22:! Chary!suggests! doing! the!games!challenge.!
Step' 23:! Yiannis!complains!









Fieldnotes! Steps! Analysis!!Yiannis!is!playing!with!“ABC”!literacy!on!the!iPad.!!Letters!are!coming!to!the!screen!and!a! female! voice! pronounces! them.!Yiannis! repeats! the! letter! after! the!application.!After!a!couple!of!seconds!the!female!voice!asks!Yiannis!to!write!the!letter!with!his!hand.!!He’s!sliding!his!finger!and!is!trying!to!“draw”! the! letter!with! his! finger.! He!can’t!do!this!in!one!go.!He!has!to!stop!and! continue! from! the! point! he!stopped.!!Then! he! has! to! pronounce! a! word!starting! from! the! letter,! with! a!picture!of!the!word!on!the!side.!!After! a! couple! of!minutes! his! dad! is!realizing!what!he’s!doing.!He’s!asking!him! to! sit! on! his! lap! and! do! the!“exercise”!together.!!Yiannis!smiles!and!sits!on!his!lap.!His!dad! is! asking! him! “how! do! you!pronounce! the! letter?”! He! is!responding,! however! after! a! couple!of! minutes! he! is! tapping! on! the!advertisements! on! the! top! of! the!iPad.! His! dad! tells! him! off,! but! Y!continues! taping! on! the!advertisements!and!laughs.!!The! dad! tries! to! get! the! iPad! from!him!and!to!show!him!what!he!has!to!do,!but!Yiannis!takes!it!back!and!finds!the!application.!!He’s! tapping! the! Facebook! icon.!“Yiannis" this" is" Facebook”.,! says! his!dad.! Y.! closes! Facebook,! finds! the!applications!and!continues!playing.!Yiannis! got! bored! of! the! literacy!application! and! starts! playing! a! car!
!
Step! 1:! Yiannis! is!playing! with! “ABC”!literacy!on!the!iPad.!!
Step!2:!the!female!voice!asks! Yiannis! to! write!the!letter!with!his!hand.!!
Step! 3:!He’s! sliding!his!finger! and! is! trying! to!“draw”! the! letter! with!his!finger.!
!
Step!4:!He!can’t!do!this!in!one!go.!!
Step! 5:! He! has! to! stop!and! continue! from! the!point!he!stopped.!!
Step! 6:! Then!he! has! to!pronounce! a! word;!starting!from!the!letter.!!
Step! 7:! His! dad! is!realizing! what! he’s!doing.!!
Step!8:!He’s!asking!him!to!sit!on!his!lap.!!
Step! 9:! Yiannis! smiles!and!sits!on!his!lap.!
!
Step! 10:! His! dad! is!asking!him!“how!do!you!pronounce!the!letter?”!!
Step! 11:! Yiannis! is!tapping! on! the!advertisements! on! the!top!of!the!iPad.!!





Step! 1+2:! Yiannis!plays! with! a! literacy!application! on! the!iPad! and! follows! the!application’s!instructions!!
Step!3:!He!slides!his!finger! to! draw! the!letter.!!
Step! 4+5:! He! stops!and! continues! from!the!point!he!stops.!!
Step! 6:! He!pronounces! the!word!
!




Step! 11:! Yiannis! is!tapping! on! the!advertisements! on!the!top!of!the!iPad.!
!
Step:!12+13!His!dad!tells! him! off,! but! Y!continues! taping! on!the! advertisements!and!laughs.!
!
Step! 14:! The! dad!
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speeding! game.! He! has! to! move! the!iPad! left,! right,! up! and!down! so! that!he! can!drive! the! car,! avoid!obstacles!and!win.!He!can’t!play!the!game!so!he!asks! help! from! his! dad.! His! dad!cannot! pass! the! level! so! he’s! getting!upset.! The! dad! then! explains! to! me!that!his!children,!especially!Allan,!are!much! better! in! playing! than! he! is!When!Allan! cannot! pass! a! level! asks!his!dad!to!do!it!for!him.!As!Ch.!doesn’t!spend! much! time! playing! games! he!can’t! pass! the! level! and! Allan! gets!very! angry! with! him.! The! same!happened!with!Yiannis!as!well.!!Yiannis!goes!to!the!toilet!and!Allan!is!playing! with! the! game.! When! Y! is!coming!from!the!toilet!complains!that!he! wants! the! iPad! back.! I! said! that!when!Allan! finishes! Y.! could! have! it.!Allan!is!passing!the!level!and!Yiannis!is!watching!him.!Denise!asks!them!to!sit!on!the!table.!
Step! 13:! Yiannis!continues! tapping! on!the! advertisements! and!laughs.!!
Step! 14:! The! dad! tries!to!get!the!iPad!from!him!and! to! show! him! what!he!has!to!do.!
!
Step! 15:! Yiannis! takes!it! back! and! finds! the!application.!
Step! 16:! Yiannis! is!tapping! the! Facebook!icon.!!
Step!17:! “Yiannis"this"is"
Facebook”.,! says! his!dad.!
Step! 18:! Y.! closes!Facebook,!!
Step! 19:! Y.! finds! the!applications! and!continues!playing.!
tries! to! get! the! iPad!from! him! and! to!show! him! what! he!has!to!do.!
!
Step! 15:! Yiannis!takes! it! back! and!finds!the!application.!!












This!activity!was! initiated!and! led!by!the!child.!Yiannis!chose!to!play!with!the! literacy!application!on!the!iPad!and!followed!the!application’s!instructions.!He!first!had!to!listen!the!word,!and!then!tap!the!correct!letter!and!finally!he!had!to!write!the!letter!by!sliding!his! finger! on! the! screen.! The! application! then! asked! Yiannis! to! repeat! the!word! and!appraises!him.!When!his!father!realized!which!game!Yiannis!was!playing,!he!asked!him!to! sit! on! his! lap! in! order! to! be! able! to! participate! in! the! activity! and! guide! him!with!questions.! !When!Yiannis!tapped!on!the!advertisements!by!mistake,!Chary!tried!to!get!the!iPad.!However!Yiannis!exited!the!advertisements!and!restored!his!game.!!This!example!shows!that!literacy!was!important!for!the!father,!since!he!showed!interest!in! engaging! to! Yiannis’! play! as! soon! as! he! realized!which! application! he!was! playing!with.! Additionally,! the! activity! indicates! that! technology! at! home! is! encouraged! for!academic!achievement!and!school!subjects.!!
Activity:!Play!with!action!game!and!“ABC”!literacy!application!on!iPad!
Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!–!Steps! Analysis!!Yiannis! is! watching! Allan! playing,!while!eating!cheese.!!Y.!asks!A!to!choose!O.!!
“Put" the" O" to" play" (trans:" Select" the"
letter"O)”"Allan!goes!in!the!kitchen!to!have!fruit.!Y.!gets!the!iPad!chooses!to!play!“a!guy!walking! on! mountainsL! game”.! He!moves! the! iPhone! leftLrightLupLdownLupside! down! to! move! the!player.!Taps!to!go!back.!!Exits! by! mistake.! He! flicks! through!the! menu,! finds! the! literacy!application! “ABC”! and! taps! on! it.! He!flicks! through;! moves! his! finger! up!and! down! to! find! what! he! wants! to!practice.!He!taps!on!–igh!!
I*say"I,!says!the!iPhone.!I,! says! Y.! The! application! is!appraising!him.!!Y.!starts!writing!“I”.!He!stops!3!times!
!
Step! 1:! Yiannis! is!watching!Allan!playing.!
Step! 2:! Y.! asks! A! to!choose!O.!
Step! 3:! Allan! goes! in!the!kitchen!to!have!fruit!
Step!4:!Y.!gets!the! iPad!chooses! to! play! “a! guy!walking! on! mountainsL!game”.!
Step! 5:! He! moves! the!iPhone! leftLrightLupLdownLupside! down! to!move!the!player.!
Step!6:!Taps!to!go!back.!
Step! 7:! Exits! by!mistake.!
Step! 8:! He! flicks!through!the!menu.!
Step! 9:! He! finds! the!literacy! application!“ABC”!and!taps!on!it.!







Step! 1+2:! Yiannis! is!watching! Allan!playing! and! he! asks!him!to!choose!to!play!the!letter!“O”.!
!
Step! 3+4:! Allan!leaves!and!Y.!gets!the!iPad! and! chooses! to!play!an!action!game.!
!





and!completes! the! letter! I! the! fourth!time.! The! application! has! arrows! to!show! him! where! he! has! to! start!writing.!It!appraises!him!again.!!“N”,!says!the!app.!Y!chooses!N.!“I”!says!the!app!and!Y!chooses!I.!“T”,!says!the!app!and!Y!is!choosing!T.!NLIGHLT,!NIGHT!says!the!app.!!NIGHT!says!Y!
“Excellent”!says!the!app.!!Then! he! taps! to! do! it! again.! He!repeats!NL“Excellent”!says!the!iPhone.!!“O”!says!the!app.!!“O”!repeats!Y.!!Write!O!says!the!app.!Y!stops!2!times!and!the!second!time!he!completes!the!letter!O.!!“B”! says! the! app.! Y.! taps! 4! times! to!listen!to!the!letter!“K”.!!
M:" let" me" see" what" you’re" doing"
Yiannis."!Y.! locks! and! unlocks! the! iPhone.!Flicks! through! the! application! to! see!the!different!phonemes.!!
“O,"write"O”!says!the!app.!!Y.!after!4times!he!writes!“O”.!!“Excellent”,!says!iPhone!again.!!“E”*say!“E”,!says!the!iPhone.!!Y.!exits!the!application!and!then!flicks!again!through!the!iPhone.!
find! what! he! wants! to!practice.!
Step! 11:! He! taps! on! –igh!
Step! 12:! I*say" I,! says!the!iPhone.!
Step!13:!I,!says!Y.!
Step! 14:! The!application! is!appraising!him.!
Step! 15:! “N”,! says! the!app!
Step!16:!Y!chooses!N.!Then! the! taps! to! do! it!again.! He! repeats! NLexcellent! says! the!iPhone.!





Step! 22:! Write! O! says!the!app.!
Step! 23:! Y! stops! 2!times! and! the! second!one! he! completes! the!letter!O.!
Step! 24:! Y.! locks! and!unlocks!the!iPhone.!
Step!25:!Flicks!through!the! application! to! see!the!different!phonemes.!
Step! 26:! Y.! exits! the!application! and! then!flicks!again!through!the!iPhone.!
go!back,! but! he! exits!by!mistake.!
!
Step! 8+9:! He! flicks!through! the! menu!and! chooses! the!“ABC”! literacy!application.!
!
Step10:! He! flicks!through! and! he! to!find! what! he! wants!to!practice.!!
Step! 11:!He! taps! on!–igh!
!
Step! 12]20:! Y!follows! ABC!instructions! and!repeats!each!letter!to!form! the! word!“NIGHT”.!!
Step! 21:!Application!appraises!Yiannis.!
Step! 22+23:! Y!writes! and!pronounces! another!letter!
Step!24:!Y.!locks!and!unlocks!the!phone!
Step!25:!He!finds!the!application!again!and!looks! for! different!phonemes.!
Step!26:!He!exits!the!application!and!flicks!through!the!menu.!!!!Allan,!who!was!playing!with!the!literacy!application!on!the!iPhone,!initiated!the!above!activity.!Yiannis!was!observing!Allan!while!he!was!playing!with!the!game!and!asked!him!to!choose!to!play!the!letter!“O”.!When!Allan!left,!Yiannis!got!the!iPhone!and!chose!to!play!an! action! game.! Yiannis! had! to! move! the! iPhone! leftLrightLupLdownLupside! down! in!order! to!move! the!player.!He! tapped! to! go!back,! but! he! exited!by!mistake.!He! flicked!
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Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!–!Steps! Analysis!Allan! is! playing! with! the!iPhone.!At! first! he! is! playing!solitaire.!!I!asked!him!to!show!me!what!else!he!likes!doing!with!it.!He!is!showing!me!a!game!called!“XX”.! It’s! about! a! cereal! bag!chasing!cereal.!!His! dad! asked! Allan! to! turn!the! volume! down.! He! is!looking! for! the! volume!button.!“Where!is!it?”!I!asked!him.! “I! don’t! know,!somewhere!here”!he!is!trying!to! find! it.! “do! you! know!where!that!is?”!“No”.!!He!is!pushing!another!button!but! nothing! happens.! He!looks! for! it! again.!He!pushes!the! same! button! but! once!again! nothing! happens.! He!looks! one! more! time! and!then!he!finds!the!two!buttons!for! turning! the! voice! down.!He! presses! them,! and!mutes!it!completely.!
Step! 1:! ! Allan! is! playing! with! the!iPhone.!At!first!he!is!playing!solitaire.!
!




Step! 4:! He! is! looking! for! the! volume!button.! “Where! is! it?”! I! asked! him.! “I!don’t! know,! somewhere! here”! he! is!trying! to! find! it.! “do! you! know!where!that!is?”!“No”!
!












Step! 1+2:! Allan!plays! with! the!iPhone.!
Step! 3:! His! dad!asks! him! to! turn!the!volume!down.!!
Step!4:!Allan!does!not! know! where!the! volume!buttons! are! and!he! is! looking! for!them.!!
Step! 5]8:! ! He! is!pushing! different!buttons,! but!nothing!happens.!!
Step! 9:! He! finds!the! rights! buttons!and! turns! the!volume!off.!!!This!example!does!not!describe!a!particular!learning!activity,!however!since!the!child!is!interacting!with!technology!and!he!has!a!specific!purpose,!I!regard!it!as!an!analysisLunit.!In! this! example,! while! Allan! was! playing! with! the! iPhone,! his! father! asked! him! to!decrease!the!volume!of!the!iPad.!Although!Allan!did!not!know!how!to!turn!the!volume!down,!he!experimented!and!he!eventually!found!the!right!button.!!
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It!needs!to!be!highlighted!that!Allan’s!father!was!confident!that!Alan!could!find!the!way!to!mute!the!iPhone.!Thus,!he!chose!not!to!give!him!instructions;! instead!he!gave!Allan!the!opportunity! to!discover!how! to!use! the!device.! It! is!particularly! important! that! in!this! example,! Allan! developed! his! operational! skills! by! trial/error.! The! fact! that! he!intuitively! found! the! way! to! use! the! device,! shows! that! he! was! able! to! build! on! his!previous!experiences!with!technology!and!to!further!develop!his!skills!and!experiences.!!
Activity:!Allan!plays!with!“ABC”!and!“Where!is!Wally”!on!iPad!
Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!–!Steps! Analysis!!Allan!is!playing!a!car!racing!speed!game!on!iPad.!!Nine! minutes! later! he! is!playing! with! the! “ABC”!literacy! application.! He’s!looking! for! the! levels! that!don’t! have!3! stars! and!he’s!playing!them!again!to!get!3!stars!for!every!level.!!Five! minutes! later,! Allan!chose! to! play! with! a!motorcycle!racing!game.!He!has! to! tap! the! screen! to!play.! Turns! the! iPad! to!guide!the!motorcycle.!!Allan! turns! off! the! iPad! by!accident!and!he!pushes! the!button! to! turn! it! on! again.!He! slides! the! button! to!unlock!it.!!Then,! he’s! playing! with!“Where! is! Wally?”,! an!application!where!he!has!to!recognize! items! on! a!picture.! When! the! game!finishes,! he’s! choosing! to!play! it!again.!The! items!are!in!the!same!place!they!were!before.! He’s! trying! to!remember!where! the! items!were! before.! He! can!remember! the! last! ones.!Then! he’s! choosing! a!
!
Step!1:!Allan! is!playing!a!car!racing!speed!game!on!iPad.!
Step! 2:! Nine! minutes!later! he! is! playing!with!the! “ABC”! literacy!application.! He’s!looking! for! the! levels!that! don’t! have! 3! stars!and! he’s! playing! them!again! to! get! 3! stars! for!every!level.!
Step! 3:! Allan! chose! to!play! with! a! motorcycle!racing! game.! He! has! to!tap! the! screen! to! play.!Turns!the! iPad!to!guide!the!motorcycle.!
Step! 4:! Allan! turns! off!the! iPad! by! accident!and!
Step! 5:! He! pushes! the!button! to! turn! it! on!again!
Step! 6:! He! slides! the!button!to!unlock!it.!
Step! 7:! He’s! playing!with!“Where!is!Wally?”!
Step! 8:! When! the!games! finishes! he’s!choosing! to! play! it!again.!
Step! 9:! He’s! trying! to!remember! where! the!items!were!before.!
!
Initiation:'Child!!
Objective:'Achieving!three!stars!on!“ABC”!application! and! remembering!all! the! hidden! characters! on!“Where!is!Wally”!!
Steps:'
Step! 1:! Allan! is! playing! a! car!racing!speed!game!on!iPad!
!




Step! 4:! He! turns! off! the! iPad!by!accident!
!
Step5+6:! He! pushes! the!button!to!open!it!again!
!
Step! 7:! He’s! playing! with!“Where!is!Wally!
!
Step! 8:! When! the! game!finishes!he’s!choosing!to!play!it!again.!
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different! scheme! to! play!with.!!He!starts!playing!with!Lego!“Stars!Wars”.!
Step! 10:! He! can!remember!the!last!ones.!
Step! 11:! Then! he’s!choosing! a! different!scheme!to!play!with!
Step! 12:! He! starts!playing! with! Lego!“Stars!Wars”.!
!




Step! 12:! ! He! starts! playing!with!Lego!“Stars!Wars”.!!Allan!chose!to!play!with!the!“ABC”!literacy!application.!He!was!looking!for!the!levels!that!did!not! achieve! three! stars! and!he!was!playing! them!again! in!order! to! receive! all! the!three!stars!for!each!level.!When!Allan!got!three!stars!for!the!levels,!he!played!with!a!car!speeding!game.!Allan’s!next!choice!on!the!iPad!was!the!game!“Where!is!Wally?”,!a!game!which!requires!high!levels!of!attention!and!concentration.!The!purpose!of!the!game!is!to!find! a! hidden! character,! named! Wally,! in! detailed! illustrations! depicting! dozens! of!objects!and!people!at!a!given! location.!Allan!kept!playing! the!same!scheme,!aiming!at!remembering! all! the! items.! He! chose! different! locations! and! he! played! with! them!several! times,!until!he!was!able! to!remember!all! the!objects.!When!Allan!achieved!his!goals,!he!played!with!Lego!“Stars!Wars”.!!Allan,! in! this! example!did!not! simply! seek! for! reward.! Instead,! he!used! technology! in!order! to! set! his! own! learning! targets.! He! controlled! his! learning! and! when! he! was!satisfied,! he! moved! to! the! next! activity.! Technology! was! directly! related! to! Allan’s!interests!and!previous,!as!well!as!future!experiences,!as!there!he!is!building!on!previous!activities!aiming!at!developing!his!skills.!!!
Activity:!Allan!plays!with!educational!site!suggested!by!teacher!
Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!–!Steps! Analysis!!The!mum!asks!me!if!I!would!like!him! to! play!with! laptop.! I! asked!her!if!is!he!usually!playing!on!the!laptop.! The!mum! said! that! Allan!used! it! only! once.! The! parents!after! agreeing! participating! to!my! study! asked! the! teacher! to!suggest!them!a!site!for!Allan.!The!
!
Step!1:!The!mum!tells!Allan! to! play!with! the!laptop!to!show!me!the!site!
!






Step! 1:! The! mum! asks!
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teacher!suggested!an!educational!site:!http://www.kenttrustweb.org.uk/kentict/content/games/maths_menu.html!!The!mum!tells!Allan!to!play!with!the! laptop! to! show! me! the! site.!Allan! turns! on! the! laptop! and!mum!finds!the!site.!!Allan! is! counting! dots! of!ladybugs.! ! He! is! clicking! back! to!go! back! to! menu! and! play! with!other!games.!!He!is!playing!with! lights!that!are!flashing.! Allan! has! the! option! to!change! the! colour! of! the! lights!and! the! speed! they! lights! are!changing.! He! is! changing! the!speed!and!the!colours.!!Then! he’s! playing! with! frogs.!There! are! frogs! in! a! line! and!when!Allan! is!clicking! them!they!jump.! He’s! clicking! on! them! and!the!frogs!are!jumping.!!He’s! playing! with! coloured!numbers.! He! can! change!numbers’!colours!He’s!making!all!the!numbers!orange.!!Allan!says!that!he!doesn’t!want!to!play!anymore.!
!
Step! 3:! Allan! is!choosing! to! play!Science.!!
Step!4:!He!is!counting!dots!of!ladybugs!
!
Step! 5:! He! is! clicking!“Back”! to! go! back! to!menu!!
Step! 6:! He! is! playing!with! lights! that! are!flashing!
!
Step!7:!He!is!changing!the! speed! and! the!colours.!!
Step! 8:! Then! he’s!playing! with! frogs.!He’s! clicking! on! them!and! the! frogs! are!jumping.!
!
Step!9:!He’s! playing! with!coloured! numbers.! He!can! change! numbers’!colour.!He’s!making!all!the!numbers!orange.!
!
Step! 10:! Allan! says!that! he! doesn’t! want!to!play!anymore.!
Allan!to!show!me!the!site.!
Step!2:!Allan!turns!on!!the!laptop! and!mum! finds! the!site.!
!
Step! 3+4:! Allan! is!choosing! to! play! with!Science.! He! is! counting!dots!of!ladybugs!
!
Step! 5:! He! goes! back! to!menu! and! chooses! a!different!game!
!
Step!6!+7:!He!is!changing!the! speed! and! the! colours!of!!flashing!lights!
!
!
Step! 8:! He’s! choosing! to!play!with!a!different!game!He’s! clicking! on! them! and!the!frogs!are!jumping.!
!
Step! 9:! He’s! choosing! to!play!with!a!different!game.!He’s! clicking! on! numbers!to!change!their!colour.!
!




but! then!he!chose! to!play!with! lights!and!colours.!The!purpose!of! that!activity!was! to!change! the! speed! of! the! lights! and! the! colours! by! clicking.! After! a! couple! of!minutes!Allan!exited!the!game!and!selected!the!games!in!the!category!of!mathematics.!He!played!a! game!with! frogs,! which! were! jumping! into! the! water! when! Allan! clicked! on! them.!Finally,!Allan!exited!this!game!and!played!with!coloured!numbers.!The!purpose!of!this!game!was!to!click!on!the!different!numbers!and!change!their!colours.!Allan!closed!the!web!page!and!told!his!mother!that!he!did!not!want!to!play!on!the!laptop.!!The!child! in! this!example!seemed!not! to!be!engaged! to! the!activities!suggested!by!his!teacher,! as! he!was! continuously! selecting! different! games.! The! level! of! the! activities,!whose!main!purposes!were:!counting,!clicking,!and!changing!colours,!was!low!for!Allan,!since!at!that!time!in!Year!Two,!he!was!able!to!calculate!complicated!arithmetic.!!Since! the! teacher! suggested! this! site,! that! indicates! what! he! considered! having!pedagogical!value! for!Allan.! It!has! to!be!noted! that!during! the! fieldwork,! that!was! the!only!time!Allan!engaged!with!this!particular!website.!!
Activity:!Allan!plays!with!“ABC”!literacy!application!on!iPad!
Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!–!Steps! Analysis!!As!soon!as!we!got!in!the!car,!Allan!asked!Denise!about! the! Wii;! if! it! arrived.! Denise! said! that! it!hasn’t! arrived! yet! and! that! the! dad! would! call!them!to!check!what!was!going!on.!!When!they!get!to!the!house!Allan!gets!his!iPhone!(dad’s!present!for!Christmas.)!!Unlocks! it! and! chooses! the! literacy! application;!“ABC”.! Has! to! pronounce! and! write! letters.! D.!brings!Allan!a!pear.!!Allan!is!sitting!on!the!couch!with!the!iPhone!on!his!one!hand!and!the!pear!on!his!other.!
“S" say" “S”,! says! the! app.! Allan! is! pressing! the!“Next”! button.! He’s! not! pronouncing! the! letter,!but! he! writes! it.! The! app! is! appraising! him!“Yeahh”!(clapping"him)!
"
“A" say" A”,! says! the! app.! Allan! is! pressing! the!“Next”! button.! Again! he’s! not! pronouncing! but!
!




Step! 3:! Chooses! the!literacy! application;!“ABC”.!
!
Step! 4:! “S”" say" “S”,!says!the!application.!
!
Step! 5:! Allan! is!pressing! the! “Next”!button.!
!
















“T" say" T”,! says! the! app.! Allan! is! pressing! the!“Next”!button.!He’s!writing!the!letter.!The!app!is!appraising!him!
“Yeahh”(clapping"him)."
"The! application! says! “A”.! Allan! is! choosing! “A”,!then!the!app!says!“T”.!Allan!is!choosing!T.!!The!app!says!ALT,!AT.!!
S,! says! the!app!and!Allan!chooses!S.!A,! says! the!app! and! Allan! chooses! A.! P,! says! the! app! and!Allan!chooses!P.!!The!app!says:!SLALP,!SAP…”Wonderful”!and!puts!an!image!on!the!screen!and!birds!are!singing.!!P,!says!the!app,!and!Allan!chooses!P.!A,!says!the!app! and! Allan! chooses! A.! T,! says! the! app! and!Allan!chooses!T.!!The!app!says:!PLALT,!SAP…Wonderful!and!shows!an!image!of!a!child!patting!a!dog’s!head!and!the!dog’s!barking.!Allan!goes!to!the!kitchen!with!his!mum.!
Step! 7:! The! app! is!appraising!him.!
!
Step!8:!S”"say"“S”,!says!the! app.! Allan! is!pressing! the! “Next”!button.!
!
Step! 9:! He’s! not!pronouncing! the!letter,!but!he!writes!it.!
!
Step! 10:! The! app! is!appraising! him!“Yeahh”! (clapping"
him)!
!
Step! 11:! Allan!continues! the! same!with!letters,!
!
Step!12:!Allan!goes!to!kitchen.!!
pronounce!the! letter,! as!the!application!asks! him! to;!instead! he!presses! the!“Next”! button!and! he! writes!the!letters.!
!
Step! 7:! The!application!appraises!him.!!
Step! 8]11:!Allan! repeats!the! same!action! for!different!letters.!!
Step!12:!Allan!leaves.!This!activity!is!initiated!and!led!by!the!child,!who!had!open!access!to!an!iPhone,!which!was!his!dad’s!old!phone.!Allan!chose!to!play!the!literacy!application,!however!he!did!not!follow!the!instructions!step!by!step.!He!presses!the!“Next”!button,!in!order!to!only!write!the!letters!and!not!pronounce!them.!The!application!appraises!him.!After!repeating!the!same!action!for!different!letters,!he!chose!to!exit!the!game.!!In! the! above! example,! the! child! is! using! technology! for! his! personal! satisfaction.! The!way!he!played!with!the!application!showed!that!he!not!only!had!previous!experience!of!playing!with! the!particular!application,!but!he!has!also!mastered!his!skills!and!knows!how!to!skip!steps!in!order!to!succeed!his!purpose.!Allan!set!his!own!goals!and!when!he!felt!satisfied!he!chose!to!stop!playing.!!
Activity:!Helps!Chary!with!a!game!on!laptop.!
Fieldnotes!with!Transcript! Fieldnotes!]!Steps! Analysis!!Chary! is! playing! a!mathematical! game! on!Bitesize.!He!is!asking!Allan!
!















Step! 5:! “A:!No,"no" that"one."
The"ones"that"are"moving”.!!
Step! 6:! C! is! doing! what! A!said!and!wins.!!









Step! 1+2:! Father! does! not!know! how! to! play! a! game!and!asks!for!Allan’s!help.!
!
Step! 3:! Allan! is! giving! him!instructions.!!
Step! 4:! Chary! asks! for!further!guidance.!!
Step! 5:! Allan! gives! more!instructions! and!demonstrates!the!steps.!!
Step! 6:! Chary! copies! Allan!and!wins.!!
Step! 7:! ! Yiannis! appraises!Chary’! win! the! same! way!Chary!appraises!him.!!
Step! 8:! Chary! does! not!know!how!to!move!again.!!

















The! example! shows! how! the! parents! recognize! technology! use! as! a! privilege! and! a!potential!for!control.!They!mention!that!they!use!technology!as!a!form!of!appraisal!for!their! children! when! they! follow! the! family! rules;! however! it! is! important! that! the!parents! did! not! use! technology! as! a! form! of! control.! The! parents! could! have! been!influenced!by!the!relationships!created!in!the!mesoLlevel,!which!include!other!parents!from!the!school!or!work!environment.!!This! is! an! example! that! highlights! the! methodological! complexities! of! ethnographic!methods.! The! conversation! about! technology! took! place! the! first! day! of! observation,!during!dinner.!It!was!impossible!to!keep!notes!or!to!record!our!conversation;!however!for!ethical!reasons! I!had!to!ask!permission! from!the!parents! to! include!this!particular!conversation!as!part!of!the!analysis.!
'
Family!Interactions:!Technology!for!connection!with!life!experiences!
!At! home! environment! the! parents! used! technology! for! sharing! their! everyday! life!experiences!with!their!children.!!
Date:!04!/!06!/!2013!!






























“What"are"you"reading"really?”"A:!It’s"the"story"of"Star"Walker."!Example!2!Ch!is!telling!Y!to!come!back!and!he!is!showing!him!Greek!words!with!their!pictures!on!a!Word! file.!Ch!told!me!that! they!created!a! file! together!and!Y! is! typing!the!words.!Y! is!trying!to!read!the!words.!Allan!is!reading!his!book,!but!at!the!same!time!he!is!looking!at!the!screen.!Ch!is!choosing!the!word!“μαχητής”,!“fighter”!and!says!“let’s!Google!the!word!to! see!what! it!will! give!us”.! Ch! clicks!on!Google!pictures.! Y! is! choosing! a!picture! and!clicks!on!it.!
Date:!07!/!07/!2013!
!






































































Technology! at! home! was! used! for! enhancing! the! connection! between! the! family!members.!The! father! is!using! technology! for! connecting! children! to! the! culture!of! the!microL! and! mesoLlevel! environment.! In! the! second! example,! the! father! initiates! the!activity!on!the!laptop!and!Yiannis!is!leading!it,!by!choosing!pictures!and!deciding!that!he!wants!to!print!the!picture!they!found!online,!print!it!and!then!paint!it!with!his!mother.!!Technology! in! the! above! examples! has! been! successfully! used! for! children’s! learning.!The! parents,! especially! the! father,! used! technology! for! either! sharing! his! experiences!with!his!children,!or!teaching!them!curriculum!related!subjects,!by!completing!activities,!which! were! directly! related! to! the! children’s! everyday! life! experiences.! Another!important!point!is!the!aspect!of!the!emotional!attachment!when!using!technology!in!the!family.!!The! above! sections! presented! the! themes! and! categories! that! described! the! parents’!purposes! of! technology! use! at! home.! The! next! part! of! the! analysis! presents! the!children’s!purposes!of!technology!use!and!the!restrictions!at!technology!at!home!!
5.4.2.2!!!!!!!!Macro]Level:!Connecting!Family!to!Social!Trends!This!theme!describes!the!way!parents!used!technology!for!connecting!the!family!to!the!macroLlevel!environment.!
Date:!18!/!10!/!2012!
Fieldnotes!Allan!is!playing!with!the!iPhone.!At!first!he!is!playing!solitaire.!I!asked!him!to!show!me!what! else! he! likes! doing!with! it.! He! is! showing!me! a! game! called! “XX”.! It’s! about! a!cereal!bag!chasing!cereal.!!





Connecting!Family!to!School!The! following! examples! highlight! how! technology! was! used! as! a! support! to! school!subject!and!connected!school!and!home!settings.!!
Date:!18!/!10!/!2012!
!



















































































































D:" Let’s" charge" it" my" love." NO" (loud)," not" you," because" you" know" this" (iPad)" breaks"
sometimes."Should"I"charge"it?"What"my"love?"She!gets!it.!!Example!2!






















D:" Yiannis," come"here" to" show"you"what"we" can"do…don’t" do" that…you"are"breaking" it"
down….come"on.."let’s"go…"
Y:"(crying)"I"want"Wii."
















6.1!!!!!!!!!!Introduction!!This!chapter!contains!the!thematic!analysis!of!children’s!technology!at!home!and!school.!It! describes! the! way! technology! was! used! in! the! two! age! group! classrooms.! It! is! an!introduction! to! the! two! settings! which! provides! information! about! the! purposes! of!technology!use!in!the!two!classroom!environments!and!it!discusses!the!barriers!to!both!teachers’!and!children’s!technology!use.!!In!the!process!of!describing!and!commenting!on!children’s!and!teacher’s!technology!use,!a!multiLlevel! strategy!will! be! presented! in! order! to! analyse! the! connections! between!macroL,!mesoL!and!microLlevels!of!teaching,!learning!and!use!of!technology!identified!in!the!systematic!literature!review!(Chapter!3).!!As! has! been! discussed! in! the! previous! chapters,! in! this! thesis! I! view! learning! and!teaching!as! cultural!and!social!processes! interLrelated!with!each!other.! ! In! that! sense,!the!act!of! learning!and! teaching,! as! interactive!processes! can!only!be!understood! in!a!microLlevel! by! making! associations! and! connections! that! extend! to! the! mesoL! and!macroL!level!of!learning!and!teaching.!To!aid!the!analysis!and!discussion!of!the!data!it!is!useful!to!set!out!a!working!definition!for!each!level.!MacroLlevel!The!macroLlevel! includes! the! policy! context!where! the! curriculum! is! established! and!described!after!government!action.!At!this!level,!the!ideas!of!learning!and!teaching!are!largely! conceptual.! The! actors! existing! in! this! level! are! the! ‘envisioners’! behind! an!educational! policy! and! funding! schemes! and! they! address! the! uses! of! educational!technology!in!relation!to!the!general!national!infrastructure!funding.!!
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Context! Visionaries! Actors! Scope! Assessment/!
Evaluation!MacroLLevel:!Society! Government! DfE,!QCD! Curriculum! Ofsted,!STA!MesoLLevel:!School! School’s!Leadership! Senior!Teachers,!Governors! School’s!Priorities,!Curriculum! Headteacher!MicroLLevel:!Classroom! Teacher! Teacher!Teaching!assistants,!Children!
School’s!Targets,!Curriculum!Targets!Learning!outcomes! Teacher!!This! chapter! is! divided! into! three! sections.! The! first! part! of! this! chapter! analyses!technology! use! in! the! Reception! class! in! the! Early! Years! Foundation! stage,!while! the!second!part!focuses!on!the!Year!Two!age!group!in!Key!Stage!One.!!The!third!section!is!a!synthesis!and!a!summary!overview!of!the!data!presented.!!Each!case!is!presented!in!three!phases.!The!first!phase!provides!all!the!relevant!extracts!from!observational! data,!memos,! interviews! and! transcripts! that! describe! the! themes!arisen!from!the!thematic!analysis,!while!the!second!phase!provides!a!data!evaluation.!!As!it!has!been!noted!in!the!previous!chapter,!in!order!to!strengthen!an!objective!stance,!I! am! separating! myself! as! a! researcher! when! analysing! the! data;! however,! whereas!involvement!was!more!personal! I! am! referring! to!myself! as! I.! In! the! same!vein!when!referring! to! the! teachers! their! professional! identity,! as! Early! Years! Foundation! Stage!and! Year! Two! Stage! teacher! respectively,! is! used.! ! As! it! has! been! highlighted! in! the!chapter!of!Methodology,!human!tensions!in!this!type!of!research!are!strong;!thus!I!will!describe!the!tensions!and!emotions!that!were!experience!during!the!observations,!in!an!attempt! to! be! as! objective! and! as! transparent! as! possible.! This! chapter! describes! the!way!technology!was!used!in!the!two!age!group!classrooms.!It!is!an!introduction!to!the!two!settings,!which!provides!information!about!the!ways!technology,!has!been!used!for!teaching! purposes! in! the! two! classroom! environments.! In! particular,! it! discusses! the!way! technology! has! been! used! by! the! teacher! and! children! as!well! as! the! barriers! to!technology!use.!!
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It!is!divided!into!two!sections.!The!first!part!of!this!chapter!analyses!technology!use!in!the!foundation!stage,!while!the!second!part!focuses!on!the!Key!Stage!One!Year!Two!age!group.! Each! part! provides! descriptive! data! for! the! available! resources! in! each! year!group.!!The! researcher! is! first! presenting! the! relevant! quotes! of! field! notes,! memos,!transcriptions! and! interviews! that! are! relevant! to! each! theme.! Data! evaluation! and!analysis!follows.!!
6.2!!!!!!!!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!










− Two!voice!recorders!(though!one!was!not!working!and!the!other!had!no!battery)!The! above! resources! were! organised! in! five! boxes! labelled! as! “ICT! Resources”! (See!Figure!12).!
!








Home!Sweet!Home!LLego!houses,!LWooden!block!houses,!LHouse!drawings,!LConstructions!with!different!materials,!L! Fairy! Houses! collage! of! children’s! drawings! and!pictures!!
Celebrations!LDiwali,!LHalloween,!LBonfire!Night!December!!Date!of!Observations:!Monday!03!/!12!/!2012!Thursday!11!/!12!/!2012!
Christmas!No! planned! ICT! activityL! Children! practice!Christmas!play!and!learn!about!Christmas.!!!JanuaryLFebruary!!Day!of!Observation:!Monday!29!/!01!/!2012!!!






Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!]!Steps! Analysis!!Pablo! goes! to! play! on! the!laptops!and!Y!follows!him.!!Jack! is! sitting! on! the! one!laptop! and! Pablo! on! the!other.! Yiannis! is! standing!between!Jack!and!Pablo.!Y! is! pointing! to! tell! Jack!what!to!play.!!Y.! is! playing! the! snail! race!with! Pablo,! pressing! the!space!bar!hard.!When!Pablo!wins! he! laughs! loudly! and!says!“I!won!the!snail!race”!!T.! interrupts! and! she! is!showing!him!a!gun!and!asks!him!“Do!you!want!a!copy!of!this?”! Y.! goes! to! the! door!where! the! teacher! is! and!says!yes.!Then!he!runs!back!and! holds! the! space! bar! on!Pablo’s! laptop! straight!away.!!Then!he!presses! the!bar!on!Jack’s! laptop! at! the! same!time.! Y.! looks! at! the! screen!and! says! “turn! down”! to!Pablo! (Pablo! is! playing! the!“Mouse!Maze”!game).!!T! gets! Y! a! coloured! picture!of! a! gun.! Y! leaves! the! ICT!station.!
!
Step! 1:! Pablo! goes! to! play! on! the!laptops!!
Step!2:!Y!follows!him.!
!
Step! 3:! Jack! is! sitting! on! the! one!laptop!and!Pablo!on!the!other!
!
Step! 4:! Yiannis! is! standing!between!Jack!and!Pablo!
!
Step! 5:! Y! is! pointing! to! tell! Jack!what!to!play.!!
Step!6:!Y.! is!playing!the!snail!race!with!Pablo,!pressing! the!space!bar!hard.!!
Step!7:!When!Pablo!wins!he!laughs!loudly! and! says! “I! won! the! snail!race”!!
Step! 8:! T.! interrupts! and! she! is!showing! him! a! gun! and! asks! him!“Do! you! want! a! copy! of! this?”! Y.!goes!to!the!door!where!the!teacher!is!and!says!yes!
!
Step! 9:! Then! he! runs! back! and!holds! the! space! bar! on! Pablo’s!laptop!straight!away!!
Step! 10:! He! presses! the! bar! on!Jack’s!laptop.!
!
Step!11:!Y.!looks!at!the!screen!and!says!“turn!down”!to!Pablo!








Step' 1+2:! Peer1!initiates! activity! and!Yiannis!joins!him.!
!
Step' 3A7:! Yiannis!chooses! the! “Snail!Race”! game! and! plays!against! Peer1! by!repeating! the! same!movement.!!
Step' 8:! Activity! is!interrupted! by! the!teacher.!
!









































whiteboard,!to!see!what!the!penguin!looks!like.!!Teacher!was!asking!questions!“How!many!legs!does! a! penguin! have?”! “What! colour! is! a!penguin”.!When!the!children!had!difficulties! in!clicking! the! colours! and! drawing,! the! teacher!was! helping! them! by! moving! their! hand! or!clicking!on!the!colour.!!




Step! 4:! Sometimes!he!could!not! find!the!letter! on! the!keyboard! and! I! was!pointing! the! row!where!the!letter!was.!
!
Step!5:! I!pressed!the!SHIFT! button! to!make! the! first! letter!capital.!
!
Step! 6:! I! found! the!program! and! clicked!on!it.!
!






Yiannis!recognized!each! capital!letter,!transformed!it! into! lower!case! letter!and! pressed!it.!!





!!The!objective!of!the!activity!was!to!draw!a!penguin!on!the!laptop!using!Text!Ease!studio.!Before!proceeding! to! the!analysis,! it!has! to!be!noted! that! the!activity!was! interrupted!and!Yiannis!did!not!complete!it.!However,!it!is!worth!mentioning!the!steps!of!the!activity!that!the!children!and!the!teacher!followed.!The!children!had!to!first!type!their!name!to!log!on.!!Then!the!teacher!found!the!Text!Ease!studio!programme,!clicked!on!it!and!asked!each!child!to!a!draw!a!penguin.!The!teacher!was!guiding!with!questions,!such!as!“What!does!a!penguin!look!like?”,!“How!many!legs!does!a!penguin!have?”!and!asked!each!child!to!look!at!her!laptop!screen!(which!was!placed!in!a!very!high!position!for!the!children!to!be!able!to!see!the!screen)!in!order!to!see!a!penguin.!!
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Fieldnotes!Y.! is! wandering! around! the!classroom,! looking!what! the! other!children!are!doing.!!He! sits! on! the! laptop.! He’s! sitting!on! his! own.! Then! Jasmine! sits! to!the!laptop!next!to!him.!!He’s! choosing! “the! snail! race”,!where! two! snails! race! each! other.!!He’s! pressing! the! spaceLbar! nonLstop.! (The! spaceLbar! moves! the!blue!snail!and!the!arrows!move!the!brown!snail).!!Jasmine!asks!Y.!how!she!can!move!in!order!to!play!her!game!(“Garden!Maze”).! Y! says! he! doesn’t! know!
!
Step! 1:! !He! sits! on! the!laptop.! He’s! sitting! on!his!own.!!
Step! 2:! Jasmine! sits! to!the!laptop!next!to!him!!
Step! 3:! He’s! choosing!the!“Snail!Race”!!
Step! 4:! He’s! pressing!the!spaceLbar!nonLstop!!
Step! 5:! Jasmine!asks!Y.!how! she! can! move! in!order!to!play!her!game.!!







Step' 1+2:! Yiannis!initiates! activity! on!the! laptop! and! his!peer!joins!him.!
Step' 3+4:! Yiannis!practices!skill!
Step' 5:! ! Peer! seeks!help.! Step! 6:! Yiannis!does! not! provide!answer!
Step! 7:! Child! ! exits!game.!
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and!exits!the!“Snail!Race”.! Step! 7:! He! exits! the!“Snail!Race”.!
!
!Yiannis!chose!the!“Snail!Race”!game,!which!is!designed!for!two!players;!one!player!could!move! the! blue! snail! by! pressing! the! spaceLbar! and! the! other! player! could! move! the!brown!snail!by!pressing!the!arrows.!Yiannis’!interaction!was!to!move!the!blue!snail!by!pressing!the!space!bar.!In!this!case,!Yiannis!won!the!game!every!time!he!played!and!it!can!be!assumed!that!he!stopped!when!he!felt!satisfied!with!the!result.!!Although!Yiannis’!objective!is!not!explicit,! it!can!be!argued!that!he!chose!this!activity!in!order!to!receive!positive!feedback!from!the!game!and!get!personal!satisfaction.!!The!social!aspect!of!technology!needs!to!be!highlighted!in!the!above!activity.!!The!peer!joined!Yiannis!in!the!ICT!corner!and!asked!for!his!help!when!she!encountered!difficulty.!This!way,!he!experienced!that!choosing!to!play!on!the!laptops!can!create!opportunities!for! social! interactions.! In! addition,! technology! itself! gave! Yiannis! the! selfLsatisfaction,!since!he!set!his!own!learning!goals!for!the!game!and!when!he!achieved!them!he!chose!to!exit!the!game.!!
Activity!:!Yiannis!!plays!the!“Garden!Maze”!game!on!the!laptop!
Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!]!Steps! Analysis!!Y.! is! choosing! the! game! Jasmine!was! playing! before;! the! “Mouse!Maze”! a! mouse! trying! to! get! the!piece!of!cheese.!!He! can’t! move.! Y.! looks! at!Jasmine’s! screen! and! then! at! his!screen.!His! screen! shows! arrows!and!the!space!bar.!Jasmine!points!at!the!screen!the!way!Y!should!go!to!get!the!cheese.!!Y.!presses! the!arrows!and!moves!around!the!box!to!get!the!cheese.!!Y.!exits! the!game.!He! is!using!his!thumb;!on!the!touch!pad!in!order!to! choose! the! arrow! to! go! back.!He! presses! the! arrow! twice! and!
!
Step! 1:! Y.! is! choosing!the!“Mouse!Maze”!!
Step!2:!He!can’t!move.!!
Step! 3:! He! looks! at!Jasmine’s! screen! and!his!screen.!!
Step! 4:! Jasmine! points!at! the!screen!the!way!Y!should! go! to! get! the!cheese.!!
Step! 5:! Y.! presses! the!arrows! and! moves!around! the! box! to! get!the!cheese.!!
!
Initiation:!Yiannis!!
Objective:'Move! around! the! maze!to! get! the! piece! of!cheese!!
Steps:'
Step'1:! ! Yiannis! choose!the!“Mouse!Maze”!game!





gets! to! main! menu! that! has! the!list! of! games! and! leaves! the! ICT!corner.!
!
Step! 6:! Y.! exits! the!game.! He! is! using! his!thumb;! on! the! touch!pad! in! order! to! choose!the!arrow!to!go!back.!!
Step! 7:! ! Y.! leaves! the!ICT!corner.!
Step'6+7:! !Yiannis!exits!game!and!leaves!the!ICT!station.!
!
!In! the!above!activity!Yiannis!chose! to!play! “Garden!Maze”!game.! !The!objective!of! the!activity!was!to!move!a!mouse!around!a!maze!in!order!to!get!a!piece!of!cheese.!Yiannis!could!not!move!the!mouse,!however!he!chose!not!to!ask!for!help!from!his!peer!sitting!next! to! him.! He! observed! what! the! peer! was! pressing! in! order! to! move! the! mouse,!imitated!her!and!achieved!in!his!attempts!to!move!around!the!maze.!When!Yiannis!had!difficulty!to!find!the!right!direction,!his!peer!pointed!at!the!screen!and!gave!him!direct!instructions.! Yiannis! followed! the! instructions! and! he!managed! to! get! to! the! piece! of!cheese.!Then!he!exited!the!game.!!In!the!above!activity!Yiannis!observed!what!his!peer!was!pressing!and!the!effect!of!what!she!was!pressing!had!on!the!screen.!He!showed!selfLefficacy!by!setting!his!own!learning!goals!and!choosing!to!achieve!them!through!observationLimitation.!!When! Yiannis! found! difficulty! in!moving! around! the!maze,! his! peer! acted! as! a!more!experienced!other!and!gave!him!direct,!accurate!instructions!on!which!direction!Yiannis!should!take.!Similar!to!the!previous!example,! technology!as!a!tool! in!this!activity!gave!Yiannis!a!personal!satisfaction!and!encouraged!social!interactions.!!
Activity:!Yiannis!uses!Lego!piece!as!a!mobile!phone.!
Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!–!Steps! Analysis!












bye.! Y! doesn’t! interact!with! them.! He! gets! up!takes!a!book!and!tries! to!read.! Jasmine! picks! “the!story!of!baby!Jesus”!from!the!library!and!reads!it!to!Yiannis!and!Joshua.!!Pablo!joins!them.!Yiannis!finds! a! shower! head! and!pretends! that! it! was! a!mobile! phone.! Both!Pablo! and! Yiannis! are!talking! on! the! shower!head.!They!are! talking! in!turns! and! put! to! each!other! ears.! Joshua! leaves!the!library.!Then!Jasmine!joins!them.!She!asks! “Who! is! it!Y?! Is!it! your! mum?”! They! all!say! goodbye! in! turns.!Jasmine! and! Yiannis!move! to! the! hospital!(temporary!station)!!
on! the! phone! and! she! says! “byeLbye”.!!
Step4:! Y! doesn’t! interact! with!them.!He!gets!up!takes!a!book!and!tries!to!read.!!
Step!5:!Pablo!joins!them.!!
Step! 6:! Yiannis! finds! a! shower!head! and! pretends! that! it! was! a!mobile!phone.!!
Step!7:!Both!Pablo!and!Yiannis!are!talking! on! the! shower! head.! They!are!talking!in!turns!and!put!to!each!other!ears.!!
Step!8:!Joshua!leaves!the!library.!!
Step! 9:! Then! Jasmine! joins! them.!She! asks! “Who! is! it! Y?! Is! it! your!mum?”!!
Step! 10:! They! all! say! goodbye! in!turns.!Jasmine!and!Yiannis!move!to!the!hospital!
pretends! that! Lego!piece! is! a! phone! and!he!speaks!to!his!mum.!!
Step3A5:! Peer2! and!Peer3!interact.!!
Step' 6:! Yiannis!imitates! Peer1! and!pretends! that! shower!head!is!a!phone.!!
Step' 7:! Yiannis! and!Peer3! talk! on! the!shower!head!in!turns.!!
Step' 8:! Peer1! leaves!and! Peer2! joins! the!conversation.!!
Step' 10:! They! all!finish!conversation.!




Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!–!Steps! Analysis!!Children! are! free! to!play.! Teacher! asks!three!children!to!make!a!laptop.!!Teacher! brings! old!box!and!is!cutting!it!in!the! shape! of! a! laptop.!She!gives!Y.!a!piece!of!paper! to! make! the!keyboard.!Y.!is!making!the!keyboard.!!Y.! cuts! paper! squares!and!sticks!them!on!the!paperLbox.!!Yiannis! has! difficulty!with! cutting! the! tape!and! goes! to! the!teacher! to! ask! for! her!help.!!Teacher!cuts!the!tape!for!him.!!Yiannis! leaves! the!laptop! in! the! corner!and! goes! outside! to!play!with!the!snow.!
"
Step!1:!Teacher!asks!children!to!make!a!laptop.!!
Step! 2:! Teacher! brings! old!box! and! is! cutting! it! in! the!shape!of!a!laptop.!!
Step!3:!She!gives!Y.!a!piece!of!paper!to!make!the!keyboard.!!
Step! 4:! Y.! is! making! the!keyboard.! Y.! cuts! paper!squares! and! sticks! them! on!the!paperLbox.!
Step!5:!Yiannis!has!difficulty!with! cutting! the! tape! and!goes!to!the!teacher!to!ask!for!her!help.!!
Step!6:!Teacher!cuts!the!tape!for!him.!!
Step! 7:! Yiannis! leaves! the!laptop!in!the!corner!!








Step'2A3:"Teacher! gives!Yiannis!a! box! and! a! piece! of! paper! to!make!the!keyboard.!
Step'4:"Yiannis!follows!teacher’s!instructions! and! cuts! paper!squares."
Step' 5:" Yiannis! cannot! cut! the!tape!and!asks!for!teacher’s!help.!





!The! above! activity! was! initiated! by! the! teacher.! The! objective! of! the! activity! was! to!make!a!paper!laptop.!The!teacher!provided!Yiannis!with!cardboard!paper!in!the!shape!
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of!square!and!asked!him!to!make!a!laptop.!As!it!is!shown!in!the!picture,!Yiannis,!cut!and!glued!green!and!orange!squares!to!make!the!keyboard!and!the!screen.!!It!has!to!be!noted!that!the!teacher!did!not!give!guidelines!describing!the!characteristics!of! a! laptop!and!Yiannis!did!not!approach! the! ICT!station!before!making! the!keyboard!and! the! screen.! Yiannis! reproduced! the! characteristics! of! the! laptop! based! on! his!previous!experiences.!!In! this! activity! Yiannis’! engagement! with! technology! was! not! direct,! however! he!experienced! the! representation! of! technology! as! an! object! that! has! specific!characteristics,!such!as!keyboard!buttons!and!a!screen.!
Activity:!Find!most!popular!pet!in!the!class!
Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!]!Steps' Analysis'!Teacher! asks! the! children! if! they! have!pets!and!how!many!pets!they!have.!!Then!she!asks!each!child!to!stand!up!and!tap! the! picture! of! the! pet! s/he! has.! If! a!child! has! two! dogs,! then! s/he! has! to! tap!the!picture!of!the!dog!twice.!!Then! all! the! children! count! the! total!number!of! each!pet!and! the! teacher!asks!them!which!pet!has!the!biggest!number.!!All! the! children! said! fish.! Teacher!concluded! that! the! most! popular! pet! in!the!classroom!was!fish.!!
Transcription!
T:"That’s"11…children"are"counting"11,"10,"
9," 8…right" it’s" not" very" big." What" the"
animals" are?" If" you" have" two" animals"
…because" somebody" might" have" one" dog"
and"a"pig"or"two"dogs."Is"there"anyone"that"




is" a" dog," then" a" cat," then" there’s" a" fish…"
This" one" is" a" guinea" pig…anybody" got" a"
pig,"and"then"we’ve"got"a"mouse."
'
Step! 1:! Teacher! asks!the!children!if!they!have!pets! and! how! many!pets!they!have.!!
Step! 2:! She! asks! each!child! to! stand! up! and!tap! the! picture! of! the!pet! s/he! has.! If! a! child!has!two!dogs,!then!s/he!has!to!tap!the!picture!of!the!dog!twice.!
!
Step!3:!All! the!children!count! the! total! number!of!each!pet!
!
Step! 4:! The! teacher!asks! them! which! pet!has!the!biggest!number.!!
Step!5:!All! the!children!said!fish.!!








Step' 1:' Teacher!initiates!mathematical!activity! on! the!Whiteboard.!
Step' 2:' She! gives!children!instructions.!
Step' 3:' Children!follow!instructions! and!find! the! highest!number.!
Step' 4:' ! Teacher!gives! them!feedback.!
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Analysis'!Teacher!draws!a!number! line!on!the!Whiteboard!and!the!numbers!1L10.!Children!sit!in!front!of!the!teacher,!on!the!floor.!They!are!counting!1…!2…!3…4...!5...!6…!7...!8...! 9...10.! Children! sing! (a! take! away! song)! and! the!teacher!asks!them!to!take!away.!Children!answer!and!they!pick!the!next!child!that!will!answer.!!
Transcript!
C:"What"are"we"doing?"






T:" You'll" see" in" a"minute...So…"we" have" a" number" line"
here," so" that" we" can" use" it" sometimes" when" we" are"
taking"away"and"when"we"are"counting"forward"as"well."
Sometimes"we"need" to" look"which"number" comes"next,"
sometimes"we"already"know"which"one"is"ahead."But"the"
line" is" there"to"help"us."Now"we've"got…I'm"gonna"pick"






with" a" cherry" on" the" top." Along" came" (choose" a"
child)," with" a" penny" one" day." Bought" a" currant"
'
Step! 1:!Teacher!draws! a!number! line!on! the!Whiteboard!and! the!numbers! 1L10.!
!
Step! 2:!Children! sing!(a! take! away!song)!
!









Step' 1:'Teacher!initiates!mathematical! activity! by!drawing! a!line.!!





Which" one" are" you" going" to" choose?"We" have" 10" take"








Who"are" you"going" to"buy?"So"we"have"9" taking"away"
1…"
Ch:"8."
T:"So"9"take"away"1" is"8...so"show"me"your" fingers....If" I"
write"something"here,"I"wonder"who"could"tell"me"what"




and" take" 1" away." we" will" do" one" more." Are" you"
listening?"This" time"we've" got" 5" and"we're" gonna" take"





















Steps' 4A5:!Each! child!answers! and!picks! the!next!child.!!
Step' 6:!Teacher!assess!children’s!previous!knowledge!on!numbers.!!












Christmas! Card! using! Microsoft! Word,!mathematics!practise!(start)!Thursday!06/12/2012! No!ICTL!Visit!Cathedral!!(I!volunteered)!!Thursday!13/12/2012! No!ICTL!Practise!Christmas!play!Thursday!20/12/2012! No!ICTL“Sleeping!Beauty”!play!!Thursday!10/01/2013! Angles,! Directions,! Charlie! Chimp's!Modelling!Party!Thursday!17/01/2013! No!ICTLClosureLSnow!!Thursday!24/01/2013!
(Day"of"Observation)! Find! information! for! Grace! Darling! and!Charlie!Chimp's!Modelling!Party!
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Thursday!31/01/2013! Find! information! for! Grace! Darling!(finish)!Thursday!07/02/2013! Grace!Darling!Newspaper!using!Microsoft!Publisher!(start)!Thursday!14/02/2013!
(Day"of"Observation)! Grace!Darling!Newspaper!using!TextEase!(start)!Thursday!28/02/2013! No!ICTLReligious!Week!!Thursday!07/03/2013!
"






Instructions'Teacher! is! explaining! that! they!will! use! Microsoft! Publisher! to!make!the!Christmas!card.!!The! teacher! is! showing! the!children!the!icon!of!the!Microsoft!Publisher! on! the! Whiteboard.!Teacher!clicks!on!the!programme.!After! clicking! the! programme!children! can! see! different!templates.!!Then! the! teacher! says! that! they!want!to!make!a!greeting!card!and!he’s! clicking! the! “Greeting! Card”!icon.!!This! template! is! for! making! a!birthday!card!
"
Instructions'
Step! 1:! T! is! explaining! that!children! will! use! Microsoft!Publisher! to! make! the!Christmas!card.!
Step! 2:! He’s! showing! the!children! the! icon! of! the!Microsoft! Publisher! on! the!Whiteboard! and! clicks! on! the!programme.!
Step! 3:! After! clicking! the!programme! children! can! see!different!templates.!
Step! 4:!He!(teacher)!says! that!they! want! to! make! a! greeting!card! and! he’s! clicking! the!“Greeting!Card”!icon.!




Objective:'Write! a! Christmas!card! using!Microsoft!Publisher.'
'
Steps:'





!Teacher! tells! children! that! they!should!click!on!the!pictures!(that!are!related!to!birthdays)!and!then!press! “BACKSPACE”! to! delete!them.!!He! says! that! if! anyone! wants! to!change!fonts!s/he!has!to!click!the!font! icon! and! if! they! want! to!change! font! size! they! can! by!clicking! the! icon!next! to! the! font!icon.! The! teacher! explains! that!the!children!should!write!“Happy!Christmas”!in!the!front!page.!!Then! he! says! that! the! last! thing!they!have!to!do! is! to!write!“With!Love!X!School”!on!the!back!page!The! instructions! written! in! the!paper!are:!1.!Click!Microsoft!Publisher,!2.!Click!Greeting!Card,!3.!Write!on!the!front!page:!
“Happy"Christmas”,!4.!Write!on!the!back!page!
“With"Love"St."X"School”"!
Allan’s'Interaction'Peer!is!using!the!mouse!and!pad,!following! teacher’s! instructions.!First! he’s! clicking! Microsoft!Publisher! and! then! he! clicks! on!the! greeting! card.! The! template!has!two!pictures!and!the!children!have!to!delete!both!of!them.!Peer!is! selecting! the! picture! and! then!he’s!clicking!CUT.!!They! are! looking! for! the! letter!“M”.!Step!15:!Peer:!“M…Where!is!M?!Oh!!There!it!is!”!Then! A.! realizes! that! he! can’t!write.!P:! “Oh!! You! can! only! write! on! a!text!box”.!A!message!in!Microsoft!Publisher! saying! “You! can! only!
Birthday! and! then! press!“BACKSPACE”!to!delete!them.!
Step! 6:! If! anyone! wants! to!change! fonts,! s/he!has! to!click!the! font! icon! and! if! they!want!to!change!font!size!they!can!by!clicking! the! icon! next! to! the!font!icon.!
Step! 7:! He’s! explaining! that!the! children! should! write!
“Happy"Christmas”! in! the! front!page! and! “With"Love"X"School”!on!the!back!page.!




Step! 9:! Peer! is! using! the!mouse!and!pad!to!log!in.!!First!he’s! clicking! Microsoft!Publisher! and! then! the!greeting!card.!
Step! 10:! Peer! is! selecting! the!picture! and! then! he’s! clicking!CUT.!
Step! 11:!They! are! looking! for!the!letter!“M”.!Peer:! “M…Where" is" M?" Oh!"
There"it"is!”"
Step!12:!Allan!realizes!that!he!can’t!write.!A! message! in! Microsoft!Publisher!says:!
“You" can" only" type" into" a" text"




Step! 13:! Allan! is! clicking! the!icon!to!make!a!text!!!box.!
Step! 14:! Allan! is! spelling!“Merry!Christmas”!and!peer! is!
peer! takes!control!of! laptop;! logs! in!and! follows!teacher’s! steps! to!find!the!template.!!
Step' 10:! Peer!applies! previous!knowledge! and!selects! the! CUT!function;! instead!of!Backspace.!!
Step' 11:! Children!collaborate,! Allan!is! spelling! and!Peer!is!typing.!!
Step' 12:! Allan!takes! control! of!keyboard,! but! he!can’t!write.!!
Step' 13:! Peer!reads!the!message!and! gives! Allan!instructions.!!
Step' 14:! Each!child! takes! its’!role!again;!Allan!is!spelling! and! his!peer!is!typing.!!
Step' 15+16:!Children! discover!the! font! face! and!font!size.!!
Step' 17+18:! Peer!tries! to! complete!the!activity!but!he!can’t!type.!!
Step' 19A21:! Allan!and! peer! try! to!use! previous!solution! to! start!typing! again! but!
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type! into! a! text! box,! table! and!certain! shapes.! For! more!information!press!F1.”!!Then! he’s! clicking! the! icon! to!make!a!text!!!box.!Allan!is!spelling!“Merry! Christmas”! and! peer! is!typing.! Then! they! are! choosing!different!fonts.!P:!“Make!it!bigger”!!A.! touches! the!screen.!Peer! takes!the! mouse! and! makes! the! fonts!bigger.! For! about! a! minute! they!are!playing!with!making! the! font!either!very!very!big!or!very!very!small.!!Then!peer!is!trying!to!write!again!but!he!can’t.!!He! recognises! that! the! cursor! is!not! at! the! end! of! the! word! he!wrote!last!and!that’s!why!he!can’t!continue! typing.! He’s! clicking! at!the!end!of!the!text!back!again!but!he!can’t!write.!A.:!“I!know!what!to!do.”!and!takes!the!mouse.!Allan! is! clicking! the! screen!(where!the!text!is)!twice!He!realizes!that!he!can’t!do!it!He! starts! playing! with! the! font!sizes!again!(hugeLtiny).!!The! peer! takes! the! mouse! and!clicks!on! the!box.!Peer! and!Allan!are! writing! “Christmas”,! (taking!in! turns)! they! are!missing! a! “T”.!Peer!asks:!“What!are!we!gonna!do!now!again?”!Allan! is!pointing!the!board!and!says!“That”.!!They!start!changing!fonts!again.!Then! the! teacher! goes! to! them!and! tells! them! to! go! on! the! back!page! to! write! “With! Love! X!School”.!!
typing.!
Step! 15:! They! are! choosing!different!fonts.!
Step!16:!Peer!takes!the!mouse!and! makes! the! fonts! bigger.!For! about! a! minute! they! are!playing! with! making! the! font!either!very!big!or!very!small.!
Step! 17:! Peer! is! trying! to!write!again!but!he!can’t.!
Step! 18:! He! recognises! that!the!censor! is!not!at! the!end!of!the! word! he! wrote! last! and!that’s! why! he! can’t! continue!typing.!He’s!clicking!at!the!end!of!the!text!but!he!can’t!write.!
Step!19:!Allan:!“I"know"what"to"
do.”!and!takes!the!mouse.!
Step! 20:! Allan! is! clicking! the!screen! (where! the! text! is)!twice!
Step!21:!He!can’t!do!it.!
Step! 22:! He! starts! playing!with! the! font! sizes! again!(hugeLtiny)!
Step!23:!Peer!takes!the!mouse!and!clicks!on!the!box.!
Step! 24:! Peer! and! Allan! are!writing!“Christmas”,! (taking! in!turns)!they!are!missing!a!“T”.!
Step!25:!Peer!asks:!“What"are"
we"gonna"do"now"again?”"Allan!is!pointing!the!board!and!says!“That”.!
Step! 26:! They! start! changing!fonts!again.!
Step! 27:! The! teacher! goes! to!them! and! tells! them! to! go! on!the! back! page! to! write! “With!Love!X!School”.!
Step!28:!Teacher!moves!away!and! asks! the! class! to! log! out.!They!didn’t!finish!the!activity.!
Step! 29:! Allan! logs! out! and!then!shuts!the!laptop!down.!
they!can’t.!!
Step' 22:! Allan! is!playing! with! the!font!size.!!
Step' 23:! Peer!takes! control! of!the! keyboard! and!returns! attention!to!the!activity.!!
Step'24+25:!Allan!and! peer!collaborate! to!complete!the!front!page!of!the!card.!!
Step' 25+26:!Children! lose!attention!and!they!play!with! the! font!size!again.!!
Step' 27:! Teacher!restored!children’s!attention! and!reminded! them!the!instructions.!!
Step' 28:! Children!did! not! complete!activity;! teacher!instructed!them!to!log!off.!!!!
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Teacher!moves!away!and!asks!the!class!to!log!out.!They!didn’t!finish!the! activity.! Allan! logs! out! and!then!shuts!the!laptop!down.!
!The!objective!of!the!activity!was!to!make!Christmas!cards.! !The!teacher!demonstrated!each! step! on! the!Whiteboard! and! gave! specific! instructions! that! the! children! had! to!follow.!First,!the!children!had!to!click!on!the!START!button,!find!the!Microsoft!Publisher!programme,!click!the!template!of!“Happy!Birthday”!card,!select!the!pictures!and!delete!them!by!using!backspace.!Then!the!children!had!to!write!on!the!front!page!of!the!card!“Merry! Christmas”! and! on! the! back! “With! Love! X! School”,! as! demonstrated! by! the!teacher.!The!instructions!were!written!on!a!paperboard!in!a!numbered!order.!!Allan!and!his!peer!spent!about!ten!minutes! interacting!with!the! laptop.!They!followed!each! step! that! was! written! on! the! paperboard.! They! collaborated! by! taking! turns! of!controlling! the!keyboard.!Allan!spelled!out! for!his!peer!what!needed! to!be!written!on!the! card! and! his! peer!was! typing.!When!Allan! switched! roles!with! his! peer! and! took!control!of! the!keyboard,! the!programme!did!not!allow!him!to! type.!The!peer!read! the!message!box!and!gave!Allan!instructions.!Children!resumed!their!individual!roles!again;!Allan!was!spelling!what!the!peer!needed!to!type!and!his!peer!was!typing.!The!function!of!font!type!and!font!size!distracted!the!children,!who!started!playing!with!it.'!When!the!peer! tried! to! complete! the! activity,! the! same! message! box! appeared! on! the! screen.!Although!Allan!and!peer!tried!to!use!the!previous!solution!in!order!to!start!typing,!the!programme!did!not!respond.!His!peer!took!control!of!the!keyboard!and!returned!Allan’s!attention! to! the! activity.! Although! both! of! children! put! an! effort! on! completing! the!activity,!they!lost!their!attention!once!again!and!played!with!the!font!size.!The!teacher!reminded! them! the! instructions! and!drew! their! attention! to! the! paperboard!with! the!written!instructions;!however!he!asked!them!to!log!off.!The!children!eventually!did!not!complete!this!activity.!!In! this!activity! the!children!had! to! follow!specific! steps! in!order! to!complete! the! task.!Children!were! not! independent! users! of! technology;! instead! they! had! to! achieve! the!objective!of!the!task!set!by!the!teacher.!It!is!worth!commenting!on!the!fact!that!during!the!activity,!the!children!got!distracted!several!times!as!it!seemed!difficult!for!Allan!to!
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Instructions:!13:15!–!13:39!Teacher! writes! the! questions! on! the!board!of!paper.!L! Grace’s! date! of! birth.! Teacher!mentions:!“you"might" just"be"able"to" find"
the" year" or" you" might" if" you"
search" …you"might" be" able" to"
find" the" date," so" I’d" like" to" try"
and" check" them" out." I" don’t"
know"if"you"will"be"able"to"find"
these" things," cause" I" haven’t"
checked" them" out," so" I" would"
like" you" to" try" to" find" out." ”!(Transcript)!L!Q1:Place!of!birth,!L!Q2:!Names!of!her!parents,!L!Q3:!Siblings,!L!Q4:!Name!of!the!ship,!L!Q5:!Date!of!the!disaster,!L!Q6:!The!number!of!deaths!and!rescues,!L!Q7:Date!of!Grace’s!death,!L!Q8:!Other!interesting!facts.!Teacher! is! revising! what! the! children!already!know!about!Grace!Darling.!!He’s!asking!them!to!do!it!neatly!in!order!to!display!it!on!the!walls.!
“Don’t" do" it" really" messy," do" it" neatly,"
because" some" of" the" better" ones," I’ll" put"
them"up"there,"yeah?”"(Transcript)!!He’s! showing! on! the! whiteboard! what!the!children!have!to!click.!Teacher!asks!the! group! what! they! have! to! do! when!something!pops!up.!
!
Step! 1:! ! Teacher! writes!questions! on! the! board! of!paper.!!
Step! 2:!Teacher! is! revising!what! the! children! already!know!about!Grace!Darling.!!
Step!3:!He’s!asking!them!to!do! it! neatly! in! order! to!display!it!on!the!walls.!!
Step!4:!He’s!showing!on!the!whiteboard! what! the!children!have!to!click.!!
Step! 5:! Teacher! asks! the!group!what!they!have!to!do!when!something!pops!up.!!
Step! 6:! Teacher! clicks!Internet! explorer! and! then!he! types! in! the! search! box!rnli*space*!grace!darling.!!
Step!7:!He!finds!the!site!and!shows! them! how! to! move!around! the! site! and!how! to!find! information! about!Grace!Darling.!!





















“Before" you" Click," click" click," you" think"
think"think"and"tell"someone”."Teacher!tells!them!that!if!anything!pops!up:!
“Tell" a" grown" up" and" hopefully" your"
computer" will" be" close" to" your" mum"
and"dad"and"they"will"be"able"to"see"as"
well”!(Transcript)"
"Teacher! clicks! Internet! explorer! and!then! he! types! in! the! search! box!rnli*space*! grace! darling!(http://rnli.org/shorething/discover/gracedarling/Pages/GraceLDarlingLstory.aspx).!!He!finds!the!site!and!shows!them!how!to!move! around! the! site! and! how! to! find!information!about!Grace!Darling.!
“click"next,"it"shows"you"the"story"with"
some" pictures," we" can" also" look" this"
side,"can"you"see"that"here?"So"we"can"
watch" this" one." You" can" do" some"
reading"with"the"animation."Key"facts"
about"grace"darling,"what"you"can"do,"
you" know" what" you" are" looking" for,"




If" you" can’t" find" the" names" of" the"
siblings" you" can" find" how" many"
siblings" she" had." See" what" you" can"
find."Do"it"neatly,"because"some"of"the"
neatest" ones" will…so" try" to" do" it"
neatly."”"(Transcript)!!
Allan’s!Interaction:!!13:39!–!14:10!Allan!couldn’t!log!in.!Allan!is!typing.!He’s!spelling! his! name.! Allan! didn’t! press!ENTER.!Their!PC!updated!and!restarted.!They!are!waiting!(for!12!minutes).!Allan!logs!in!again.!Children!cannot!find!the!Internet!Explorer.!They! ask! for! my! help! and! I! ask! for!
Step! 10:! Children! cannot!find!the!Internet!Explorer.!
Step! 10:! They! ask! for! my!help!and!I!ask!for!teacher!to!help!them.!
Step! 11:! Teacher! finds! the!Internet! explorer,! clicks! on!it!and!tell!the!children!to!go!on!the!“Key!Facts”.!
Step!12:!Allan!and!Bethany!click! on! the! Internet! icon!and!go!online.!
Step! 13:! Allan! gets! up! and!goes! to! the! paper! board! to!look! for! what! they! have! to!type.!!
Step! 14:! Allan! is! pressing!the! button! to! go! online!again! and! again.! Both! are!pressing!the!keyboard.!
!
Step! 15:! The! Internet!window!disappears.!
!




Step!18:!Allan!writes!down!Q1.!Allan! is! trying! to! estimate!the! DoB.! He! found!when!D!died,!he!writes!it!down.!!







Step' 12A16:"Children! lose!Internet! page!and! negotiate!keyboard!management.!
'
Step' 17+18:'Children! read!facts! and!answer!question!Q1.!!
Step' 19+20:'Allan! lost!Internet! page!and! peer!found!it.!!
Step' 21:'Teacher! finds!the!video.!!
Step' 22+23:'Children!watch! video!and! answer!Q8!!
Step' 24A26:'Teacher!makes!guiding!questions! and!Allan! writes!Q5.!
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teacher! to!help! them.!Teacher! finds! the!Internet! explorer,! clicks! on! it! and! telsl!the! children! to! go! on! the! “Key! Facts”.!Allan! and!Bethany! click! on! the! Internet!icon! and! go! online.! Allan! gets! up! and!goes! to! the! paper! board! to! look! what!they!have!to!type.!!Allan!is!pressing!the!button!to!go!online!again! and! again.! Both! are! pressing! the!keyboard.! The! Internet! window!disappears.!!Bethany! is! trying! to! find! it.! “I’ll! do! it”!says! Allan.! “I’ve! found! the! minimised!window”!says!Bethany.!!Then! they! start! reading! the! Key! Facts!page.! Allan! is! looking! for! the! first!question;!when!GD!was! born.! They! are!reading! the! key! facts! of! her! life! and!Allan!writes!down!Q1.!!Allan! is! trying! to! estimate! the! DoB.! He!found!when! D! died,! he!writes! it! down.!!Allan!minimised!Internet!and!he!lost!the!site.!The!girl!found!the!site!again.!
!Teacher! helps! them! to! find! the! video.!They!are!watching!the!video.!Bethany!is!looking!what!the!other!pair!is!doing.!Allan! is! writing! “Other! Interesting!things”…buried!in…!!Teacher! is! asking!Allan!questions,!Allan!answers! and! then! teacher! ask! him! to!write!it!down.!!They! go! back! to! the! facts;! to! questions!and!answers!(See!Appendix!G).!!Teacher! asks! them! to! log! off.! ! Allan!wants! to! do! it.! Girl! is! showing! him.! He!pushed! her! hands! away! and! he! logged!off.!!They!close!lid!at!the!same!time!together!and!another!child!takes!the!laptop!to!the!Assembly!Hall.!
!




Step! 23:! Allan! is! writing!“Other! Interesting!things”…buried!in…!
!




Step! 26:! Teacher! asks! him!to!write!it!down.!
!




Step! 29:!Allan!wants! to! do!it.!!
Step! 30:! Girl! is! showing!him.!!
Step! 31:! He! pushed! her!hands! away! and! he! logged!off.!
!
Step! 32:! They! close!together!
!
Step! 33:! Another! child!takes! the! laptop! in! the!Assembly!Hall.!
!
Step' 27+28:'Teacher! asks!children!to!log!off.!!






Similarly!to!the!previous!activity,!the!teacher!demonstrated!on!the!whiteboard!the!steps!that!the!children!needed!to!follow!in!order!to!complete!the!activity.!The!objective!of!the!activity!was!to!answer!factual!questions!about!the!life!of!Grace!Darling!such!as!“Where!was!she!born?”,!“When!was!she!born?”.!The!teacher!encouraged!peer!collaboration!and!motivated! the! children! by! providing! an! award! to! the! pair! that! wrote! the! neatest!answers!on!the!paper!with!the!questions.!!Allan!had!a!different!partner!and!it!seems!that!he!wanted!to!be!in!charge!of!the!laptop.!At!the!beginning!of!the!activity,!a!lot!of!the!interactions!between!the!two!children!were!related!to!the!management!of!the!keyboard!and!the!mouse.!Allan!and!his!partner!read!the!Key!Facts!list!out!loud!and!Allan!wrote!down!the!answers!in!the!questions!he!could!find.!When!Allan!minimized! the! site,! his! peer! restored! the!window.!The! two! children!could!not!find!the!video!and!the!teacher!clicked!on!site!and!found!it!for!them.!When!the!pair!could!not! find!the!answers!to!the!questions,! the!peer! looked!at!the!answers!from!the!pair!sitting!next!to!them!and!asked!Allan!to!write!them!down.!The!teacher!guided!Allan! to! find! the! age! of! death! of! Grace! Darling! by! asking! guiding! questions! such! as!“When!was!she!born?”,!“When!did!she!die?”.!When!Allan!found!the!answer,!the!teacher!encouraged!him!to!write!it!down!on!the!question!sheet.!!The! teacher! supported! the! above! technology! use! experience,! either! by! providing! a!solution! as! an! experienced! adult,! or! by! guiding! Allan! with! questions.! The! teacher!motivated!children!to!write!their!answers!neatly!in!order!for!their!work!to!be!displayed!on!the!classroom’s!wall.!!It!has!to!be!highlighted!that!in!order!to!answer!each!question,!the!children!should!use!either!mathematical!or!literacy!skills.!More!particularly,!the!questions!related!to!Grace!Darling’s! ! i)!place!of!birth;! ii)!parent’s!name;! iii)!name!of! the!ship;!and! iv)!date!of! the!disaster!required!reading!as!well!as!text!comprehension!skills! in!order!to!read,! locate,!understand,! interpret!and!select!the!text!for!the!answers.!Whilst!the!questions!related!to! Grace! Darling’s! i)! siblings;! ii)! number! of! deaths! and! rescues;! and! iii)! age! of! death!required!to!work!in!pairs!systematically!in!order!to!organize!the!given!dates,!select!and!use! the! appropriate! mathematical! knowledge! (i.e.! addition,! subtraction),! understand!
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Fieldnotes! Fieldnotes!]!Steps! Analysis!!Teacher! is! watching! video! on!whiteboard! and! goes! through! the!questions! that! the! children! had! to!answer!during!the!ICT!time.!L!Q1:Place!of!birth!L!Q2:!Names!of!her!parents,!L!Q3:!Siblings.!L!Q4:!Name!of!the!ship,!L!Q5:!Date!of!the!disaster,!L!Q6:!The!number!of!deaths!and!rescues!L!Q7:Date!of!Grace’s!death!L!Q8:!Other!interesting!facts.!He!uses!he!100number!table!to!estimate!the!number!of!dead!passengers.!!He!ask!the!children!to!bring!to!school!
! Place!of!Birth!
! Full!Date!of!Birth!
! Mother’s!Name!!He!encourages! the! children! to!ask! their!parents! to! find! these! answers! together.!He! suggested! GOOGLE,! if! children’s!parents!allow!them.!!He! plays! the! video! about! GD.! It! lasts!11:03!mints.!!Children! are! watching! the! video! from!BBC!on! the!whiteboard.!The!narrator! is!GD.!!They!have! to!wait! for! the!video!to! load.!While! they’re! waiting! the! teacher! asks!them!what!they!already!know.!Then!the!teacher! is! closing! the! Internet! and!chooses! to! watch! the! video! from! the!beginning.!!Internet!is!not!responding,!so!they!have!to!watch!it!tomorrow.!!He! revises! what! the! children! have! to!look!for!on!the!Internet!at!home.!
!
Step! 1:! Teacher! is!putting! video! on!whiteboard! and! goes!through!the!questions.!
Step! 2:! He! uses! he!100number! table! to!estimate! the!number!of!dead!passengers.!




Step! 4:! He! encourages!the!children!to!ask!their!parents! to! find! these!answers! together.! He!suggested! GOOGLE,! if!children’s!parents!allow!them.!
Step! 5:! He! plays! the!video! about! GD! on! the!whiteboard.!
Step! 6:! They! have! to!wait! for! the! video! to!load.! While! they’re!waiting! the! teacher!asks! them! what! they!already!know..!
Step! 7:! Then! the!teacher! is! closing! the!Internet!and!chooses!to!watch! the! video! from!the!beginning.!
Step! 8:! Internet! is! not!responding,! so! they!have! to! watch! it!tomorrow.!




Objective:'Use! site! to!answer! factual!questions! about!Grace!Darling.'
'
Steps:'
Step' 1:' Teacher!put! video! about!Grace!Darling!on!the! whiteboard,!in!order! to!show!children! the!answers! to!factual!question.!!
Step' 2:' Teacher!assess! children’s!mathematical!skills! by! using! a!100number!table.!!
Step' 3+4:'Teacher! asked!children! to! look!for! the! answers!at! home! using!GOOGLE.!!
Step' 5+6:' Video!is! not!responding!
'


























Step! 1:! Teacher!tells! children! that!they! will! make! a!similar! task! as! they!did! last!week,!while!three! children! will!do!Charlie!Chimps!
!
Step!2:!The!teacher!reminds! children!what! they! did! last!week.!
!













!Teacher!tells!children!that!all!the!Grace!Darling!pictures!that! they!had! from! last!week!will! load!and! they!are! all!there.!Teacher!tells!them!that!headline!goes!on!the!first!page!and!he!gives!example!of!headline.!!
Instructions"Interrupted"A!teaching!assistant!interrupts.!Children!are!chatting.!!Teacher!shows!children!how!to!find!Text!Ease!Studio.!He!tells!them!that!they!first!have!to!press!the!minimise!tab.!He’s! pressing! the!minimize! tab!3! times.!He! is! trying! to!show!children!again.!Teacher!doesn’t!know!how!to!do!it!and! he! clicks! in! the!middle! and! then! on! the! top! of! the!page.! He’s! trying! again! and! then! finds! it.! He! presses:!Start,! Sunshine!Resources,!Textease!Studio.!He! repeats.!He!presses!Start,!Sunshine!Resources,!Textease!Studio.!!Teacher!asks!some!children!to!stand!up!so!they!can!see.!!
Instructions"Interrupted"Children! are! chatting! and! teacher! asks! them! to! change!seats."!Teacher!gives!examples!of!headlines.!!
“Remember" the" headline" is" something" that" catches" your"
eye," titanic" sink," ehm..700.000" people" died," SS4" disaster,"
there’s" lots" of" examples" of" ..ehm…I’ll" do" this" one" here.”"(Transcript)!
"Teacher! writes! an! example! of! headline.! He! writes:!“Terrible…”!He!says! that!he!wants!capital! letters,! that’s!why!he!is!putting!Caps!Lock!on!!
“I’m"gonna"put"capital"letters,"because"I"want"them"to"be"
bold,"so"I’m"gonna"put"Caps"Lock"on”!(Transcript)!!Teacher!makes!mistake!and!presses!Backspace.!Teacher!explains! that! when! he!makes! a!mistake! he! is! pressing!Backspace.! Teacher! says:! “Terrible! Storm! sinks! SS4.”!Teacher!cannot!type.!He!says:!!
“Ehm" that"…what" I’m"gonna"do"now" is" double*click" that"
box”"
"Teacher! does! it! again,! he! is! trying! out! different! font!sizes,! he! is! making! them! bold! and! he! asks! children! to!choose!fonts!that!are!easy!to!read.!He!is!trying!to!move!the!text!box!in!the!middle,!but!he!can’t.!!
“I"might"want"this" to"be"a" little"…Ehm…"different."All" I’m"
gonna" do" is" click" on" it" and" move" it" out" of" my" way." I’m"
gonna"change"the"fonts"so,"ehm…"so"want"to"big"and"bold,"
!
Step!4:!The!teacher!shows!children!how!to! find! Text! Ease!Studio.!
!
Step!5:!He!is! trying!to! show! children!again.! Teacher!doesn’t! know! how!to! do! it.! He’s! trying!again! and! finds! it.!He! presses:! Start,!Sunshine!Resources,!Textease!Studio.! He! repeats.!He! presses! Start,!Sunshine!Resources,!Textease!Studio.!
!
Step! 6:! Teacher!gives! examples! of!headlines.! Teacher!writes! an! example!of! headline.! He!writes:!“Terrible…”!
!
Step!7:!He!says!that!he! is! wants! capital!letters,! that’s! why!he! is! putting! Caps!Lock!on!
!
Step! 8:! Teacher!makes! mistake! and!presses!Backspace.!
!
Step! 9:! Teacher! is!trying! out! different!font! sizes,! he! is!making! them! bold!and! he! asks!children! to! choose!fonts! that! are! easy!to!read.!
!
Step! 10:! He! is!trying! to! move! the!text! box! in! the!middle,!but!he!can’t.!
!
Step! 11:!Researcher!
children! what!they! did! in! the!previous!lesson!(using!Microsoft!Word).!
!
Step! 3+4+5:!The! teacher!introduces! a!new! program!(TextEase)! and!demonstrates!how!to!find!it.!
!
Step! 6:! The!teacher! gives!examples!of!the!task.!
!
Step! 7]14:!The!teacher!introduces!different!functions:!Backspace,!!Fonts,! Caps!Lock,! Bold,!Text! box,! Tab,!CTRL+V/!CTRL+C!
!
Step! 15:! The!teacher!demonstrates!each! function!and!summarizes!the!task.!
!







I’m" gonna" do" that." I" might" want" a" little" bit" bigger," so" I"
can…see"where" the"aspect" is" (The! teacher!means! font!size)," that’s" the" size," ehm" try" 15," that’s" too" small," is" it?"
That" will" do." It’s" too" small." I’ll" do" 20," bigger" than" that."










Me:"Yeah”"Children! start! chatting.! The! teacher! shows! children!where! the! Tab! is! and! tells! them! to! use! it! in! order! to!centre!the!headline.!!
“T:"oh"ok,"right."Well,"what"we"can"do," this"one"you"can’t"
centre"it,"but"you"can"click"on"it"and"use"the"Tab"use,"the"
key"with" two"arrows" either"way."Ok?" So" if" I" go" back," it’s"
this" one" and" if" I" want" to" go" back" I" use" the" backspace."
Right?" So" backspace" goes" that" way" and" Tab" goes" that"
way."So"I"want"it"in"the"middle,"yeah?”!
"The!teacher!asks!the!researcher!(me)!how!to!copy!paste!an! image! and! he! shows! children! how! to! copyLpaste!using!the!CTRL+V/CTRL+C.!!The!children!are!chatting!loudly.!The!teacher!is!doing!an!example! using! CTRL! +! V! and! CTRL! +! C.! He! is! copying!pasting!two!pictures!of!Grace!Darling;!one!picture!of!the!day!of!the!disaster!and!one!picture!of!Grace!Darling!for!the!other!side!of!the!newspaper,!where!children!need!to!write! information! about! Grace! Darling.! He! is! asking!children!what!he!should!press.!!
“ehm…we" go" down" select" the" picture," we" need" two"
pictures,"one"of"the"disaster"and"then"on"the"other"side"we"
got" a" little" bit" of" information" about"Grace," so" I’m"gonna"







T:" V" and" the" picture" is" down" there,"Wow." Brilliant." And"
then" I" can" move" the" picture," I" can" make" it" a" little" bit"
intervenes! and!suggests! using! the!Tab.!
!
Step! 12:! Teacher!shows! children!where! the! Tab! is!and! tells! them! to!use! it! in! order! to!centre!the!headline.!!
Step! 13:! The!teacher! asks! the!researcher! (me)!how! to! copy! paste!an! image! and! he!shows!children!how!to! copyLpaste! using!the!CTRL+V/CTRL+C.!
!
Step! 14:!Teacher! is!doing! an! example!using!CTRL!+!V!and!CTRL! +! C.! He! is!asking! children!what! he! should!press.!
!
Step! 15:! Teacher!summarises! what!the!children!have!to!do!and!asks!them!to!repeat.!
!
Step! 16:! He! tells!children! where! to!sit! at.! He! tells!children! that! they!have! 5L10! minutes!to!do!the!activity.!!
Activity'
Step! 17:! They!negotiate! who’s!going! to! use! the!keyboard.!
!
Step!18:!Allan!takes!the! laptop! in! front!of!him!and!logs!in.!
!
Step!19:!The!pair!of!children!sitting!next!
Step! 19+20:!Their!peers!ask!for! Allan!assistance! and!Allan! points! to!the! screen! to!show! them! the!answer.!
!
Step! 21:! Allan!and! his! peer!are! negotiating!the!management! of!the! keyboard!again.!
!
Step! 22:! Allan!uses! the! Caps!Lock! function!and! types!what!his!peer!says.!
!
Step! 23+24:!The! teacher!interacts! with!the! children!and! corrects!their! grammar!mistake.!
!
Step! 25:! The!teacher! asks!the! children! to!have! an! indoor!break.!
!
Step! 26:!When!Allan! comes!back! he! is!trying! to! finish!the!task.!
!
Step! 27:! The!teacher! asks!the!to!print!and!log!off.!
!




smaller"and"then"I"can"start"typing."Yeah?!!Children! are! chatting! and! laughing! loudly.! Teacher!makes! mistakes! twice,! while! typing.! Children! become!very!loud.!!Teacher! summarises!what! the! children! have! to! do! and!asks!them!to!repeat.!!
T:" So" this" is"what"we"are"going" to"do" this"afternoon."We"













people"to"do"Charlie"Chimp."!He! tells! children! where! to! sit! at.! He! gets! the! children!that! are! low!achievement! in!his! table.!He! tells! children!that!they!have!5L10!minutes!to!do!the!activity.!!
Main!part!of!activity!Teacher!goes!around!the!classroom!to!help!children.!!Allan! is! pointing! to! the! screen.! They! negotiate! who’s!going!to!use!the!keyboard.!!Allan! takes! the! laptop! in! front! of! him! and! logs! in.! The!pair! of! children! sitting! next! to! him! are! asking! Allan!questions!of!where!they!should!click.!!Allan! is! pointing! at! their! screen! to! show! them! where!they!have!to!click!and!he! is!pressing!the!ENTER!button!to! log! in.! The! Peer! is! trying! to! use! the! keyboard! and!Allan!removes!her!hands!and!says!“No”.!!Then!the!Peer!takes!the!laptop!in!front!of!her.!!Allan!clicks!and!then!he!presses!Backspace.!He! presses! Caps! Lock! for! capitals.! He! is! using! his!pointing! finger! to! type! what! his! Peer! says.! He! scans!every!row!of!the!keyboard!and!types!
“Terrible"ship"sinks"storm”"
"Teacher!is!asking:!“Who’s"drawing"the"people"or"the"ship?"
Terrible" storm" sinks" the" ship," not" the" ship," do" you" know"
to! him! is! asking!Allan! questions! of!where! they! should!click.!
!
Step! 20:! Allan! is!pointing! at! their!screen! to! show!them! where! they!have!to!click.!
!
Step! 21:! Allan! is!pressing!the!ENTER!button!to!log!in.!The!Peer!is!trying!to!use!the! keyboard! and!Allan! removes! her!hands! and! says!“No”.!Then! the!Peer!takes! the! laptop! in!front!of!her.!
!
Step! 22:! Allan!presses! Caps! Lock!for! capitals.! He! is!using! his! pointing!finger! to! type! what!his!Peer!says."
!











Step! 25:! Break.!Back! from! indoors!break.!
!
Step! 26:! Allan! is!scanning! the!keyboard!to!find!the!letters! to! finish! the!headline.!
!





how"to"change"it?"We"want"sink"do"we,"terrible"storm…”!!The!teacher!leaves.!Allan!corrects! it.!Teacher!tells!them!that!they!have!an!indoor!break.!!Break.!Back!from!indoors!break.!!Teacher! asks! the! children! to! finish! their!work.! Allan! is!scanning! the! keyboard! to! find! the! letters! to! finish! the!headline.!The!teacher!is!asking!them!to!print!their!work!and!log!off.!Allan!cannot!print!his!work!and!the!teacher!asks!him!to!log!off.!
them! to! print! their!work!and!log!off.!!
Step! 28:! Allan!cannot! print! his!work! and! the!teacher! asks! him! to!log!off.!
!Before!proceeding!to!analyse!the!example,!it!has!to!be!noted!that!the!complexity!of!the!above!activity!made!it!necessary!to!present!it!in!more!detail!by!providing!extended!data.!In! the! previous! ICT! lesson,! children! used! Microsoft! Word! in! order! to! produce! a!newspaper!for!Grace!Darling.!The!children!were!asked!to!complete!the!same!task!that!they!started!the!previous!week!by!using!a!different!program.!!The!teacher!reminded!the!children!the!steps!that!they!followed!the!previous!week.!The!children!lost!their!attention!fairly!quickly!mainly!because!the!teacher!took!a!long!time!to! explain! in! detail! the! activity! and! he! introduced! a! variety! of! complicated! functions,!such!Caps!Lock,!Tab,!and!the!shortcut!CTRL+V/C!for!copying!and!pasting.!The!teacher!seemed!too!concentrated!on!demonstrating!the!task,!that!he!lost!the!control!of!the!class!several!times.!Firstly!the!children!had!to!log!in!and!find!the!file!that!they!worked!on!the!previous!week.!Then!they!had!to!simultaneously!operate!another!window.!The!teacher,!as! it! has! been! described! in! the! previous! chapter,! did! not! have! the! opportunity! to!familiarize!himself!with!the!program;!thus!he!asked!for!the!research’s!assistance.!!Allan’s! collaboration! with! his! peer! mostly! focused! on! the! keyboard! management.!However! when! the! pair! of! children! sitting! next! to! him! asked! for! Allan’s! assistance!regarding!the!Text!box,!Allan!demonstrated!on!his!screen!how!to!write!inside!it.!!The!children’s!interaction!with!technology!in!this!example!is!taskLcentred.!The!teacher’s!long!and!complicated!instructions,!as!well!as!the!inconsistency!in!the!programs!seemed!to!discourage!children’s!continuity!of!technology!use!in!the!classroom.!!
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Micro]Level!This! section! presents! the! ways! that! the! reception! teacher! used! technology! in! the!classroom.!The!foundation!stage!teacher!used!technology!for!three!different!purposes:!i)! assessment,! ii)! teaching! curriculum,! iii)! supporting! childLinitiated! activities! and! iv)!classroom!management.!!!
Assessment!In!the!following!examples!the!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!teacher!used!technology!for!mathematics!assessment.!!
Date:!25!/!02/!2013!
Fieldnotes!Teacher!draws!a!number!line!on!the!Whiteboard!and!the!numbers!1L10.!Children!sit!in! front!of! the! teacher,! on! the! floor.!They!are! counting!1…!2…!3…4...! 5...! 6…!7...! 8...!9...10.!!
Transcript!





T:" that" should" be" 9...counting...let's" see" 1..." 2" ...3…" 4..." 5..." 6..." 7..." 8..." 9." Well" done." A"
number"line"here..."
C:"(interrupts,"inaudible)."
T:" You'll" see" in" a" minute...So…" we" have" a" number" line" here," so" that" we" can" use" it"
sometimes" when" we" are" taking" away" and" when" we" are" counting" forward" as" well."
Sometimes" we" need" to" look" which" number" comes" next," sometimes" we" already" know"


























gonna" take" away" 4....Ok" ," right," show"me" 10" fingers," show"me" 5" fingers," show"me" 2"
fingers,"show"me"just"1"finger,"show"me"zero"fingers,"no"fingers"right?"!In! the! example,! the! teacher! used! technology! as! a! supporting! tool! for! assessing!mathematical! subtraction.! ! Children! were! engaged! in! the! activity! by! singing! and!choosing!the!next!person!to!participate!in!the!game.!!The! transcript! shows! that! the! activity! was! mainly! adultLled! and! focused! on! the!assessment!of!mathematics.!Although!children!were!actively!engaged!with!the!activity;!they!did!not!actively!use!the!interactive!whiteboard.!!The! teacher! in! the! example! used! technology! as! a! teaching! tool;! however! it! has! to! be!noted!that!the!particular!activity!could!have!also!been!completed!on!paper.!Although!I!do!not!aim!to!compare!paper!to!whiteboard!conditions,!it!is!worth!mentioning!that!the!interactive! whiteboard! was! mainly! used! as! a! writing! board! and! the! teacher! or! the!children!were!not!engaged!with!the!interactive!features!of!the!provided!technology.!!
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In! the! example! the! teacher! engaged! the! children! in! a! mathematical! activity! and! the!purpose! of! technology! use! was! children’s! assessment! in! a! curriculum! subject!(mathematics).!!
Teaching!curriculum!The!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage! teacher!used! technology!as!a! teaching! tool! to! teach!different!areas!of!the!curriculum,!such!as!mathematics,!professions!and!animals.!
Date:!19!/!11!/!2012!
Field!Notes!When! the!seminar! finishes,! the! teacher!wants! to! show!a!story!with!a!penguin!on! the!whiteboard!and!then!children!will!draw!the!penguin!on!the!laptops.!!
After!Observational!Notes!On! Monday! two! people! visited! the! school! to! give! a! talk! to! children! on! bullying,!including!cyberLbullying.!Parents!were!welcome!to!attend!it.!After!the!talk!teachers!of!Key! Stage! 1! and! reception! showed! their! classes! a! story! about! cyberLbullying,! taken!from!http://www.kidsmart.org.uk!site!and!taught!them!a!song!that!says:!
Before"you"click,"click,"click…"
You"need"to"think,"think,"think…"
And"TELL"someone!"The! teacher! wanted! to! show! the! story! with! the! penguin! about! cyberLbullying! on!whiteboard!and!then!to!ask!the!children!to!draw!a!penguin!on!the!laptops.!!Teacher!drew!with!some!children!a!penguin!on!TextEase!Paint!Studio!program.!I!helped!the!teacher!to!do!the!activity!with!the!penguin.!Teacher!told!me!what!I!had!to!do.!I!was!copying!what!the!teacher!was!doing.!!Children!had!to!type!their!name!to!log!in.!Teacher!had!a!pin!to!point!the!letter!that!the!child!had!to!type!on!the!screen,!she!was!waiting!for!the!child!to!recognise!each!letter!on!the!keyboard.!Then,!the!teacher!had!to!find!the!painting!program!and!click!it.!!Teacher! was! asking! children! to! go! to! her! laptop! to! see! how! the! penguin! looks! like.!Children!had!to!leave!to!ICT!station!where!the!laptops!were!and!they!had!to!go!to!the!teacher’s!laptop.!
Date:!25!/!02!/!2013!



























Memos!(Combining!with!Fieldnotes!from!24!/!01!/!2013!)!On!24/01/2013!teacher!told!me!that!she!was!teaching!the!Professions.!Children!were!telling! her!what! they!want! to! become!when! they! grow! older.! Teacher! finds! pictures!online!and!children!pick!their!favourite!picture.!Then!the!teacher!prints!the!picture!and!children! stick! their! faces! to! the!picture! they! chose.!When! the! teacher! completed! this!activity! with! all! the! children,! she! made! a! collage! and! displayed! it! in! the! corridor,!outside!the!classroom.!!The! first! example! indicates! school’s! commitment! to! antiLbullying! priorities.! Monday!19th! of! November! 2012!was! the! first! day! of! school’s! AntiLbullying!Week.! In! the! first!example,! the! teacher! followed! school’s! leadership! priorities! (mesoLlevel! targets)! and!covered! the! topic! of! cyberLbullying! by! using! technology! as! a! supporting! tool.! It! is!important! that! the! teacher!used! this!opportunity! to! teach!children!about!and! through!technology.!!In! the! first! example! children! are! learning! about! technology,! since! they! are! actively!encouraged! to! use! the! laptops! with! adult! support.! The! teacher! gave! children!
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instructions! on! how! to! use! the! TextEase! Paint! Studio! program! in! order! to! paint! a!penguin,! the! story! narrator.! In! addition,! children! learnt! through! technology.! Children!had! to! copy!and! type! their!name! in!order! to! log! in,! and!as! teacher!pointed!out! in! the!interview!example,!this!could!be!an!activity!itself.!!It!has!to!be!mentioned!that!this!activity!was!not!completed!with!the!children.!However,!I!have! to! comment! that! this! was! one! of! my! early! visits! at! school! and,! as! it! has! been!highlighted!in!the!previous!chapter,!the!teacher!felt!obliged!to!use!technology!during!my!first!visits,!especially!because!of!the!anxiety!of!being!assessed!or!evaluated.!At!this!point!I!need!to!discuss!how!my!presence!in!the!classroom!influenced!the!teacher’s!behaviour.!Bearing!in!mind!that!this!was!my!first!day!of!fieldwork,!Helen!(Pseudonym),!the!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!teacher,!felt!uncomfortable!with!my!presence!in!the!classroom!and!she! tried! to! find!ways! to!use! technology.!This! is! an!example!of!how!my!role!as!a!researcher!influenced!the!research!setting.!Another!point!that!needs!to!be!highlighted!is!the!difficulty!I!felt!when!I!was!asked!to!assist!Helen!with!the!activity.!At!that!stage!of!my!research!I!had!not!yet!set!strict!limits!either!to!myself!or!to!Helen!regarding!my!role!in!the!field.!This!is!an!example!of!how!my!identity!as!a!researcher!was!still!identified!with!my! identity! as! a! teacher.! After! this! observation,! I! reflected! and! started! to! distinguish!these!two!identities.!My!positioning!in!the!field,!as!explained!above,!can!explain!why!the!activity!was!not!completed!with!the!rest!of!the!children.!!In! the! second! example,! the! teacher! used! technology! as! an! enhancement! to! teach!children!mathematics.! The! features! of! technology! in! this! example,! such! as! the! touch!screen,!were!specifically!used!to!enhance!teaching!and!gave!the!teacher!the!chance!to!assess!each!child!individually.!During!that!period!of!time,!the!teacher!was!covering!the!topic! of! “Pets! and! Wild! Animals”.! She! connected! this! topic! with! mathematics! and!technology,!aiming!to!encourage!learning!across!different!curriculum!areas.!However,!it!is! interesting! that! the! teacher! did! not! use! this! opportunity! to! assess! children’s!knowledge!on!the!topic!of!“Pets!and!Wild!Animals”.!!That!can!be!an!indicator!of!how!the!teacher!prioritized!the!subjects.!Mathematics!was!clearly!the!main!focus!of!this!activity,!and! I! reflected! that! this! teacherLfocussed! activity!was! a!missed! opportunity! for!more!creative!use!of!technology!or!children’s!active!engagement!with!technology.!!
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The!transcription!of!the!second!example!shows!that!the!activity!in!the!whiteboard!was!strongly!led!by!the!teacher!and!children’s!initiative!was!limited.!The!teacher!attempted!to!connect!the!school!with!home!environment.!However,!it!is!doubtful!whether!children!could!relate!themselves!to!the!activity,!since!they!did!not!have!the!chance!to!choose!the!pets,!or!lead!the!activity!in!any!way.!!In!addition,!the!interview!example!and!the!combined!memos!show!another!example!of!technology! use! aiming! at! enhancing! children’s! learning! experience.! In! the! period!between! January! and!February! the! teacher! covered! the! topic! of! ‘Professions’! and! she!made! a! collage!with! children’s! faces! and! pictures! of! different! professions,!which!was!later!displayed!on!the!wall!of!the!corridor.!As!the!teacher!explained!in!the!interview,!the!children’s! role! was! restricted! in! choosing! the! pictures;! instead! of! using! the! Internet!themselves!to!search!for!pictures,!choosing!their!favourite!ones!and!then!printing!them.!That!indicates!that!when!the!children!used!the!laptops!for!completing!an!adultLinitiated!activity,!adults!played!a!leading!role!in!children’s!technology!use.!This!view!is!supported!by!teacher’s!interview!example,!which!shows!that!she!regarded!technology!use!solely!as!planned!adultLguided!activities!with!preLdefined!learning!targets.!!Finally,! it! is!worth!commenting!that!a!children’s!collage!was!displayed! in! the!corridor!outside! the!classroom!and!not! in! the! technology!station!or! in! the!classroom.!That!can!possibly!indicate!teacher’s!priorities!about!the!purpose!of!the!display.!In! the! above! examples! the! teacher! mostly! focused! on! core! curriculum! subjects! and!employed! teacherLled! demonstration! for! using! technology.! The! main! purpose! of!technology!use!was!to!teach!mathematics!and!programming.!!
!
Supporting!child]initiated!learning!activities!This! theme! describes! how! the! Early! Years! Foundation! teacher! used! technology! for!supporting!activities!initiated!by!children.!!
Date:!25!/!02!/!2013!





Memos!(Combining!with!Fieldnotes!from!11!/!12!/!2013)!On!11.12.2012!(observational!notes.)!Y!with!two!more!children!made!Lego!weapons.!When! they! showed! the!Lego!guns! to! the! teaching!assistant,! she!asked! them! to! stop!playing!with!them,!because!weapons!were!not!allowed!in!the!classroom.!!Fieldnotes,!11.12.2012,!Time:!10:27!





Fieldnotes!Y.!asks! the! teacher!how! to!make!a! fireLengine.!Teacher!asks!peer! to!help!Yiannis! to!make!a!fireLengine.!Teacher!is!sitting!on!the!table!doing!administrative!work.!Teacher!tells!him! to! find!a!box.!Y! is! looking! for! a!box! in! the! craft! corner! and!goes!back!and!forth!to!the!teacher!asking!her!help.!T.!asks!the!T.A!(college!placement)!to!make!a!fire!engine!and!a!police!car,!because!Pablo!and!Yiannis!want!one.!T.!goes!outside!the!class!and!comes!back!with!4!big!paperboard!boxes!for!Y!and!Pablo!to!make!a!fireLengine!and!a!police!car.!T.!asks!the!T.A!(college!placement)!to!make!the!police!car!and!fireLengine!with!them.!!Y.!drags!the!box!towards!the!T.A!to!make!the!fireLengine.!T.!asks!the!T.A!to!turn!on!the!whiteboard!to!show!them!pictures!of!a!police!car!and!a!fireLengine.!
!
After!Observational!Notes!This!half!term!the!topic!is!helping!hands.!Teacher!began!this!topic!by!looking!at!who!helps!children!at!home!and! looking!at! their!parents’! jobs.!Next! children!will! look!at!people!who!help!them!in!school!and!interview!them!to!find!out!their!job!roles.!!The! Firemen! Visit! was! part! of! the! topic.! Local! firemen! are! visiting! them! next! day.!Teacher!discussed!with!children!about! firemen!uniforms,!helmets!and! fire!engine.! J.!had!the!idea!of!building!a!fireLengine.!!In!the!first!example!the!teacher!used!technology!as!a!tool!to!enhance!children’s!learning!experience.! She! acted! as! a! facilitator! and! she! provided! children! with! support! and!guidance,!while! she! actively! encouraged! children! to! play! a! participatory! role! in! their!own! learning!activity.!Both!children!and! teacher! searched! for!pictures!of!guns!online,!
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Classroom!management!This! theme! describes! how! the! teacher! used! technology! as! a! strategy! for! classroom!management.!!!
Date:!11!/!12/!2013!
Fieldnotes!The!teacher!seems!to!be!bored.!When!she!asked!the!children!which!story!they!want!they!said!“How!The!Grinch!Stole!Christmas”.!She!looked!at!me!and!pulled!a!face!of!disapproval.!She!said!that!the!story!of!“How!The!Grinch!Stole!Christmas”!is!so!boring!and!long.!
!She!suggests!children!another!story!but!that’s!the!one!they!want.!She!starts!reading!the! story.! She! stops! to! tell! me! that! this! story! never! ends! and! that! she! has! been!reading! this!story!every!day.!She!skips!some!pages!of! the!book.!Then!she! looks!at!her!watch!and!says!that!there!is!no!long!time!left!before!the!parents!come.!Teacher!plays!the!“story!of!nutcracker”!on!the!whiteboard.!She!goes!on!the!CBeebies!site.!She!points!Christmas!stories!with!the!cursor!and!then!children!pick!the!story!they!want.!!The! teacher! in! this! example! used! technology! as! a! tool! to!manage! her! classroom! and!keep!children!engaged!and!busy.!During!the!fieldwork,!it!was!observed!that!one!of!the!classroom’s! routines! was! to! use! the! whiteboard! for! playing! videos! of! stories! from!CBeebies!site!in!the!end!of!school!day.!!In!that!sense,!technology!was!used!as!a!reward!after! the! regular! classroom! activities.! That! could! indicate! the! importance! that! the!foundation!teacher!attached!to!technology,!since!it!seems!that!she!placed!high!priority!on!other!curriculum!skills!and!knowledge,!such!as!literacy!and!maths.!!This!section!of!the!analysis!presented!the!purposes!of!technology!use!in!the!early!years!foundation!stage!setting.!The!next!part!of! the!analysis!contains!the!barriers!that!Early!Years!teacher!had!to!overcome!in!order!to!use!technology.!!
6.4.2!!!!Barriers!to!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!teacher’s!technology!
use!This!section!describes!the!institutional!and!personal!barriers!that!teacher!of!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!had!to!overcome!in!order!to!use!technology!as!part!of!the!curriculum.!Institutional!barriers!include!factors!outside!the!classroom!that!influenced!the!teachers’!use! of! technology,! such! as! the! school’s! timeLtabling! for! accessing! technology! and! the!
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availability!of!technical!support.!These!barriers!are!out!of!teacher’s!control!and!cannot!be! overcome! by! the! individual.! Personal! barriers! include! teacher’s! professional! skills!and! knowledge.! Institutional! barriers! describe! the! mesoLlevel! of! the! school! setting,!while! the! personal! barriers! constitute! the! microLlevel! of! the! classroom! setting.! The!teacher!in!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!embedded!technology!into!the!curriculum!as!a!tool! for! teaching,! assessment! and! classroom! management.! ! However,! teacher! and!children!had!to!overcome!problems!or!situations!in!the!classroom!that!prevented!them!from!using!technology.!Barriers!of!technology!use!for!the!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!teacher!included:!i)!accessibility,!ii)!availability!and!iii)!time!!
Meso]Level:!Institutional!Barriers!
!
Availability!!The! theme! of! Availability! includes! factors! that! made! the! access! to! technology! use!impossible.!These!are!Internet!access!and!lack!of!technical!support.!!
Date:!19!/!11!/!2012!
!
Observational!Notes!The! teacher! wants! to! show! a! story!with! a! penguin! on! the!whiteboard.! She! can’t!connect!the!whiteboard!with!the!laptops.!Teacher!is!asking!help!from!the!T.A.!T.A!is!trying!to!connect!them,!but!she!can’t.!Teacher!says!that!they!are!missing!a!cable!and!they!have!to!call!the!technician.!!
After!Observational!Notes_20!/11!/!2012!The! teacher! wanted! to! show! the! story!with! the! penguin! about! cyberLbullying! on!whiteboard!and!then!to!ask!the!children!to!draw!a!penguin!on!the!laptops.!However,!she!couldn’t!connect!the!whiteboard!with!her!Pc,!because!a!cable!was!missing.!She!asked!the!help!of! the!T.A!(Special!needs!teaching!assistantLnot! the!one!working! in!the! class)! and! the! T.A! tried! to! connect! the! laptop! with! the! whiteboard! but! she!couldn’t.! The! teacher! asked! the! children,! in! groups! (not! all! of! them)! to! log! in! the!laptops!by!typing!their!names!and!do!the!activity!instead;!without!showing!them!the!story!of!the!penguin.!
Date:!24!/01!/!2013!




Memos!The!teacher!said!that!there!was!no!Internet,!however!at!13:48!the!teacher!asked!the!TA!to!turn!on!the!whiteboard,!in!order!to!show!pictures!of!a!police!car!online.!The!teacher! was! sitting! on! the! table! doing! administrative! work! and! the! T.A! was!practising! sounds! on! the! same! table! with! the! teacher.! (Sources:! Fieldnotes! _!Comments,!Observational!Notes).!
Date:!25!/!02!/!2013!
!
Observational!Notes!Y.!asks!the!T!for!his!gun.!T.!says!that!he!got!his!gun!at!home!and!she!told!him!that!that’s! the! reason!why! she!doesn’t!want! them! to! take! the! things! they’re!making!and!they’re!playing!with!at!home.!!T.!goes!on!her! laptop!to! find! the!picture!online.! Internet! is!not!working.!T.! tells!him!that!she!has!to!copy!Pablo’s!gun!and!print!it!out!and!then!Y!has!to!cut!it!and!stick!on!a!hard!paper.!T!asks!him!if!that’s!ok!with!him!and!Y!nods.!!
After!Observational!Notes!Teacher!has!to!go!to!a!different!room!in!order!to!pick!up!the!prints.!There!are!3!printers!shared!for!all!school,!apart!from!the!head!teacher!that!has!printer.!!The! lack! of! technology,! such! as! Internet! access! and! technical! problems,! constituted!barriers!of!technology!use!in!the!reception!class.!!In!the!first!example,!the!teacher!advised!the!ICT!Coordinator,!the!SEN!support!teacher,!on! the! connection! between! the! laptop! and! the! interactive! whiteboard.! After! several!attempts,!both!teachers!decided!to!call!the!technician,!in!order!to!fix!the!problem.!This!example! shows! the! willingness! of! the! head! teacher! to! create! a! bridge! between! the!Reception!and! the!Key!Stage!One,!by!providing! the!opportunity! to!use! technology! for!teaching! cyberLbullying.! Although! the! reception! teacher!was!willing! and! keen! to! take!this!learning!opportunity,!the!lack!of!technical!support!was!a!determinant!barrier!to!this!example!of!technology!supported!teaching.!!Since!the!teacher!could!not!overcome!the!technical!barrier!she!asked!children!to!draw!a!penguin!on!TextEase!Paint!program.!The!children!did!not!complete! the!activity.! !As! it!was!mentioned!earlier! in!the!chapter,!my!presence!in!the!classroom!might!have!made!the!teacher!feel!pressured!to!do!an!activity!using!the!laptops.!!
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T:" I"don’t"have" lots"and" lots"of" things"going"on,"cause" last"week"somebody"managed"to"























Comments!The! teacher!says! that! she!wanted! to!show!them!how!to!use! the!beeLbot! today,!but!she!didn’t!have!the!time.!She!left!the!beeLbot!on!a!table.!Children!gather!around!the!table,!but!they!don’t!know!how!to!use!it.!
!
Interview'with'Teacher'on'use'of'BeeABot'(25/02/2013):'




Yeah," I" think"they"do" like"them,"but"some"of" them"don’t"know"how"to"use"them"…"I've"
only" had" them" out...." it" takes" such" a" long" time," you" know," trying" to" work" with" two"
children"at"once"showing"them"how"to"use"them"and"then"once"you've"done"that..."
"In!the!interview,!the!teacher!explained!how!timeLconsuming!the!technology!integration!into!the!classroom!could!be.!As!an!educator,!she!mentioned!that!she!has!to!spend!a!long!time!previewing!websites!and!gaining! familiarity!with!hardware!and!software,! and!at!the!same!she!has!to!balance!her!role!as!an!educator!and!an!administrator.!!The! example! indirectly! shows! that! the! pressure! of! the! macroLlevel! for! the! teacher’s!assessment! report! and!observations! combined!with! the!pressure!of! the!mesoLlevel! to!meet!the!deadlines!of!the!report!submission,!create!microLlevel!barriers!to!the!teacher’s!technology!use.!!The!above!parts!of!the!analysis!described!the!purposes!of!technology!use!at!school!and!the! barriers! to! technology! for! the! Early! Years! Foundation! Stage! teacher.! The! next!sections! present! the! barriers! that! the! Year!Two! teacher! had! to! overcome! in! order! to!embed!technology!into!his!lessons.!!!
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6.4.3!!!!!!!!!Barriers!to!Yianni’s!technology!use!at!school!To! understand! the! barriers! of! technology! use,! I! think! it! is! also! necessary! to! look! at!technology!use!both!from!the!teachers’!and!the!children’s!perspective.!The!teacher,!as!the!educator,!had!to!deal!with!barriers!related!to!teaching!as!described!in!the!previous!section.!!However,!Early!Years!Foundation!stage!children!faced!different!types!of!barriers!related!to! availability! or! accessibility.! Persistent! barriers! in! technology! use! for! early! years!learners!exist!in!both!mesoL!and!microLlevels.!MesoLlevel!barriers!include!institutional!barriers,! such! as! the! rules! of! technology!use!or! the! lack!of! access! to! resources,!while!microLlevel!barriers!to!children’s!technology!use!are!related!to!situations!creates!by!the!teacher,!such!as!teacher’s!priorities!or!teacher’s!professional!knowledge.!!Children’s!barriers! to! technology!use! in! the!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!group!were!mainly! related! to! both! teacher’s! and! school’s! priorities.! This! includes! children’s!accessibility! to! technological! resources,! as! well! as! teacher’s! primary! focus! on!curriculum!subjects,!such!as!literacy.!
"
6.4.3.1!!!!!!!!!Meso]Level!Barriers:!Accessibility,!Availability!Barriers! related! to! children’s! access! to! technology!were! i)! rules! of! laptop! use! and! ii)!restricted!access!to!available!technology.!!
Accessibility!Children!in!the!foundation!stage!had!to!follow!specific!rules!in!order!to!access!programs!in!laptops.!
Date:!19/11/12!
After!Observational!Notes!I!had!a!pin!to!point!the!letter!Y.!had!to!type!on!the!screen,!I!was!spelling!out!the!letter!and!then!I!was!waiting!for!the!child!to!recognise!the!letter!on!the!keyboard.!!Y.!was!scanning!the!keyboard!row!by!row!to! find!the! letter!of!his!name!(See!Pict.1).!Sometimes! he! could! not! find! it.! I! had! to! press! the! SHIFT! for!making! the! first! letter!capital.! Y’s! last! name!has! 18! letters.! This! activity! took! too! long! and! by! the! time!we!were!almost!finished!the!teacher!rang!the!bell!for!the!children!to!tidy!up.!I!asked!the!teacher!why!each!child!had!to!save!their!work!on!its!file!and!the!teacher!said!that!she!wants!to!show!parents!what!the!children!are!doing.!
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!Teacher!told!me!how!difficult!using! laptop! in!the!classroom!is,!because!of! the!whole!procedure!that!children!have!to!go!through.!!M:!The"activity"on"the"PC"was"difficult."T:!Yeah"I"know,"I"know,"typing"their"names"could"be"one"activity"itself.""It’s"difficult"to"do"
this"activity,"cause"it"takes"so"much"time.!!




































Figure!16:!Children's!technology!use!and!teacher's!priorities!!This!is!another!example!that!indicates!teacher’s!pedagogical!priorities!and!values.!!As!it!is! shown! in! the! picture,! the! technology! station! was! used! as! storage! for! children’s!Christmas! playsuits;!while! other! teaching! equipment,! such! as! the! bell,! colourful! pens!and!other!resources,!encroaches!upon!the!space.!!
Availability!
!Although! Early! Years! Foundation! Stage! class!was! equipped!with! two! laptops,! during!fieldwork! it! was! observed! that! the! laptops! were! not! available! to! the! children! for!immediate!use.!
Date:!25!/!02!/!13!









6.5.1!!!!!Year!Two!teacher!technology!use!This! section! presents! the! ways! that! the! Year! Two! teacher! used! technology! in! the!classroom.!Technology!was!used!for!two!different!purposes:!i)!teaching!the!curriculum!and!ii)!assessment.!!
Teaching!Curriculum!!The! Year! Two! teacher! used! ICT! for! teaching! purposes! and! taught! topics! across!curriculum.!!
Date:!15!/!11!/!2012!
Fieldnotes!The!teacher!tells!children!that!they!have!to!make!a!Christmas!card!on!the!laptops!for!children! in!Zambia,!who!don’t! celebrate!Christmas!and! they!will! send! the!Christmas!cards!to!the!school!in!Zambia.!Half!of!the!class!will!do!the!activity!on!the!laptops!and!half!of!them!will!make!candles!for!DiwaliLThe!festival!of!light.!!
After!Observational!Notes!The! teacher!made!a!project!with! the! children!about! the!Republic!of! Zambia.!Having!been!a!teacher!in!Zambia!for!about!a!term,!the!teacher!taught!children!how!Zambian!children! live.! Then! he! asked! them! to! compare! their! lives! to! the! Zambian! children’s!lives.! ! The! teacher! printed! some!pictures! and! children!wrote! differences.! Children’s!drawings! were! displayed! on! the! corridor! and! the! classroom! walls.! Teachers! and!children!from!the!Republic!of!Zambia!will!visit!the!school!next!term.!
Date:!24!/!01!/!2013!













and"then"we"are"gonna"do"the"recipe."!In!the!first!example,!the!teacher!is!using!technology!as!a!tool!to!teach!through!and!about!technology.!Children!learn!about!Christmas!celebrations!in!their!country!and!compare!their! celebrations! to! Zambian! Christmas! celebrations,! while! they! learn! how! to! use!features!of!Microsoft!Word! for!making!cards.!Children! from!Zambia!visited!the!school!later! in! the! academic! year;! therefore! this! activity! is! closely! connected! to! children’s!previous!and!future!experiences!and!gives!children!a!sense!of!continuity.!!In!the!second!example,!the!teacher!used!technology!to!teach!across!curriculum.!He!gave!children!the!opportunity!to!lead!their!learning!about!the!history!of!Grace!Darling,!a,!by!looking! for! information!online.!This!way,! children!were! able!not! only! to! further! their!knowledge!about!Grace!Darling,!but!also!to!get!understanding!of!how!to!use!Internet!for!finding!information.!!When!the!activity!ended,!the!teacher!assessed!what!children!found!online!and!showed!them!step!by!step!on!the!whiteboard!how!to!find!the!information.!!In! the! third! example,! the! teacher! assessed! children’s! knowledge! on! Grace! Darling’s!story,!whilst!teaching!them!how!to!use!specific!functions!of!Start!Ease,!such!as!changing!fonts! and! save! files.!However,! it! has! to! be!mentioned! that! in! the! second! example! the!
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teacher!was!not!consistent!with!teaching!targets.!On!the!previous!day!of!observation!the!teacher!used!Microsoft!Publisher!to!teach!children!how!to!change!fonts!and!save!files;!however! the! inconsistency! in! program! selection!made! the! teacher!have! to! repeat! the!process!of!demonstrating!these!specific!functions!in!the!two!different!programs.!!In! the! last! example,! children! had! to! draw! gingerbread! on! Text! Ease,! as! part! of! the!World’s!Book!Day.! ICT! is!used!as!part! of! the! learning! targets! and! is! connected! to! the!general!curriculum.!!In! all! the! above! examples! the! teacher! taught! ICT! as! part! of! the! curriculum! and!connected! learning! about! and! through! technology! with! children’s! experiences.! The!teacher!was!willing! to! integrate! technology! in! the! classroom! in!order! to!meet! certain!curriculum! learning! targets,! such! as! using! technology! purposefully! to! create,! store,!manipulate! and! retrieve! files,! recognising! uses! of! technology! beyond! school,! using!technology!safely!and!respectfully!and!identifying!where!to!seek!help!and!support!when!they!have!concerns!about!content!or!contact!on!the!Internet.!
!
Assessment!
!The! teacher! used! ICT! for! assessing! children’s! knowledge! or! skills! on! mathematics,!literacy!and!programming.!!
Date:!24!/!01!/!2013!
Fieldnotes!Teacher! asks! children! to! find! information! on! the! site! about! Grace! Darling.! Teacher!asks!a!group!of!children!to!play!a!math!game!on!laptops.!Teacher!tells!the!children!that!they!will!make!a!similar!task!as!they!did!last!week!and!says!that!three!children!will!do!Charlie!Chimps!Party!and!he!needs!time!to!watch!them!




6.5.2!!!!!!Barriers!to!Year!Two!teacher’s!technology!use!This!section!describes!the!institutional!or!personal!barriers!that!the!Year!Two!teacher!had!to!overcome!in!order!to!use!technology!as!part!of!the!curriculum.!!The! teacher! in! Key! Stage! OneLYear! Group! Two! embedded! technology! into! the!curriculum!as!a!tool!for!assessment!and!teaching!curriculum!targets.!However,!teacher!and!children!had!to!overcome!problems!or!situations! in!the!classroom!that!prevented!them!from!using!technology.!Barriers!of!technology!use!for!Year!Two!teacher!included:!i)!accessibility!and!ii)!professional!development.!!
6.5.2.1!!!!!!Meso]Level!Barriers:!Accessibility!This! section! describes! the! barrier! of!Accessibility! to! technology,!which! prevented! the!Year!Two!teacher!from!familiarizing!himself!with!various!programmes.!!
Date:!24!/!01!/!2013!









The!Year!Two!teacher!had!to!face!institutional!barriers,!including!Internet!access!or!the!schools!computerLtimetabling!schedule.!In!the!first!example,!the!teacher!was!willing!to!do!an!assessment!after!the!end!of!ICT!activity.!However!due!to!Internet!disconnection,!the!teacher!could!not!complete!the!activity.!Thus,!he!assigned!children!the!completion!of!the!task!at!home.!This!could!have!offered!an!opportunity!to!develop!a!link!between!home!and!school!learning;!however!only!a!small!number!of!children!completed!this!task!with!their!parents!and!it!was!not!followed!up!in!school.!!Another! barrier! that! discouraged! the! Year! Two! teacher! from! using! technology! in! his!classroom!was!the!limited!access!to!laptops.!The!school!had!a!structured!timetable!that!did!not!allow!either!the!children!or!the!teachers!to!an!open!access!to!the!laptops.!The!limited!access!did!not!permit!the!teacher!to!become!familiar!with!programs;!neither!did!it!encourage!his!further!professional!development.!In!most!cases!the!teacher!of!the!Year!Two! class!was! allowed! to! use! the! laptops! only! for! an! hour.! That!meant! that! a! small!number! of! children! tended! to! use! the! computers! for! approximately! fifteen! to! twenty!five!minutes!in!a!particular!session.!!
6.5.2.2!!!!!!!!Micro]Level:!Teacher’s!Personal!Barriers!At!the!microLlevel,!mainly!the!teacher’s!personal!barriers!such!as!professional!skills!and!knowledge!prevented!the!teacher!from!using!technology!effectively!in!the!classroom.!
Date:!15!/!11!/!2012!!
Fieldnotes!The!teacher!seems!not!to!know!how!to!use!the!programme.!Also!he!hasn’t!prepared!any!activity!beforehand.! Instead!he!did! the!preparations!during! the!break!by!asking!his!colleague.!
!
After!Observational!Notes!






Transcript!(teacher!gives!guidelines!to!children)!The!rest!of!you!will!have!a!go!at!similar!what!we!did!last!week,!but!last!week!was!a!bit!tricky!when!we!used!Microsoft!Publisher.!So!we!will!go!at!trying!to!make!front!page!for!a!newspaper!headlines,!so!we!gonna!use!the!same!headlines!as! last!week!so!you!gonna!practise!copy!some! lines!and!then!we!gonna!click!and!drag!picture!under! the!front!page.!Allan!what!is!it?!Allan:!I’ve!been!using!Microsoft!at!my!house.!T:!You’ve!had!it,!right,!ok.!We!will!try!Textease!studio!to!do!a!similar!thing,!right.!!
After!Observational!Notes!During! the! indoor!break! the!Y1! teacher!comes! in! the!classroom!and! the!YEAR!TWO!teacher!tells!her!what!he!did!with!the!children.!He!said!that!Word!wasn’t!a!good!idea,!but!at!least!it!worked,!because!they!didn’t!have!anything!else!to!do.!!I! asked! the! teacher!what!was! the! purpose! for! this! activity! and! he! outlined! that! the!children!learnt!how!to:!LType,!LSave,!LCopy!pictures,!LChange!Fonts!The!teacher!did!not!know!how!to!copy!and!paste!the!picture!and!I!showed!him!in!the!break.!During!the!lesson!he!asked!me!to!show!the!children!how!to!copy!and!paste,!by!pressing!Ctrl+C!and!Ctrl+P.!
!
Date:!07!/!03!/!2013!










In! the! above! examples,! the! teacher!was!willing! to! fully! integrate! technology! into! the!class,!however!the!challenge!of!his!personal!skills!and!knowledge!about!technology!was!a!barrier!to!his!use!of!technology!in!the!classroom.!!The! Year! Two! teacher! advised! the! Year! One! teacher! of! how! to! use! the! programme!before!using!it!for!the!ICT!lesson.!He!tried!to!give!instructions!on!how!to!copy!and!paste!pictures.! Although! children! did! the! same! task! as! the! week! before! with! a! different!programme,! the! teacher! had! difficulties! in! using! the! programme.! Thus! he! asked! the!children!to!use!another!programme!and!start!the!task!again.!In!the!third!example,!when!he!asked! the!student!of! the!School!of!Education,!who!was!pursuing!her!placement,! to!cover!the!ICT!hour,!he!recognized!that!he!needed!assistance!with!using!laptops.!It!has!to!be! noted! that! the! teacher’s! skills! and! professional! development! are! connected! to! the!school’s!leadership!values!and!priorities.!!During!my!fieldwork!I!felt!uncomfortable!in!writing!these!critical!comments;!thus!I!had!to!add!these!comments!after!the!fieldwork.!That!is!a!methodological!challenge!I!had!to!face,! which! was! connected! with! the! difficulty! I! felt! when! I! had! to! write! negative!comments!or!observations.!!The!data!shows!that!although!the!teacher!was!willing!to!use!technology,!his!professional!development!and!confidence!in!technology!constituted!barriers!to!the!way!the!he!used!technology!in!his!lessons.!This!part!of!the!analysis!presented!the!barriers!(at!the!meso,!and!micro!level)!that!the!teachers!had!to!overcome!in!order!to!use!technology.!The!next!section! describes! the! barriers! that! the! children! had! to! overcome! in! order! to! use!technology.!
!
6.5.3!!Allan’s!barriers!to!technology!use!!
4 !Children’s!barriers!to!technology!use!in!Year!Two!age!group!are!directly!related!to!both!the!teacher’s!professional!skills!and!school’s!priorities.!This!includes!the!quality!of!the!teacher’s!instructions!in!using!the!technology,!perhaps!related!to!his!lack!of!familiarity!with! the! software,! as! discussed! above,! the! apparent! omissions! in! the! delivery! of! the!
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After!Observational!Notes!When! Allan! and! his! partner! were! using! the! laptop,! it! was! updating! and! it! was!automatically! restarted.! Children!had! to!wait! for! about!10L12!minutes! for! the!PC! to!turn!on.!Then!they!had!to!log!in!again.!!



































the" other" three" doing" the" Charlie" Chimps" Party," ok?" So" you" need" to" work" in" twos," be"
sensible" and" help" each" other" out." Let’s" look" at" the"whiteboard," alright?" Last"week,"we"












on" the" sheet" that" we" talked" about" last" week," yeah?" Big" bold" letters" so" it" grabs" your"











































































































of" the" 2nd" ," your" initials," so" it"would"be"AB"and"a" title."How" could" call" this?"Grace" you"
might"call"it."
Ch:"Newspaper"Grace"Darling"
T:"Ok"and"you"save"it.!!Inconsistency!in!the!teacher’s!instructions!was!a!major!barrier!in!children’s!technology!use.! As! it! has! been! discussed! earlier! in! this! chapter,! the! teacher! had! not! had! an!opportunity! to! familiarize! himself! with! the! software;! thus! he! could! not! predict! the!limitations!and!challenges!of!each!program.!!This!can!be!seen!in!the!first!and!second!examples,!where!the!teacher!was!not!aware!that!the! children!had! to! first! click!on!a! text!box! to!make! it! active! in!order! to!write! text! in!Microsoft!Publisher.!!In!the!second!example!the!teacher!had!not!previewed!the!website,!as!which!did!not!have! the! answers! to! the!questions! about!Grace!Darling.! In! the! third!example! the! teacher! has! difficulties! with! using! the! TextEase! and! Microsoft! Word!programs! to! complete! the! planned! task.! He! appeared! to! be! so! concentrated! on!completing!the!activity!that!this!distracted!from!his!control!of!his!classroom.!It!has!to!be!
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noted!that! the! teacher,! in! the! third!example,!gave! instructions! for!around!45!minutes,!allowing!children!only!10!minutes!to!use!the!laptops.!!Additionally,! the!mesoLlevel! teacher’s!barrier!of!having!restricted!access!on!children’s!laptops! did! not! give! the! teacher! the! chance! to! recognize! the! differences! between! the!setup! on! his! laptop! and! children’s! laptops.! ! The! teacher! had! a! shortcut! of! Internet!Explorer!on!his!desktop,!and!was!using!a!mouse.!Children,!on!the!other!hand,!had!to!use!the!touchpad!and!look!for!the!Internet!Explorer!icon!from!the!Windows!start!up!button.!This! part! of! the! analysis! presented! the! themes! and! categories! that! described! the!purposes!and!the!barriers!of!technology!use!at!school.!The!following!sections!provide!a!summary!of!the!technology!use!at!school!and!introduce!the!way!technology!was!used!at!home.!!!
6.6!!!!!!!!Summary!of!Technology!Use!The!Early!Years!Foundation!teacher!encouraged!children’s!across!curriculum!learning.!She!used!technology!to!support!and!encourage!childrenLinitiated!activities,!while!using!technology!as!a!way! to!manage! the!class.! It! seems! that!although! the! teacher!wants! to!use!and! integrate! technology! in! the!classroom,!she!does!not!know!ways! to!do! it.! !Her!specific! feelings!and!beliefs!about!digital! tools!act!as!significant!barrier! for!technology!integration!in!the!curriculum.!!Children!are!given!conflicting!messages!about!technology.!On! the! one! hand,! there! is! a! technology! station! and! many! available! resources! in! the!classroom! on! the! other! hand,! they! do! not! have! open! access! to! them.! Guns! are! not!permitted!in!the!classroom,!but!pictures!of!guns!can!be!accessed!through!the!Internet.!Similarly,! the! Year! Two! teacher! is! willing! to! use! technology! as! part! of! the! creative!curriculum,! but! does! not! to! fully! integrate! technology! in! his! classroom.! His! personal!technical! skills! and! his! professional! skills! are! playing! a! significant! role! in! the! way!technology!is!used!in!his!classroom.!!There!are!similarities!in!the!way!technology!was!used!in!the!two!age!group!classrooms.!Both! of! the! teachers! plan! to! use! technology! as! a! tool! to! enhance! their! teaching! and!assessment.! They! undertake! specific! activities! related! to! their! planned! teaching!
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Discussion!!This! thesis! used! ethnographic! methods! in! order! to! explore! children’s! experience! of!technology!through!their!personal!contexts!or!in!their!‘natural’!environments.!The!data!suggest!that!technology!is!child!and!family!centred!at!home,!in!comparison!to!the!school!environment! where! technology! is! centred! around! the! school,! the! teacher! and! the!curriculum.!At!home! technology! is!more!naturally!embedded! than!at! school.!Here! the!position!of!technology!is!around!children’s!interests,!mediated!by!the!family!context!and!their! values,! while! at! school! technology! use! is! curriculumLcentered,!mediated! by! the!teacher!and!his!or!her!pedagogical!values.!
!
7.1!!!!!!!!Learning!as!experience!at!home!and!school!Dewey! (1900/1972)! over! 100! years! ago! strongly! opposed! the! education! of! the! time,!which!described!or! conceptualised! learning!as!a!body!of! information!and! skills!based!around! subjects! using! adult! standards.! The! responsibility! of! the! teachers! in! this!traditional!education!was!to!instill!knowledge!and!skills!into!children.!Dewey!observed!that! students! were! not! actively! participating! in! the! development! of! the! lessons! and!subjects.!Strikingly!similar!to!what!Dewey!described!as!a!traditional!education;!in!this!study!the!children!at!school!had!an!equally!passive!experience! in!terms!of! technology!use.!They!were!not!independent;!instead!they!received!instructions!about!accomplishing!activities!without!any!evident!understanding!of!the!purposes!of!technology!use!or!indeed!of!the!meaningfulness! of! the! activity! they! were! required! to! complete.! In! contrast,! at! home!both! children! used! technology! for! their! personal! enjoyment,! maintaining! as! well! as!reinforcing! personal! relationships! in! the! family.! Although!both! teachers! attempted! to!use! technology! as! a! teaching! enhancement,! the! structure! of! the! educational! system!seems!to!force!the!teachers!to!focus!on!achieving!the!specific!curriculum!goals,!making!it!difficult!to!focus!on!children’s!prior!experiences!and!build!on!these.!One!of!the!major!
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characteristics! of! Dewey’s! ideas! is! how! meaningful! the! learning! experiences! are! to!children!and!how!the!previous!experiences.!He!stated!that:!
“We! learn! from! experience,! and! from!books! or! the! saying! of! others,! only! as! they! are!related! to! experience,! are! not!mere!phrases.! But! the! school! has! been! so! set! apart,! so!isolated!from!the!ordinary!conditions!and!motives!of!life,!that!the!place!where!children!are! sent! for! discipline! is! the! one! place! in! the! world! where! it! is! most! difficult! to! get!experience.”!(Dewey,!1900/1976,!p.!12)!The!National!Curriculum!in!England!asserts! that! teachers!need!to!equip!children!with!life! experiences! and! connect! the! lessons! to! previous! experiences.! However,! as! it! is!shown!in!the!curriculum!content!analysis!both!in!EYFS!and!YEAR!TWO!year!groups,!the!teachers! are! mostly! encouraged! to! focus! on! core! curriculum! subjects,! such! as!mathematics! and! literacy.! Although! the! Early! Years! Foundation! Stage! teachers! are!expected! to! provide! children! with! life! experiences! and! children! are! not! formally!assessed,! teachers! are! required! to! regularly! report! their! progress.! The! curriculum! of!Key!Stage!One!is!more!subjectLbased!than!the!EYFS!curriculum!and!is!developed!around!English,! Mathematics! and! Science.! Achieving,! acquiring! skills! and! knowledge! is!important,!whilst!the!results!are!taken!into!account!for!the!Ofsted!inspection!and!play!a!crucial! role! for! the! overall! assessment! of! the! school,! including! the! teacher! and! head!teacher.! External! forces,! such! as!policy!makers! and! inspectors,! shape! the! culture!of! a!school,! by! pressuring! the! teachers! to! deliver! a! subjectLbased! curriculum! (Williams,!Coles,!Wilson,!Richardson,!&!Tuson,!2000).!Thus,!teachers!develop!their!pedagogy!based!on! those! forces,!while! the! ones! that!want! to! integrate! technology! into! their! teaching!sometimes!need! to! overcome!mesoLlevel! institutional,! as!well! as!macroLlevel! political!barriers!(Loveless!&!Ellis,!2001).!
Henne!et!al!(2005)!found!that!the!teachers!in!their!sample!mostly!used!technology!for!teaching!English!and!science.!Similarly,! in! this! study!both! the!EYFS!and! the!Year!Two!teacher!put!high!priority!on!the!core!subjects!of!mathematics!and!literacy.!Technology!was!used!mainly! for! the!purposes!of! assessing!and! teaching! those! subjects.!Teachers’!implicit! and! explicit! messages! formed! technology’s! position! in! the! classroom! and!directly! influenced! children’s! experience! of! technology! use.! The! implicit! messages!included!the!purposes!of!teachers’!technology!use!itself,!which!in!many!occasions!was!used! for! classroom’s! management,! while! the! explicit! messages! included! the! physical!placement! of! the! technology.! The! walls! of! the! technology! station! throughout! the!
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academic!year!were!covered!with!letters!and!different!combinations!of!letters!and!new!words.! This! way,! the! technology! station! turned! into! a! literacy! station.! The! above!implicitly!show!the!importance!of!technology!for!the!teacher!as!well!as!the!position!of!technology! in! the! classroom."The! teacher! repeatedly! connected! technology! use! with!mathematics,! thereby! missing! opportunities! for! more! creative! use! of! technology! or!developing!children’s!active!engagement!with!technology!by!drawing!out!mathematical!experiences!from!their!interest!and!engagement!in!the!mathematical!or!literacy!themes!and!content.!
The! Year! Two! teacher! mainly! used! technology! for! teaching! specific! curriculum!objectives.! Similar! to! the! reception! class,! the! technology! use! in! the! YEAR! TWO!classroom!was!a!taskLoriented!activity,!usually!including!finding!the!answers!to!factual!questions.!Both! teachers! seemed! to! lack! knowledge! on! how! to! use! technology! in! relation! to!pedagogy! and! children’s! experiences.! Koehler! and! Mishra! (2009)! describe! this!knowledge! in! the! TPACK! framework! as! technology" knowledge,! where! technology! is!described!as!an!object!for!achieving!appropriate!pedagogy!in!the!classroom.!In!the!EYFS!there!were!several!examples!that!the!teacher!wanted!to!use!technology!but!she!did!not!know!the!best!way!to!integrate!it!to!her!lesson,!in!order!to!provide!children!the!chance!to!actively!participate.!For!instance!the!activity!with!the!most!popular!pet!in!the! classroom! was! not! conceptualized! to! address! students’! immediate! personal!concerns,!as!Dewey!(1938)!highlighted!that!teachers!need!to!prepare!children!for!future!experiences,!by!engaging!them!in!experiences!that!address!their!present!and!their!real!concerns.!The!teacher’s!primary!goal!for!the!activity!was!to!teach!mathematical!addition!and! later! to! introduce! the! concept! of! the! numberline.! Although! the! majority! of! the!children!had!previous! experiences!with!pet! animals! and! considering! that! the! topic! of!that!period!of! time!was! learning! about! the!pets,! the! link!between! children’s!previous!experiences! was! not! developed.! Because! the! teacher’s! prime! concern! was! to! help!students!acquire!the!target!concepts!of!mathematics,!only!the!children’s!knowledge!in!the!certain!topic!was!considered!as!relevant!experiences.!Similarly,!the!Year!Two!teacher!gave!time!to!the!children!to!familiarize!themselves!with!the!laptops!to!learn!the!way!to!use!them;!however,!the!chosen!concepts!and!skills!didn’t!
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have! any! direct! link! to! children’s’! immediate! concerns,! or! previous! programming!experiences,! not! even! school! programming! experiences.! The! microLlevel! analysis! of!children’s!interactions!around!and!with!technology!showed!that!teachers’!inconsistency!in!instructions!did!not!contribute!to!the!children’s!effort!to!the!completion!of!each!task!or! to!build! independence,! confidence!and!collaborative!considerations.! !Both! teachers!tended!to!build!out!from!the!objectives!to!the!tasks,!but!found!it!difficult!to!relate!these!objectives!to!design!or!create!meaningful!experiences!for!the!children.!This!prevented!the! development! of! continuity,! even! between! curriculum! tasks,! so! that! the! children’s!experiences!were!disjointed.!In!general,!it!was!observed!that!there!was!a!disconnection!between!what!Gehrke,!Knaap!and! Sirotrik! (1992)!noted! as! the!planned,!enacted! and!experienced! curriculum.!At! the!macroLlevel! the! designed! or! planned! curriculum,! which! included! the! governmental!documents,! textbooks! and! guides,! formulated! what! teachers! are! required! to! do.!However! the! enacted! curriculum! in! mesoLlevel,! which! maps! how! the! teachers!implemented! the!planned! curriculum! in! the! classroom,! differed! from! the! goals! of! the!planned!curriculum.!Finally!both!the!enacted!and!the!planned!curriculum!seemed!to!be!disconnected! from! the! children’s! experienced! curriculum,! which! describes! the! ways!children!experience!technology!in!the!classroom.!This!disconnection!is!a!result!of!the!lack!of!communication!or!integration!between!the!macro,! meso! and! micro! levels.! Although! the! school! is! considered! as! an! outstanding!school! and! is! ranked! second! in! the! area! on! the! Ofsted! tables,! barriers! like! a! poor!Internet! connection,! outdated! equipment! and! inefficient! access! were! for! both! of! the!teachers! major! barriers! in! terms! of! offering! children! continuous! experiences! with!technology.!Additionally,!the!specific!feelings!and!preconceptions!that!the!teachers!had!about!digital! tools! and! their! instructional!purposes! could!either! serve!as! a! significant!barrier!or,!conversely,!as!an!advantage!to!their!integration!into!the!curriculum.!As!it!has!been! highlighted! by! Blackwell,! Lauricella,! Wartella,! Robb! and! Schomburg! (2013)!teachers!on! the!one!hand!have! to!overcome!extrinsic!barriers,! but! on! the!other!hand!they!also!have!to!overcome!barriers!in!microLlevel,!such!as!teachers’!pedagogical!beliefs!can!be!barriers!to!technology!use!in!the!classroom.!
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The!EYFS!teacher!shared!a!printer!with! the!rest!of! the!school!classes,!while! the!YEAR!TWO! teacher! had! limited! timetable! slots! for! use! of! the! laptops.! There! were! many!occasions! that! the! YEAR! TWO! teacher! either! was! not! aware! of! the! programs! the!children!used!(Microsoft!Publisher)!or!he!did!not!preview!the!website!(Grace!Darling).!As! it!has!been!reported! in!other!studies,! in!mesoLlevel,! the!school!governors! focus!on!core! curriculum! subjects! and! do! not! act! as! visionary! actors! for! technology! use.! For!example,! Zhao,! Pugh,! Sheldon! and! Byers! (2002)! found! that! although! schools! were!provided! with! technological! equipment,! teachers! had! to! “compete”! for! a! time! slot.!!Harwood!&! Asal,! (2007)! also! reported! that! institutional! barriers,! such! as! outLofLdate!software!and!slow!Internet!connection,!are!important!barriers!for!technology!use.!It!has!to!be!noted!that!the!teachers!who!participated!in!the!study!were!willing!to!work!longer!hours! and! undertake!work! at! home! in! order! to! familiarise! themselves!with! software!and! websites.! However! as! Hew! and! Brush! (2007)! reported,! teachers! can! experience!“burn! out”! and! choose! to! leave! teaching! due! to! the! demands! of! the! curriculum! and!assessment.!In!comparison!at!home,!both!year!groups’!children!used!technology!for!their!personal!enjoyment!and!to!maintain!and!reinforce!personal!relationships!in!the!family.!The!data!of! this!study!are!similar! to!Plowman’s!et!al!project:!“Young"children"learning"with"toys"
and" technology" at" home”,! which! found! that! children! at! home! get! more! emotional!support!and!more!specifically!they!found!four!dimensions!of!family!context!that!made!a!difference! to! children’s! encounters! with! technological! resources! at! home:! i)! family!perspective!on!the!efficacy!of!technology!as!an!educative!tool;!ii)!parents’!perspectives!on!ways! of! supporting! children’s! learning;! iii)! family! interactions,! iv)! the! presence! of!siblings!and!other!demands!on!parents’! time!and!children’s!preferences!and!personal!characteristics.!In!different!projects!Plowman’s!research!team!(Plowman!et!al.,!2010a)!found! that! children!at!home!acquire!operational! technology! skills,! they! are! extending!their! knowledge! of! the! world,! while! they! are! developing! cultural! awareness!independence!as!well!as!confidence!gained!from!accomplishment!and!learning!to!follow!instructions.! Additionally! they! highlighted! that! parents! believe! that! ICT! can! create!learning! opportunities! and! they! contribute! to! their! learning! by! supporting! their!children’s!trialLerror!behavior!and!by!demonstrating!to!them!how!to!use!technology.!
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In! this! study! children’s! technology! use! at! home!was! based! on! their! preferences.! The!position!of! technology! in! this!context! is!directly!related!to!children’s! interest!and!that!makes! technology!more!naturally!embedded.!This!ethnographic!case!study! found!that!children’s! technology! use! at! home! has! a! strong! emotional! tone! and! technology! use!represents! the! family! values,! such! as! communication,! academic! achievement! and!challenge.!The!macroLlevel!influence!at!home!is!apparent!in!parent’s!conceptions!about!technology.! Both! the! parents! mentioned! that! they! use! technology! as! a! means! of!appraisal!particularly!in!terms!of!sanction!and!reward;!however!during!the!fieldwork!an!incidence!of!technology!use!in!this!behavioural!way!was!not!observed.!!Wider!culture!at!macro!and!meso! level!could! influence!the!parents!about!the!benefits!of! technology.! In!general,!the!pressure!from!the!macroL!and!mesoLlevel!was!limited!by!the!availability!of!the! technological! equipment! in! the! house,! but! could! sometimes! be! seen! through! by!children’s!game!preferences,!such!as!the!game!that!Allan!discovered!on!the!Cereal!box.!Although! the!TPACK! framework! (Koehler! and!Mishra,! 2009)! describes! the! classroom!environment,!since!the!parents!have!learning!goals!for!their!children!and!therefore!an!implicit! pedagogy! when! allowing! technology! use,! the! framework! can! be! broadened!from!the!school!to!the!home!environment.!In!the!next!section,!I!would!like!to!consider!it!in!terms!of!children’s!technology!use!at!home!environment.!The!parents!in!this!study!seem!to!have!Technology,"Pedagogy,"and"Content"Knowledge"in!mind" since! they! achieved! an! effective! teaching! with! technology! that! required! an!understanding! of! the! representation! of! concepts! using! technologies! (iMaps! for!demonstrating! a! journey! for! example);! they! used! technology! in! constructive!ways! to!teach! content! (Microsoft! Word! for! teaching! Greek! words);! they! used! technology! for!helping!children!to!face!academic!issues,!in!mathematics!and!literacy!knowledge!(iPad!for! literacy! and! mathematics! applications);! and! finally! they! used! children’s! prior!knowledge.!Although!the!parents!in!this!study!were!not!drawing!on!epistemological!or!pedagogical! theories,! they!effectively!applied!TPACK’s! teaching!model!at!home,!where!technology!was!more!than!a!tool!for!applying!pedagogical!content!knowledge;!instead!it!was!body!of!knowledge!and!was!used!fluidly!and!relatively!to!the!family’s!values.!!That!was! because! at! home! environment! the! circles! of! TPACK! saw! the! child! as! an! active!individual!who!plays!a! role! in!his! (or!her)!own! learning!experience,! in!comparison! to!school!settings,!where!the!conception!of!TPACK!is!mostly!teacherLcentred!and!focused!
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on! how! the! teacher! can! implement! technology! in! his/her! pedagogy! in! relation! to!curriculum!content.!In!a!real!classroom!environment,!where!the!teachers!have!to!overcome!institutional!and!personal! barriers,! it! is! questionable! whether! the! TPACK! framework,! which! does! not!consider!the!child,!can!be!applicable.!
!!!!!!!!!!Table!16:!Technology!in!micro]meso]macro!level!at!home!and!school!!
Level!of!Analysis! School! Home!
! Year'Two' EYFS' !MacroLlevel! Technology!representative! of!curriculum! core!subjects!
Technology!representative!of! teacher’s! educational!priorities! Technology!representative!of!family!values!MesoLlevel! Technology! use!based!on!curriculum! Technology! use! based! on!teacher’s!values! Technology! use! based!on!children’s!interests!MicroLlevel! Collaborative,! taskLoriented!experience! Socializing,! taskLoriented!experience! Emotional,! cultural!experience!
!!
7.2!!!!!!!!Learning!as!growth!Growth!is!more!in!evidence!at!home!in!terms!of!a!continuity!of!experience,!as!well!as!the!children’s!meaningfulness! and! engagement! in! technology! use.! Children!were! actively!and!independently!using!technology,!while!parents!played!the!role!of!a!learning!partner!in! their! experience!of! technology!use.!Occasionally! children! attempted! to! connect! the!school! experiences! with! the! home! experiences;! however! the! teachers! seem! to! have!missed!these!opportunities.!An!example!is!when!Yiannis!asked!the!EYFS!teacher!to!find!a!picture!online,!print!and!cut!it.!Yiannis!found!pictures!online!with!his!father!wrote!the!object!of!the!picture!in!Greek!in!Microsoft!Word!and!then!printed!it!out.!Yiannis!at!his!home!environment!was!able! independently!to!search!for!the!picture!online,!wrote!the!word! in! Greek! and! printed! it! out! to! make! a! picture.! At! school,! on! the! other! hand,!Yiannis’! role!was! limited!and!he!only!had! to! choose!a!picture!on!his! teacher’s! laptop.!Another! example!was!when!Allan!attempted! to!help!his! teacher!with!Microsoft!Word!program,!since!Allan!similar!to!Yiannis!was!also!using!Microsoft!Word!to!write!words!in!Greek.! ! At! home! there! is! a! continuity! of! children’s! experiences,! which! results! in! the!growth! of! children’s! technology! use! as! these! experiences! prepare! them! for! future!experiences!and!future!collaborative!learning!and!interaction!as!part!of!the!family!life.!
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On!the!other!hand!the!children!at!school!were!not!independent;!instead!they!passively!received! instructions! about! accomplishing! particular! activities! without! any! evident!understanding!of!the!purposes!of!technology!use!or!the!relationship!of!their!tasks!with!their!wider! learning.!Children!were!not!given! the!opportunity! to!actively!engage!with!the!interactive!whiteboard!or!the!laptops.!Although!both!teachers!attempted!to!use!it!as!a! teaching! enhancement,! children! were! offered! a! passive! experience! in! terms! of!technology! use.! Additionally,! at! school! both! of! the! teachers! sent! children! conflict!messages! about! technology! use.! In! EYFS! classroom! although! there! is! a! technology!station,! laptops! in! many! occasions! are! either! turned! off! or! the! area! is! covered! with!teacher’s! resources.! Despite! recognizing! the! difficulties! in! children’s! access,! she! does!not!attempt!to!resolve!all!those!problems,!creating!this!way!unfulfilled!intentions!and!a!discontinuity!in!their!technology!use!experience.!Inconsistency!in!classroom!rules!could!also! have! negatively! contributed! in! children’s! continuum! of! experiences! (as! Dewey!(1938)! noted! in! his! book! Experience" and" Education).! For! instance! the! rules! in! the!classroom!about!violence! included! the!ban!of! guns;!however!when! the! same!children!asked!for!a!gun!the!teacher!responded!to!their!request!by!using!the!Internet!as!a!tool!to!find!pictures! online.! That! could!be! interpreted! as! the! teacher!passing! the!message! to!children!that!technology!and!the!‘virtual’!or!online!world!can!be!outside!the!classroom’s!environment.!In!Year!Two!classroom!teacher’s!inconsistency!in!program!choices!was!an!important!barrier!for!children’s!growth!of!technology!use.!Comparing! the! home! to! the! school! environment,! it! is! evident! that! at! school! there! is!vertical! continuity! in! children’s! experiences! of! technology! that! is! connected! to! core!curriculum! subjects,! while! at! home! there! is! a! horizontal! continuity! in! children’s!experiences!of!technology!in!time,!which!is!connected!to!life!and!cultural!experiences.!According!to!Dewey!(1938)!children!learn!and!grow!their!experiences!only!when!those!experiences!are!connected!to!each!other.!
Table!17:!Technology!use!and!learning!as!growth!












Meaningfulness" Relevant! to! curriculum!as! physical! object! in!the!classroom! Natural/Part! of!family!life!
Nature" Cognitive/TaskLoriented! Social/Emotional!
Activity"Initiation" Mostly!adultLinitiated! Both! child! and!adultLinitiated!
Activity"Guidance" Mostly!adultLguided! Mostly! childLguided!
Technology!Use! School! Home!
Equipment" Old! Contemporary!
Indicator" Reflective! of! school!leadership’s!priorities/values! Reflective! of!family! values! and!children’s!interest!
Technology!Use! School! Home!
Purpose" Technology! as! part! of! a!subject!L!based!curriculum:!Targets! around! Literacy!and!Mathematics!




7.3!!!!!!!!Relevance!and!significance!to!the!field!This! research! used! ethnographic! techniques! to! explore! children’s! technology! use!experience!at!home!and!school.!There!are!a!number!of!studies!that!seem!to!have!a!have!similar! research! focus.! For! example! the! research! team! of! Plowman! conducted! three!different! projects;! “Entering" e*society:" Young" children’s" development" of" e*literacy”;"
“Young" children" learning" with" toys" and" technology" at" home”" and" “Interplay:" Play,"
Learning" and" ICT" in" Pre*school" Education”" for! identifying! children’s! learning! and!interactions!at!home!and!school,!while!O’Hara!(2008)!used!observations!and!interviews!in!order!to!explore!children’s!experiences!of!technology!use!at!home!and!school."However,!O’Hara! (2008)! did! not! articulate! a! theoretical! position! or! definitions,!while!key! terms,! such! as! learning! and! peerLlearning,! were! not! operationalized.! Plowman’s!research!team!used!Vygotsky’s!scaffolding!as!a!theoretical!framework.!The!researchers!by!predefining! their! theoretical! framework!did!not!explore! children’s! technology!use;!rather! they! explored! how! Vygotsky’s! scaffolding! theory! can! be! applied! in! children’s!technology!use!at!home.!Another! important!difference! lies!on! the!methodology!of! the!two!studies!itself.!In!the!above!studies!the!role!of!the!researcher!in!the!data!collection!was! not! discussed,! thus! questions! regarding! credibility! can! arise.! ! As! it! has! been!highlighted! in! previous! research! (e.g.! Wolcott,! 1994)! in! qualitative! studies,! personal!interpretations! play! a! crucial! role! in! the! collection! and! analysis! of! the! data.! Thus,! I!regard! the! systematic! analysis! of! the! data,! as! well! as! the! detailed! description! of! the!coding! process,! essential! for! the! credibility! of! the! study.! For! the! current! qualitative!research,!I!put!a!strong!emphasis!on!the!presentation!of!the!data!and!being!as!objective!as!my!personal!identities!have!allowed!me!to!be.!This!study!has!an!exploratory!nature!and!as!such!the!analytical!framework!followed!the!data!and!my!interpretation.!Although!popular! learning! theories! could! explain! and! analyse! aspects! of! the! children’s! microLlevel! interactions!with! technology,! only!Dewey’s! could! describe! children’s! technology!use!as!a! continuous!experience! that! takes!place!at!home!and! at! school.! If!we! think!of!learning!as!taking!place!in!a!dark!room,!then!each!learning!theory!can!shed!light!on!one!a!single!spot!of! the!room!at!a! time.!Vygotsky’s! learning! theory!could!explore!how!the!different! environments! of! school! and! home! and! how! the! different! peers! and! adults!(siblings,! peers,! teachers! and! parents),! influence! children’s! technology! use! and! their!
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learning! through! these! interactions.! However,! children’s! personal! experience! of!technology! use! and! the! relational! continuity! of! these! experiences! would! be! missed.!Piaget,!on!the!other!hand,!could!potentially!shed!light!on!children’s!developing!cognitive!conceptions!and!the!role!of!technology!in!the!assimilation!and!accommodation!of!new!ideas!and!schemes.!Bandura!(1969;!1977)!provides!a!perspective!on!children’s!learning!by! observation! and! imitation! and! the! aspirational! role! of! emulation! of! others!behaviours! (Bandura,! Davidson! &! Davidson,! 2003).! During! fieldwork,! incidents! of!learning!that!can!be!explained!by!each!of!Bandura’s,!Vygotsky’s!and!Piaget’s!ideas!were!observed.! However,! each! of! those! theorists! would! shed! light! on! one! fragmented!perspective! of! learning.! Dewey’s! concept! of! growth! and! experience! in! terms! of!continuity! provided!me!with! a! series! of! spotlights! that! enabled!me! to! see! children’s!technology!use!as!a!more!continuous!learning!experience!between!home!and!school.!!
7.4!!!!!!!!!Limitations!of!the!study!The!limitations!of!this!study,!which!are!results!of!a!series!of!choices!that!had!to!be!taken!before!and!during!the!study,!need!to!be!taken!into!consideration!when!discussing!and!interpreting!the!findings.!The!current!study!employed!an!ethnographic!approach!and!selected!one!family!as!the!sample!to!study!it!as!a!case!study.!My!personal!interpretations!played!a!crucial!role!in!the! data! collection! as! well! as! data! analysis.! Thus,! in! order! to! enhance! the! study’s!reliability! or! dependability,! I! have! provided! extended! detailed! descriptions! of! my!position! in! the! field! and! the! human! tensions! during! the! data! collection.! Although! the!small! scale! of! the! study!makes! the! data! not! generalizable,! the! data! analysis! provided!detailed! analysis! and! the! results!may! be! interpretable! in! different! school! and! family!contexts.!Inevitably!the!nature!of!the!study!creates!familiarity!between!the!participants!and!the!researcher.! As! has! been! discussed! in! the! Chapter! of! Methodology! (Chapter! 3),! it! is!common! the! researcher,! during! participantLobservation,! to! create! close! relationship!with!the!participants!(Hammersley!&!Atkinson,!2007).!Thus,!separating!the!observation!notes! from! the! feelings! and! preconceptions! during! the! data! collection,! as! well! as!keeping!a!diary!reduced!this!type!of!bias!and!at!the!same!time!made!it!more!transparent!
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for!others!to!interpret.!!Another!important!limitation!of!this!study!is!that!I!deliberately!chose!not!to!get!children!or!adult!perspective!as!the!research!progressed!in!order!to!not!change!the!environment!and! experiences! of! the! participants.! It! nevertheless! remains! a! limitation! that! the!participants! were! not! given! the! chance! to! discuss! or! validate! the! researcher’s!observations!and!perceptions.!!!
7.5!!!!!!!!Personal!journey/Reflexivity!During! this! research! I! developed! both! my! teaching,! as! well! as! my! research! identity.!Since! this!study!has!a!strong!ethnographic!character,! I! think! it!necessary! to!reflect!on!myself! as! a! researcher! and! discuss! my! personal! journey! throughout! the! research!process.! As! has! been! highlighted! in! the! Chapter! of! Methodology! (Section! 3)! this!research! has! been! through! many! different! stages.! In! Section! 3,! I! discussed! the!relationship! with! the! participants! and! the! human! tensions! related! to! my! personal!positioning!in!the!different!settings.!!The!first!stage!was!to!locate!myself!in!the!research!fields.!That!proved!to!be!particularly!challenging! for! various! reasons.! Each! setting!was! different! from! the! other! and! as!my!personal! relationship! with! the! family! and! the! teachers! was! developing,! my! role! was!constantly!changing.!The!recordings!helped!me!not!only!to!record!the!conversations!as!they!occurred,!but!also!to!reflect!myself!as!a!researcher,!as!a!PhD!student,!as!a!teacher!and!finally!as!a!person.!I!noticed!that!when!the!teachers!asked!me!questions!about!my!studies!and!my!research,!I!felt!particularly!uncomfortable,!to!the!extent!that!sometimes!I!was!unable!to!even!speak!in!my!second!language,!which!I!consider!myself!as!a!fluent!speaker.!That!tension!could!be!derived!by!the!fact!that!although!University!of!Durham!provides!a!PGCE!programme!and!PGCE!students!do!their! teaching!placements! in! local!Durham,! schools! are! not! used! to! teachers! from!other! countries! or! a! diverse! range! of!students.! Having! volunteered! in! a! different! local! school! in! my! first! year! of! my! PhD,!which!was!more! international!and!culturally!diverse,! I! could! see! the!difference! in! the!way!the!school!staff!behaved!around!me.!They!felt!uncomfortable!and!when!they!talked!to!me,!they!changed!their!accent!and!tried!to!speak!clearly!and!slowly.!As!a!nonLnative!
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speaker!and!a!nonLEnglish!person,! I! could! feel! the! tension!around!me.! ! I! felt! this!way!from! my! first! day! at! school.! That! made! me! feel! uncomfortable,! however! only! after!listening!to!the!recordings!I!could!spot!the!reasons!that!made!me!feel!this!way.!The!way!I! felt! influenced! the! way! I! conducted! the! informal! interviews,! in! a! sense! that! I! was!conscious! about! the! language.! The! recordings! also! played! an! important! role! in!understanding! the! relationships! I! developed!with! the! adults.!When! I! first! started! the!data!collection,!I!could!not!understand!exactly!what!I!had!to!do,!how!teachers!expected!me!to!behave,!how!the!headLteacher!expected!me!to!behave,!how!the!parents!expected!me! to! behave,! how! I! should! behave! as! a! researcher,! how! I! should! behave! as! a! PhD!student,!and!eventually!how!I!behaved!in!reality.!!A!PhD!is!about!becoming.!At!the!beginning!of!the!PhD,!I!was!an!early!years!teacher!and!then!I!had!to!think!and!act!consciously!as!a!researcher.!During!qualitative!research!and!especially! during! studies! that! have! an! ethnographic! nature,! doing! research! is! not!enough.!I!was!required!to!switch!identities!at!any!time,!during!data!collection,!walking!in!the!school!corridor!or!being!in!the!car!with!the!family.!In!order!to!switch!identities,!I!had!first!to!recognize!them!and!then!to!understand!them,!while!at!the!same!time!I!was!in! the!process!of!becoming"a! researcher.!Those!multiple! identities! of!myself!were! the!biggest! challenge! throughout! this! PhD! research.! The! recordings! and! the! diary! helped!me! to! understand! myself! as! a! researcher,! as! a! teacher,! and! most! importantly! as! an!individual.!!In!the!diary!I!could!release!the!tensions!from!the!data!collection.!After!transcribing!the!recordings,!I!could!combine!the!comments!I!was!writing!during!the!data!collection!with!the! recordings! and! the!diary!notes,! in! order! to! identify! and!my! feelings! and! separate!them! from! the! analysis.! Additionally,! the! diary! helped!me! to! overcome! the! challenge!related! to!confidentiality.!Throughout! the!research!process,! I!became!part!of!both! the!school!and!home!environments.!Thus,!in!many!occasions!I!was!present!in!conversations!demanded!confidentiality.!!In!the!introduction!I!discussed!my!pedagogical!philosophy!as!a!teacher.!In!the!beginning!of! this!research!I!believed!that! technology!use! in!general! is!useful!and!can!change!the!way!children!learn.!In!the!end!of!this!research!I!realised!that!teachers!should!think!more!
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Conclusions!!This!was!an!exploratory!case!study!that!employed!ethnographic!techniques!in!order!to!answer! the! key! research! question:! “What" is" children’s" experience" of" technology" use" at"
home" and" school?”.! Using! Dewey’s! theory! as! an! analytical! framework! and! drawing!literature! from! early! childhood! learning! theories! and! children’s! technology! use,! this!study!showed!that!technology!use!is!a!constructive!part!of!the!family!at!home,!while!at!school! the! teachers! are! using! technology! mostly! for! curriculum! continuity.! The! data!indicated! that! both! teachers! focused! on! the! achievement! of! curriculum! targets! and!mostly!provided!taskLoriented!activities.!Therefore!their!vision!of!children’s!technology!use!and!learning!at!school!seemed!to!be!fragmented.!As!a!result!they!missed!the!totality!of! children’s! learning! experiences!with! technology! and! the!potential! to!build!on! their!learning!through!the!continuity!of!their!learning!experiences.!!At! home! the! parents! appeared! to! have! broader! goals! and! values! for! their! children’s!learning.! ! Children! along! with! their! parents! used! technology! in! relation! to! other!experiences! in! order! to! cover! broader! needs! of! development! and! learning.! This!provided!a!continuity!of!experiences!in!the!home!setting!where!the!intentions!or!goals!of! the! experience!were! either! set! by! the! child! or! shared!between! the! child! and!other!family!members.!!!
8.1!!!!!!!!Contributions!This! study! contributes! to! the! field! of! technology! and! early! years! learning! in! several!ways.!Firstly,!it!adds!to!the!literature!of!early!childhood!technology!use!that!children’s!experience! of! technology! in! the! school! environment! tends! to! have! no! continuity! in!terms! of! children’s! experiences! and! depends! primarily! on! curriculum! targets! for!literacy,! mathematics! and! technology.! By! contrast,! in! the! home! setting! technology! is!part!of!family!life!and!supports!the!continuity!of!their!emotional!and!social!relationships,!whilst!also!at!times!providing!cognitive!engagement!and!challenge.!
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8.2!!!!!!!!Recommendations!!In! schools,! to!establish!a! strong!connection!between!children’s!experience!and!school!teaching! requires! effort! and! expertise! on! the! teachers’! part.! Teachers! need! to!thoroughly!understand!the!different!uses!of!technology!across!the!curriculum,!but!also!have!a!good!understanding!of! their! students’! experiences.!A!primary! responsibility!of!educators! is! that! they! not! only! shape! the! environment! for! creating! children’s!experiences,!but!that!also!to!plan!activities!that!can!lead!to!growth.!Thus!it!is!important!that!teachers!are!provided!with!further!professional!development!in!order!to!be!able!to!acknowledge! the! reasons! why! and! how! technology! can! enhance! children’s! learning.!Teachers! need! support! to! selfLreflect! their! teaching! practices! and! their! pedagogical!beliefs,! in!order! to!understand!how! technology!can! fit! in! their!belief! system.!As!Clark!and! Peterson! (1984)! note,! “Teachers'! belief! systems! can! be! ignored! only! at! the!innovators'!peril”!(p.!291).!The!current!school!and!curriculum!structure!does!not!seem!to! provide! enough! support! for! teachers! to! customize! the! use! of! technology! to! their!young!students’!experiences.!A!visionary!leadership!is!essential!for!teacher’s!technology!use! in! classroom.! Therefore! children! will! be! able! to! experience! a! more! continuous!educational!experience,!which!builds!on!what!they!already!know!and!can!do.!!As!other!studies!indicate!(Plowman!et!al.,!2013;!O’Hara;!2011),!Early!Years!children!are!capable!of!using!technology.!Some!research!suggests!that!parents!experience!confusion!and!stress!about!allowing!their!children!to!use! technology.!Parents!are!worried!about!their! children! overusing! technology,! deterring! their! children’s! social! and! emotional!development! and! they! are! concerned! that! specific! technological! features! can! harm!children’s! cognitive!development.!This! study! suggests! that!parents!need!not! to!worry!about!their!children’s!technology!use!as!long!as!they!provide!continuity!of!experiences!and!technology!is!part!of!the!family’s!life!and!reflects!the!family’s!values.!Conceived!in!this!way,! technology!will!not!constitute!an!obstacle!to!children’s!social! interactions!or!emotional!development.!!This! study! has! several! recommendations! for! future! research.! The! systematic! review!indicated!that!the!majority!of!the!studies!needs!to!be!more!integrated!so!that!they!can!build!on!each!other!and!most!importantly!apply!established!theoretical!frameworks!in!
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EYFS3:!Standards!and!Testing!Agency,!(2013).!Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!Profile!Handbook!!EYFS4:!Office!for!Standards!in!Education,!(2013).!The!framework!for!the!regulation!and!inspection!of!provision!on!the!Early!Years!Register!!EYFS5:!Department!of!Education,!(2012)!A!Know!How!Guide:!The!EYFS!progress!check!at!age!two.!!!Key!Stage!1!!KS1_1:!Department!of!Education,!(2013).!The!national!curriculum!in!England:!Key!stages!1!and!2!
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! KS1! 0.00! 0.00! 0.00!Outcome! EYFS! 0.09! 0.10! 0.05!KS1! 0.03! 0.03! 0.01!Play*! EYFS! 0.12! 0.11! 0.05!KS1! 0.03! 0.03! 0.02!Progress! EYFS! 0.37! 0.69! 0.31!KS1! 1.09! 1.93! 0.86!Provide! EYFS! 1.33! 1.06! 0.47!KS1! 0.27! 0.27! 0.12!Pupil! EYFS! 0.02! 0.02! 0.01!KS1! 1.41! 1.16! 0.52!Report! EYFS! 0.30! 0.44! 0.20!KS1! 0.27! 0.50! 0.23!Score! EYFS! 0.05! 0.10! 0.05!KS1! 0.01! 0.03! 0.01!Skill! EYFS! 0.08! 0.07! 0.03!KS1! 0.19! 0.21! 0.09!Support! EYFS! 0.26! 0.24! 0.11!KS1! 0.10! 0.08! 0.04!Technolog*! EYFS! 0.02! 0.03! 0.01!KS1! 0.05! 0.07! 0.03!
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Article)Record! Sample! Research)Purpose(s)! Data) Collection)
Methods! Theoretical)Background! Data) Analysis)Methods!
Case) 1.! Arnott,! L.! (2013).!Are!we!allowed!to!blink?!Young!children's! leadership! and!ownership! while! mediating!interactions! around!technologies.!!
Purposive!sample:!90!children! from! 2! local!schools! with!standardized! approach!to!care!and!staff!training.!Criteria:! children’s!age,!manageable!sample.!
Explore! children’s! social!interactions! around! technologies,!by! focusing! on! children’s!technological! positions! and! social!status!roles.!
Exploratory!study:!!dsystematic!observation!dcluster!mapping,!d!interviews!and!d! researcherdled!activities!!
Use! of! sociocultural!theory!and!contextualism!mentioned,! defined! by!Crotty!(1998)!and!Packer!and! Scott! (1992).!Particularly! theories! of!social! positioning! and!status! theory,!collaboration,! social!status!in!the!analysis.!
Emergence! of! clusters,!which! were! the! central!unit! of! analysis! for! the!study.!!!
Case) 2.! Grieshaber,! S.!(2010).! Beyond! discovery:! a!case! study! of! teacher!interaction,! young! children! and!computer!tasks!!
*Part& of& a& bigger& study:&
Beyond& letters,& numbers& and&
screens:& NB,& technologies,&
numeracy& and& early& childhood&
education&&
Purposive! sample:! 1!multidaged!atypical! class,!5d8!years!old.!Criteria:! teacher’s!expertise! in! technology.!1! multidaged! atypical!class,!5d8!years!old!!The!author!described!the! sample! and! context!in!detail.!!
Exploratory!Research!Question:!!What! can! be! learned! from! a!teacher!recognized!by! the!principal!and! peers! as! knowledgeable! about!computers! and! associated!technologies?!
Exploratory! casedstudy:!dobservations,!!dinformal!interviews,!d!email!contact.!!!after! each! visit! field!notes! documented!informal! conversations,!classroom! routines,! daily!events! and! atypical!occurrences.!
Classroom!Interactions:! IRF!(Initiation! Response!Feedback)! and! IRE!(Initiation! Response!Evaluation)! Small!groups,! learning,!peer/teacher!interaction!
Analysis! was! inductive!and!codes!were!assigned!to!categories!and!themes!that!emerged!from!the!data.!!Coding! process! was!explained!in!detail.!!!
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Case) 3.! Gronn,! D.,! Scott,! A.,!Edwards,! S.,! &! Henderson,! M.!(2013).! ‘Technological! me’:!young! children’s! use! of!technology! across! their! home!and!school!contexts.!!
Purposive! sample:! 3!siblings! aged! between! 6!and!12!years!Criteria:! children!were! rich! cases,! because!they!were!enrolled!at!the!same!school.!!!
Notes:& Only& one& case&&
met&our&inclusion&criteria!
‘Statedofdthe!actual’!Question:!dwhat! technologies! the! 3!children!used!in!both!settings,!d!how!these!might!be!understood!in!terms! of! the! functions! associated!with! their! use! from! a! ‘permeable!boundary’,! rather! than! ‘digitalddisconnect’!perspective.!
Case!study!method!d! record! sheets! of!technology!use!filled!by!the!teacher!and!mother,!d! 2! focus! group!interviews! using! pictures!as! prompts,! in! the! 2nd!round! of! interviews! child!was! given! pictures! of! the!technologies! used! and!asked!to!rate!its!usefulness!for! their! learning! scale! 1d10.!
Each! child’s!technology! use! is!influenced! by! its!environment! and!interactions! in! it.! They!refer! to! the! “digital!disconnect”! between!home!and!school!.!
Content!analysis.!Data! were! analysed! in!terms! of! frequency,! time,!and!context.!Transcripts!of!the! focus! group!discussion!were! inspected! against!categories! from! the! home!and! school! logs,! trying! to!find! instances!of!particular!technologies! across!contexts.!!
Case) 4.!Howard,! J.,!Miles,!G.!E.,! &! ReesdDavies,! L.! Y.! (2012).!Computer! use! within! a! playdbased!early!years!curriculum.!!!!





study:& Only& 2nd& and& 3rd&
phase& met& our& inclusion&
criteria.&!
Research!Questions:!d! What! are! teachers’! views! on!the! integration! of! computer! use!within!a!playdbased!curriculum?!d! In! what! ways! are! computers!used! within! a! playdbased!curriculum?!d! Do! certain! types! of! computer!use! lead! to! higher! levels! of!engagement?!d! Do! children! see! computing!activities!where!an!adult! is!present!as!less!like!play?!!
Video! camera! ! was!used! to! make! the!observations!!
The! authors! describe!the! general! picture! of!children’s! use! of!technology.!!!!!!!
53! episodes! of!computer! use! recorded!across! the! 12! classrooms,!39! met! initial! criteria! for!analysis! in! that! (1)! the!nature! of! computer! use!remained!constant!and! (2)!the! children! using! the!computer! remained!constant.!!!The! authors! used!Leuven! Involvement! Scale!and! observation! Scale! 1d5!(level!of!engagement)!
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Case) 5.! Hyun,! E.! (2005).! A!study! of! 5d! to! 6dyeardold!children’s! peer! dynamics! and!dialectical! learning! in! a!computerdbased! technologydrich!classroom!environment.!!
Purposive!sample:!18,! 5d! to! 6dyeardolds!(9!boys!and!9!girls)!from!culturally! and!linguistically! diverse! 9!pairs!in!total!Criteria:! children’s!age!Sample! and! research!context! were! described!in!detail.!!
Research!Purposes:!Explore! collaborative!behaviours! ! of! predschoolers! in! a!computerdbased! technologydrich!classroom.!!
!Mixed! method! s! of!data!collection!was!used,!!!dIndividualized!Computer! Proficiency!Checklist,!!drecord! of! children’s!conversation.!!d! observations,!fieldnotes!
Vygotsky’s! sociodcultural! perspective! and!peerdcollaboration!mentioned.!
Statistical!test!ANCOVA!for! ICPC.! Most! data! were!collected! and! analysed!qualitatively.! Conversation!and! informal! interviews!with! the! researcher! were!analysed! using! ! open,!inductive,! axial,! and!selective! coding! as!well! as!data!reduction.!
Case)6.!Judge,!S.,!Puckett,!K.,!&!Bell,! S.!M.! (2006).!Closing! the!digital! divide:! Update! from! the!early! childhood! longitudinal!study.!!
Nationally!representative!sample.!! Research!Questions:!d! Does! technology! access! differ!for! children!attending!highdpoverty!and!lowdpoverty!schools?!d! Does! computer! use! differ! for!children!attending!highdpoverty!and!lowdpoverty!schools?!d! Are! there! differences! in!frequency! of! computer! use!according!to!academic!achievement!and!schooldpoverty!concentrations?!
Longitudinal! study,!questionnaires! to! teachers!and!parents!to!find!out!the!availability! of! different!resources! and! use!frequency!of!use.!!
They!state! they!draw!on!research!on!computer!access! and! inequalities!between! families! with!different!SES.!
Statistical!analysis.!
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Case) 7.! Landerholm,! E.!(1994).! Computers! in! the!kindergarten.!! Purposive!Sample:!49!children! in! a! private!school!Criteria:! children’s!age,! availability! of!computer.!!
&
*Age&is&not&mentioned.!
Research!Questions:!Differences!in:!!dthe! total! frequency! of!children's! computer! use! by!classroom!d! frequency! of! computer! use! in!the! first! half! of! the! 12!week! study,!when! only! one! software! program!was! introduced! each! week,!compared! to! the! second! half! when!all!software!was!available!on!a! free!choice!basis.!d! computer! use! between! males!and!females.!d! computer! use! between! older!and!younger!children.!d! the! frequency! of! use! among!the!six!software!programs.!
Teachers! recorded!when! each! child! used! the!computer! and! which!software! they! chose.! ! Each!time! they! used! the!computer!they!signed!their!name!and!date!on!the!sheet!for!the!software!they!used.!Researcher! provided!consultation! the! first! 6!weeks.!!
The! author! draws!research! on! children’s!use!of!computers! Statistical!analysis.!!
Case) 8.! Zevenbergen,! R.,!Logan,! H.! Computer! use! by!preschool! children:! Rethinking!practice! as! digital! natives! come!to! preschool! (free! fulldtext!available).!!
Purposive! Sample:!150! parents! were!received!from!families!Criteria:! children’s!age!
Research!Purposes:!to!identify:!d!the!amount!of!computer!usage!by!4,!5!years!olds!dtypes!of!computer!usage!dfrequency!with!which! children!accessed! the! computer(where! and!for!what!purpose)!dtheir!skills!
Survey! Mention! of! digital!natives! literature! and! a!summary!of! the!research!that! has! been! done! on!early! years! technology!use.!
Statistical!analysis!
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Case)9.!Luckin,!R.,!Connolly,!D.,! Plowman,! L.,! &! Airey,! S.!(2003).! Children's! interactions!with!interactive!toy!technology.!!
Sample:! dHome:) 12!children,! 6! girls,! 6! boys,<School:! 32! children,! 16!girls,! 16! boys! <Out! of!School!Club:)22!children,!9!girls,!13!boys!Criteria:! No! criteria!mentioned.))
Research!Questions:!d! From!where! do! children! seek!assistance,! the! toy,! software,! peer!or!researcher?!!dDo! children!use! any! assistance!offered! without! their! specific!request?!If!so!is!there!any!difference!between! their! reactions! to! the!different!sources!of!assistance?!d!Even! if! they! take!notice!of! the!help,! do! children! interpret! it!correctly?!d! Have! children! sufficient!mastery! of! the! computer! interface!to!implement!help!when!given?!!d! If! the! toy! is! absent,! the! same!hints!and!tips!are!available!through!an! ondscreen! animated! icon! of! the!toy’s!cartoon!character;!do!children!react! in! the! same!way! to! the! same!content!delivered! through!different!interfaces?!!
Home:! Video!recordings! at! home! made!on! an! opportunistic! basis,!parent! diaries! whilst! the!researcher!was!absent.!
School:) Observations.)!More! controlled! approach!with! detailed,! dualdsource!video!analysis.!
Out) of) School) Club:)Fieldwork!in!4!out&of&school&
clubs& .was! similar! to! that!conducted! in! the! school!inasmuch! as! children! used!the! items! for! fixed!periods!of! time,! were! observed!once! and! the! playleaders!completed! a! PPBS.!(researcher! actively!engaged)!!
Scaffolding! theory!derived! from! Vygotsky’s!Zone! of! Proximal!Development.!!
Video! tapes! dialogue!and!behaviour!on!the!video!tapes! were! transcribed! in!the! categories:! researcher!comments;! action,!comments! and! dialogue!between! children! ! and!researcher;!comments!from! the! toy;! dialogue!from! ondscreen! characters!or!screen!events!on!screen.))
))Coding! scheme! was!explained,! by! giving!examples.!!
Case) 10.! McKenney,! S.,! &!Voogt,!J.!(2010).!Technology!and!young! children:! How! 4–7! year!olds! perceive! their! own! use! of!computers.!!
Purposive! sample:! 2!schools!Criteria:!SES,!1!school!low! SES! and! one! middle!SES!
Research!Questions:!dIs! access! to! computers! outside!school!associated!with!gender,!age,! sociodeconomic! status! or!ethnic!group?!dWhat! activities! do! young!children!do!on!the!computer,!in!and!out!of!school?!dTo!what!extent!are!they!able!to!conduct! these! activities!independently!or!with!help?!dWhat! attitudes! do! young!
!Onedondone! structured!interviews! with! the!children.! (Scales! eg,! often,!never,!daily,!once!a!month)!!
Summarize! other!qualitative! research! on!children’s! use,! activities,!frequency,! gender! and!SES.!
Means! and! standard!deviations,! effect! sizes!(Cohen’s!d)! were! also!calculated.!
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children!have?!dAre!differences!in!the!use,!skills!or!attitudes!associated!with!gender,! age,! sociodeconomic!status!and!ethnic!group?!
Case) 11.! Project:! “Entering!edsociety:! Young! children’s!development!of!edliteracy”!!d!McPake,! J.,! Plowman,! L.,! &!Stephen,! C.! (2013).! Predschool!children! creating! and!communicating! with! digital!technologies!in!the!home.!!d!Plowman,!L.,!Stevenson,!O.,!McPake,! J.,! Stephen,! C.,! &! Adey,!C.! (2011).! Parents,! predschoolers! and! learning! with!technology! at! home:! some!implications!for!policy.!d!Plowman,!L.,!Stephen,!C.,!&!McPake,! J.! (2010).! Supporting!young! children's! learning! with!technology! at! home! and! in!preschool.!dPlowman,!L.,!McPake,!J.!and!Stephen,! C.! (2010).! The!Technologisation! of! Childhood?!Young!Children!and!Technology!in!the!Home.!d!McPake,! J.,! Plowman,! L.,! &!Stephen,! C.! (2008).! Just! picking!it! up?! Young! children! learning!with!technology!at!home.!!
Purposive!Sample:!10!predschools,! 346!received! answers! from!parents,! 74! families!volunteered! for! the! case!studies! and! 24! were!selected! 13! high! and! 11!low!SES.! 13!boys! and!11!girls.! 19! families!remained! until! the! end!(12! high! and! 7! low! SES,!12!boys!and!8!girls).!!Criteria:! SES,! child’s!gender,! use! of!technology.!!!Beginning!!!!!!!!!End!24! cases! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 19!cases!!13!boys! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 11!boys!11!girls! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !8!girls!!13! high! SES! ! ! ! ! ! ! 12!high!SES!11! low!SES! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 7!
Research! Questions:! (As!appeared!in!full!research!report)!dto! investigate! the! entry! of!young! children! (aged! three! to! five)!into!edsociety!dto! identify! the! factors! which!support,! impede! or! shape! young!children’s! developing! digital!literacy,!!dto!consider!the!extent!to!which!a! digital! divide! is! emerging,!between! young! children! who! have!extensive! access! and! opportunities!to! make! use! of! digital! connectivity!and!those!who!do!not!*Other! methodologically!relevant!studies:!d! K.! Nikolopoulou,! V.! Gialamas!and! M.! Batsouta! (2010).! Young!children’s! access! to! and! use! of! ICT!at!home.!
dsurvey,!!observations,!!interviews,!!a! set! of! case! studies!and!dconsultation!with! predschool! and! primary!education! professionals!and!policydmakers!
Vygotsky’s! sociodcultural! theory! and!guided! interaction!explicitly!mentioned.!
SPSS! to! generate!frequencies! and! cross!tabulations,! focusing! in!particular! on! differences!between! ‘disadvantaged’!and! ‘advantaged’! families!and!between!girls!and!boys!.!!
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dStephen! C.,!McPake!J.,!Plowman!L.,!&!BerchdHeyman.!(2008).! Learning! from! the!children:! Exploring! preschool!children's! encounters! with! ICT!at!home.!!
low!SES!!
Case) 12.! O'Hara,!M.! (2011).!Young! children’s! ICT!experiences! in! the! home:! Some!parental!perspectives.!!
Convenience! sample:.!2! schools,! 2! nursery! and!2!reception!classes!Criteria:! sample!selection! was! informed!by!Ofsted!inspection!!
Research!Purpose:!Illuminate! young! children’s!interactions! with! ICT! in! education!and! investigate! some! of! the!pedagogical!claims!made!in!relation!to!ICT!in!the!early!years.!
Survey!and!interview.!2!stages:! parents!questionnaire,! semidstructured!interviews.!!
The! author! describes!the! context! of! children’s!use!of!technology.!! 4! themes! from!questionnaires! and!interviews.! Actual! figures!and!percentage!used.!
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Case) 13:!O’Hara,!M.! (2008).!Young! children,! learning! and!ICT:! A! case! study! in! the! UK!maintained!sector.!!
Purposive! sample:! 1!nursery! and! 1! reception!classroom.!!Criteria:! Typical! case!study! (100! schools! were!sampled! to! find! typical!cases).!!Background!information! about! the!research! context! were!given.!!
Research!Purposes:!Young! children’s! (ICT)!experiences! in! the! home! and! the!role! of! parents! in! providing!technological! opportunities,!recognition!and!support.!
Observations,!naturalistic! notes,!photographs! and!interviews! in! natural!classroom!environments!!
No! theoretical!position! articulated! or!definitions! of! ! how! key!terms! were!operationalised! (e.g.!peerdtutoring,!social!skill,!creativity,! problemd!solving).!
Thematic!analysis!
Case) 14.! Project:! Interplay:!Play,! Learning! and! ICT! in! Predschool!Education!!dPlowman,! L.,! Stephen,! C.,! &!McPake,! J.! (2010).! Supporting!young! children's! learning! with!technology! at! home! and! in!preschool.!!dStephen,! C.,! &! Plowman,! L.!(2008).!Enhancing!learning!with!information!and!communication!technologies!in!predschool.!dPlowman,! L.,! &! Stephen,! C.!(2007).! Guided! interaction! in!predschool!settings.!!d dPlowman,!L.,!&!Stephen,!C.!Y.!(2005).!Children,!Play,!and!Computers!in!PredSchool!Education.!
Purposive! sample:!Different!reports!seem!to!use! different! subdsamples!from!the!project.!8! nursery! schools.! 14!practitioners! and! 80!playroom!staff.!Criteria:!SES!range!of!families,! schools’! overall!good! quality! and!network.!
Research!Questions:!dHow!to!create!opportunities!for!learning!about!and!with!ICT!dHow! to! identify! and! record!interactions! with! ICT! that! support!learning!dWhat! is! the! motivation! for!providing!this!support!dHow!is!the!support!provided!What! types! of! support! dare!provided!dWhat! ICT! resources! are!available! in!the!playroom!and!what!support! is!offered!to!staff!using!the!resources!dTo! what! extent! do! children!choose! to! use! the! ICT! resources!available! and! how! do! they! interact!with!them?!!
Interviews!with!at!least!one! practitioner! and! the!manager! at! each! of! the!seven!sites!Observations,!and!Brief! conversations!with!children.!!
Guided! interaction!theory! explicitly!mentioned.! Analysis! involved!producing!a!profile!of!each!site! andthen! producing! an!overview! summarising!findings! common! across!settings! and! factors! found!to!be! influential!regardless!of!specific!contexts!
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Case) 15.! Project:! Young!children! learning!with! toys! and!technology!at!home!!d Stephen!C.,!McPake!J.,!Plowman!L.,!&!!Adey!C.!(2013).!Young!children!engaging!with!technologies!at!home:!the!influence!of!family!context.!d McPake,!J.,!Plowman,!L.,!&!Stephen,!C.!(2013).!Predschool!children!creating!and!communicating!with!digital!technologies!in!the!home.!!
• Plowman,!L.,!Stevenson,!O.,!Stephen,!C.,!&!McPake,!J.!Y.!(2012).!Preschool!children's!learning!with!technology!at!home.!!dPlowman,! L.,! Stevenson,! O.,!McPake,! J.,! Stephen,! C.,! &! Adey,!C.! (2011).! Parents,! predschoolers! and! learning! with!technology! at! home:! some!implications!for!policy.!
Sample:!14!families,!7!boys,! 7! girls,! 7! high! SES,!7!low!SES!Criteria:! children’s!age,! families’! SES! and!owners! of! one! of! the!items! they! were!interested! in! (a! Wii),!families! were! willing! to!take!video!at!home!in!the!specific! time! period! and!children! were! willing! to!be!video!recorded.!!!*Additional!4!families!were! added.! 3! high! SES!and!1!low!SES.!!!
Research!Purposes:!dto!produce!a!rich!and!detailed!account! of! young! children's!encounters!with! technology! in! the!home.!dto! explore! the! ways! that!'traditional'! forms! of! play! are!different!or!similar!to!technological!play.!dto! extend! methods! for!examining! children's! experiences!of! technology! in! their! domestic!environments.!
dinterviews,!!dmobile!diaries,!dparents! video!recorded! their! children!when!using!technology!and!interviews!!!
Vygotsky! sociodcultural!theory! !“NVivo! was! used! to!manage! and! analyse! the!textual!data!and!supported!the! early! stages! of!developing! the! case!studies.! This! was! an!iterative! process! of! data!interrogation! in! which!research! questions! and!researcher! observations!were! checked! against! the!initial! coding! and! revised!as!necessary.”!!!!Systematic! content!analysis!
Case)16.!Smith,!C.!R.!(2002).!Click!on!Me!!An!Example!of!How!a! Toddler! Used! Technology! in!Play.!*Part& of& a& bigger& study:&
Smith,& C.& R.& (2001).& “Click& and&
turn& the&page:&An&Exploration&of&
Multiple&Storybook&Literacy”)
Convenience! sample:!1! child! (age?),!researcher’s!son.!!1! child,! researcher!was!the!mum.!!!
Describe! the! interaction!between! James!and! the! researcher!(mum)! while! sharing! the! various!storybook! media! and! to! analyse!the! similarities! and! connections!across!these!interactions.!
No!details!found.! The! author! draws!research! on! computer!and!play.!!! Data! sheets! combined!by! video! and! parent!diaries,! categorized! and!coded.!!
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Case)17.!Spink,!A.,!Danby,!S.,!Mallan,! K.,! &! Butler,! C.! (2010).!Exploring! young! children's!web!searching!and!technoliteracy.!)
Sample:! 1! mixed! SES!classroom!of!12!children!Criteria:!age! Explore! young! children’s! Web!searching! in! the! preparatory! year!classroom!context.! 4! hours! video!recording! They! authors!summarize! research! on!children’s!web!searching.! Categorized!qualitatively,! ethnographic!approach.!
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Appendix(C:(Consent(Form(for(Parents((!The!aim!of!this!study!is!to!examine!the!way!in!which!children!are!using!existing!technology!during!their!out8of8school!activities!and!to!identify!any!influence!on!their!learning.!I!will!come!and!observe!your!child/children!playing!and!using!technology!at!home!and!at!school.!I!will!take!some!photographs!so!I!can!talk!to!you!and!your!child!about!them!playing!with,!and!using!technology.!All!of!the!information!which!would!make!you!and!your!child!identifiable!will!be!removed!from!the!study!before!it!is!made!public.!Only!my!supervisor!and!myself!will!have!access!to!the!information,!which!identifies!you!and!your!child/children.!!!If!you!are!happy!for!you!and!your!child/children!to!participate!in!this!project,!please!sign!the!permission!slip!below.!In!addition!to!giving!consent!to!be!involved,!I!would!also!ask!for!your!permission!to!use!anonymous!images!of!your!child/children!as!they!are!using!technology!in!documents!and!presentations!reporting!the!research!and!in!any!materials!which!may!be!produced!as!a!result!of!the!project.!You!are!free!to!withdraw!from!the!project!at!any!time.!!
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
Signed!.............................................………................!!!!!Date!...........................................!!
!!!!!!!!!
(
(
(
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Appendix(D:(Consent(form(for(teachers!!I!am!a!second!year!PhD!student!at!University!of!Durham!in!the!School!of!Education!and!I!am!investigating!young!children’s!learning!with!technology!at!home!and!at!school.!My!study!is!supervised!by!Professor!Steven!Higgins!and!has!ethical!approval!from!Durham!University.!The!teachers!in!the!classes!I!am!working!in!are!not!the!focus!of!my!study,!but!you!may!be!included!incidentally!when!you!work!with!the!children!I!am!following.!!!The!aim!of!the!research!is!to!understand!the!way!in!which!young!children!are!using!current!technology!during!their!out8of8school!activities!and!to!identify!any!influence!on!their!learning,!including!their!learning!in!school.!Also,!in!order!to!get!a!deeper!understanding!of!children’s!learning!and!to!remember!what!they!talked!about!I!audio!record!some!of!their!discussions.!All!of!these!audio!recordings!will!be!destroyed!when!this!project!is!finished.!Also,!all!of!the!information!which!would!make!any!person!identifiable!will!be!removed!from!the!study!before!it!is!made!public.!!!If!you!are!happy!for!anonymous!and!incidental!notes!about!your!interaction!with!my!focus!children!to!be!included!in!my!study!please!sign!below.!For!any!further!information,!please!e8mail!or!my!supervisor.!!!Georgia!Vourloumi,!Ph.D!Candidate!Email:!georgia.vourloumi@durham.ac.uk!!Academic!Supervisor,!Professor!Steve!Higgins!Email:!s.e.higgins@durham.ac.uk!
(
I(give(my(consent(for(incidental(observations(of(me(to(be(included(in(the(study.(I(
understand(that(these(will(be(made(anonymous(and(all(audio(recordings(of(my(class(will(
be(destroyed.(
(
(
(
(
Name(............................................………................(
(
(
((
Signed!.............................................………................!!!!!Date!...........................................!!
(!
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Appendix(E:(Consent(Form(of(other(Children(in(the(classrooms(
(I!am!a!second!year!PhD!student!at!University!of!Durham!in!the!School!of!Education!and!currently!I!am!doing!data!collection!in!your!child’s/children’s!classroom.!Your!child/children!are!not!the!main!focus!of!the!study;!however!they!might!be!included!in!the!research!if!they!interact!with!the!focus!children.!!The!aim!of!the!research!is!to!study!the!way!in!which!children!are!using!existing!technology!during!their!out8of8school!activities!and!to!identify!any!influence!on!their!learning.!I!visit!the!classroom!and!observe!the!focus!children!playing!and!using!technology.!Also,!in!order!to!get!a!deeper!understanding!of!children’s!learning!and!remember!what!they!talked!about!I!audio8record!their!discussions.!All!the!audio!recordings!will!be!destroyed!when!this!project!is!finished.!Also,!all!of!the!information!which!would!make!your!child!identifiable!will!be!removed!from!the!study!before!it!is!made!public.!!!If!you!do!not!consent!for!your!child!to!peripherally!get!involved!in!this!study,!please!sign!below.(For!any!further!information,!please!e8mail!me!and!I'll!get!in!touch!!!Georgia!Vourloumi!Ph.D!Candidate!Email:!georgia.vourloumi@durham.ac.uk!!Academic!Supervisor!Professor!Steve!Higgins!Email:!s.e.higgins@durham.ac.uk!
(
(
Signed!.............................................………................!!!!!Date!...........................................!Consent!Form_Other!children!!!! !
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Appendix(F:(Example(of(Translation(from(Greek(to(English(
(
Transcription(
(
Denise:!Yiannis,!don’t!do!that!and!be!broken.!Come!to!make!drawings,!come!to!make!
drawings.!(meaning:!Don’t!play!with!that,!because!it!will!break.!Come!here!with!me!and!
we!will!draw.)!
Yiannis:!Is!that!broken?!
Denise:!No,!but!if!you!do!it!this!way!you!won’t!have!to!play!Wii!afterwards.!Leave!it!where!
it!was.!(meaning:!No,!it’s!not!broken!but!it!will!be!if!you!keep!!playing!with!it!this!way.!!
Leave!it!back!where!you!found!it)!
Y:!I!want!us!to!have..!I!want!us!to!have…I!want!to!play!with!Wii.!
D:!No,!let’s!do!that!with!Micky!Mouse.!(meaning:!Let’s!do!the!activity!with!Micky!Mouse.)!
Y:!Mum,!I!want!it.!
D:!What!do!you!want?!
Y:!Wii.!
D:!No,!let’s!stick!stickers.!
Y:!(Crying)!Noo..!
D:!Y.!wait!a!minute!because!I’m!doing!something.!!Y!stops!crying.!
!
D:!Yiannis,!come!here!to!show!you!what!we!can!do…don’t!do!that…you!are!breaking!it!
down….come!on..!let’s!go…!
Y:!(crying)!I!want!Wii.!
D:!No,!not!now!Wii,!later.!Now!we’re!gonna!do!something!very!nice.!We’re!gonna!do!it!
together.!Come,!and!sit!here!with!me.!
Y:!(crying)!Noo.!
(
(
(
(
(
(
(!
(
(
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Appendix(G:(Screenshot(of(RLNI(site!
!
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